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SUMMARY
Large Area Maskless Photopolymerization (LAMP) is a novel layer-based manu-
facturing technology currently being developed at Georgia Tech in collaboration with
the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor and PCC Airfoils. It is intended for the fabri-
cation of integrally-cored ceramic molds, with complex internal geometries, that are
used in the investment casting of high-pressure turbine blades. Unlike most layer-
based manufacturing technologies that produce prototype parts in plastic, LAMP
is developed with the goal of producing functional ceramic components that can
withstand the rigors of the high temperature processes involved in the single-crystal
casting of turbine blades. The complex internal geometries and the stringent require-
ments on the physical properties of the parts to be produced poses several challenges.
Consequently, the LAMP technology development initiative is a comprehensive one
involving work in several research domains to address these challenges. The work pre-
sented in this dissertation addresses the digital data processing and computational
needs of the LAMP process.
Several data processing schemes have been developed as part of this dissertation
to enable the LAMP technology. STL files, which are meshed approximations of the
part geometry, have become the De facto standard of the additive manufacturing
(AM) industry. However, owing to the complex part geometries in LAMP, such an
approximation of the geometry is not affordable. Therefore, a novel error-tolerant
direct slicing approach using ACIS kernel has been developed to slice the native CAD
geometry and output extremely high resolution (1500 dpi) bitmap images of the slice
contour. STL file slicing algorithms that are faster than the approaches previously
xvii
presented in literature have also been implemented. Furthermore, a suite of post
processing algorithms, like error-checking, part placement and tiling etc. that work
on the slice image data have been implemented.
In addition to the data processing schemes that enable basic functionality of the
LAMP process, several computational schemes to further improve the part quality
have been presented in this dissertation: (1) A novel volume-deviation based approach
for adaptively slicing CAD models has been implemented to alleviate the “stair-
stepping” effect on parts produced through LAMP and other AM processes in general.
The approach presented here is less computationally demanding than the methods
presented in the literature while producing reasonably good results. (2) A gray-scaling
and dithering scheme has been implemented on the slice images as yet another means
to alleviate the stair-stepping effect. This approach takes into account, the effects of
gray scale factor on the curing characteristics of the material system when computing
gray scale intensities unlike previous approaches. However this approach only works in
reducing the stair-stepping effect on surfaces with a downward facing (w.r.t the build
direction) normal vector. (3) An experimental study to characterize the side curing
behavior of the LAMP suspension with the objective of slice image compensation
prior to build in order to produce the dimensionally accurate parts is also presented.
A new approach for supporting geometries that result in unsupported features or
“floating” islands during part builds is presented. The approach presented here works
on native CAD geometry while the previously presented methods mostly work on the
simpler STL meshes. Moreover, prior approaches cannot be applied to the LAMP
process due to the inability to remove these support structures after build completion.
Consequently, a different approach that is suitable to the needs of LAMP process is
implemented. Since the implanted supports cannot be removed post-build, a potential
multi-functional design strategy for meeting the dual objectives of successful part
builds as well good cooling performance is discussed.
xviii
Finally, a discussion on the impact of LAMP in the manufacturing of next-
generation turbine blade designs is presented. Many novel cooling schemes to improve
the performance of turbine blades in high temperature engine operating conditions
have been proposed in the literature. However, it is extremely challenging to fabricate
them using current manufacturing methods. The LAMP process with its layer-by-
layer approach can alleviate these manufacturing limitations thereby opening up doors
for new design possibilities. To demonstrate these advanced capabilities, a few novel
film cooling hole geometries, that are difficult to fabricate conventionally are analyzed
for their cooling performance and fabricated through the LAMP process. Details of




Large Area Maskless Photopolymerization (LAMP) is a novel Additive Manufactur-
ing (AM) technology that is being developed at Georgia Tech in collaboration with
the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor and PCC airfoils. LAMP technology is aimed
at disrupting the current state-of-the-art in investment casting of high pressure (HP)
turbine blades by alleviating the need for tooling and manual labor. In doing so, it
leads to significant cost savings and substantial reduction in lead times for fabrication
of new prototype designs. Moreover, it also empowers designers with more freedom
by eliminating the constraints that are associated with conventional manufacturing
techniques. The work presented in this thesis addresses some of the challenges en-
countered in the development of this technology.
LAMP is an AM process, among many others, that intends to make functional
ceramic components. It has many novel features, partly due to the contributions
presented in this thesis, that make it superior to some of the existing AM technologies
and enable it in addressing the challenges associated with fabricating complex ceramic
molds for casting HP turbine blades. An introduction to the various classes of AM
processes in existence is given in Section 1.1. A survey of relevant literature in AM
of Ceramics is also included. The limitations of these processes and the advantages
of LAMP over these processes are also discussed.
A component of the work presented in this thesis is intended at leveraging LAMP
technology to build novel airfoil designs that are currently extremely challenging to
fabricate using conventional manufacturing techniques. Consequently, in order to give
a better appreciation of the limitations of conventional manufacturing techniques,
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a brief overview of the current state of the art in airfoil design and manufactur-
ing is given in Section 1.2. Following the discussion on the current state-of-the-art,
an overview of the various advantages of LAMP over conventional manufacturing
techniques and the possibilities that LAMP opens up for advanced designs are also
discussed.
1.1 Direct Digital Manufacturing
Direct Digital Manufacturing (DDM) or AM is a method of building three dimen-
sional parts from their digital representations by “growing” them one layer at a time.
There are several different AM techniques in existence which can be broadly classi-
fied based on the techniques they use to grow the 3D parts into the following types
: extrusion-based, granular-based, lamination-based and photopolymerization-based
techniques. Extrusion-based techniques use a moving head that extrudes material
onto to a substrate to build each layer. Granular-based techniques start with a bed
of powder and use either heat, radiation or a binder to define each layer in the bed
of powder. Lamination-based techniques use conventional machining techniques to
make each of the layers which are then bonded to each other to get the three di-
mensional object. Lastly, photopolymerization-based techniques use a light source to
form layers in photo-curable resins.
Within each of these broad classifications there are several technologies and some




































Figure 1: Various AM processes.
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As shown in the figure, LAMP uses a photopolymerization based technique to
produce three dimensional ceramic parts.
1.1.1 Literature Review
There have been several previous efforts in the past to build ceramic parts within
each of the various classes of AM technologies . A brief review of these works is given
in this section. Citations to these works are segregated based on the specific class of
AM technique used and presented accordingly.
1.1.1.1 Extrusion:
In extrusion-based techniques, an extrusion head (also known as liquefier) is used
in order to deposit each layer of the part onto a substrate. The basic schematic of
an extrusion-based technique called fused deposition modeling (FDM) is shown in
Figure 2.
Various novel and traditional electromechani-
cal component designs were fabricated using
lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT ) ceramics for
transducers, actuators and sensor 
applications. In this paper, the process 
development and optimization of all three
approaches will be discussed. 
Processing and characterization 
Piezoelectric ceramics and ceramic/polymer
composites were fabricated using rapid proto-
typing techniques. T he fused deposition of
ceramics (FDC) was used for direct fabrica-
tion of green ceramic parts followed by con-
ventional post processing techniques to
remove the binder from the green parts and
sinter them to full density. T he lost mold
technique was also used, where the polymer
mold having the negative of the desired struc-
ture was fabricated via rapid prototyping
techniques and infiltrated with ceramic slurry.
Conventional ceramic processing techniques
were applied to remove the binder and sinter
these ceramics. One of the major limitations
of the lost mold process is that one mold will
produce only one ceramic structure. In recent
years, rapid prototyping technology is moving
into a new era of “rapid prototyping and
manufacturing” where the rapid manufactur-
ing aspect is becoming more and more promi-
nent. T his leads to the development of various
rapid tooling processes using rapid prototyp-
ing techniques. One of the advantages of all
rapid tooling processes is the ability to manu-
facture multiple copies from one prototype
part or tool. Soft tooling is one of the rapid
tooling techniques that is widely used for the
fabrication of multiple copies from one proto-
type. T he soft tooling technique was used to
fabricate functional piezoelectric ceramics
and composites. In this approach, soft poly-
mer molds were fabricated from wax based
thermoplastic parts (produced via rapid
prototyping technique) and used for the
production of multiple copies of the green
ceramic structures. Conventional processing
techniques were used for binder removal and
sintering of those green ceramic structures.
Details of the direct FDC process to form the
green ceramic structures are given in the
section headed “Fused deposition of ceramics
(FDC),” for the indirect process via lost mold
technique in the section headed “Lost mold
process” and for the soft tooling process in the
section of the same name. Piezoelectric
ceramic/polymer composite formation and
the characteristics of those structures are
given in the section headed “Post processing
and characterization.”
Fused deposition of ceram ics (FD C)
A modified Stratasys™ 3-D Modeler™ RP
machine was used to process structures using
1.75 ± 0.025mm diameter filaments of PZT-
5H  powder loaded thermoplastic binders.
Figure 2 schematically represents the fused
deposition (FD) process. T he FD process is
analogous to the direct piston extrusion
process where the cold feed filament acts as a
piston, extruding the molten filament from
the heated liquefier through a nozzle of mined
size. T he extruded filament is deposited on
top of a fixtureless platform, where the liquefi-
er and the nozzle move in X and Y direction
controlled by the computer based on the part
geometry. After the first layer, the Z platform
indexes down and the next layer gets deposit-
ed on top of the first layer. During FDC, the
thermoplastic binder of the ceramic filament
melts inside the liquefier and carries the
ceramic particles with it during extrusion
through the nozzle. In this process, develop-
ment of suitable binder chemistry to process
gre n filaments is one of the most critical
steps. T he green ceramic filaments should
have the ufficient strength to act as a piston,
sufficient flexibility to be spoolable and low
enough viscosity to enable use of a high solids
loading to reduce difficulties during post
processing. Ceramic filaments were extruded
using 50-55 volume percent of PZT-5H
ceramic powders (Morgan Matroc Inc.,
C leveland, OH ) loaded in a multi-component
thermoplastic binder system consisting of
wax, polymer, tackifier and elastomer. T he
powders and the binders were compounded
using a torque rheometer (H aake-Fision
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Figure 2 Schematic of the fused deposition (FD) process
Figure 2: Schematic of the Fused Deposition Modeling Process [30].
In this process, a digital representation of the part is fed to a controlling computer
where it is processed by various algorithms to extract the cross-sectional information
of each layer into a format that can be fed to the extrusion head. A spool of filament
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(usually of a polymer) is fed to the head where it is melted using heating elements
which are embedded in the head. The molten material is then extruded on to a
substrate according to the cross-sectional information received from the computer
to deposit each layer. Once a layer is deposited, the platform moves down and
subsequent layers are deposited. By repeating this process for every layer of the
part, a three-dimensional object is grown.
One of the earliest variants of this process called the fused deposition of ceramics
(FDC), intended at producing ceramic parts, was proposed by Agarwala et al. [31].
In their process, a mixture of in-situ reinforced silicon nitride (Si3N4) powder and
polymer or wax based binder systems was used as the filament material instead of a
conventional polymer filament in the FDM process. Using this filament, a “green”
ceramic part is obtained by the FDM process which is a composite of ceramic and
polymer. This part is then taken through a binder burnout process in order to
remove the polymer binder and a sintering process to obtain the final component.
Subsequently, the process has been extended to handle silica, piezoelectric and alu-
mina powders to produce parts of various kinds of ceramic materials [32, 33]. Efforts
on using this process as well as an indirect approach to deposit piezoelectric ceramics
like lead zirconium titanate (PZT) have been reported by Safari et al. [30, 34, 35].
In the indirect approach, a polymer component, which is a negative of the intended
ceramic component design, is first fabricated and the ceramic part is obtained via
lost mold technique. Extensive work (on both direct and indirect extrusion tech-
niques) focused on making controlled porosity ceramic structures used for various
applications such as photonic crystals, sensors, tissue engineering scaffolds etc. has
also been reported [36–41]. Safari et al. reported a multi ceramic deposition process




Direct ink jet printing technologies are a major class of granular-based techniques.
One kind of direct ink jet printing technologies start with a bed of powder. A binder
is then selectively deposited in order to bond the powder to make each layer. This
process is repeated layer after layer to get a green part which is then sintered to
obtain the final ceramic component. Another kind of direct 3d printing technologies
print droplets of ink, which is usually either a wax-based or a solvent-based ceramic
suspension, directly onto a substrate. Wax-based suspensions are deposited onto a
cold substrate where the wax solidifies to form the layer whereas in solvent-based
techniques, the solvent evaporates and leaves a ceramic residue to form each layer.
The parts thus obtained are then sintered to yield the final component. Blazdell et al.
reported some of the earliest work in solvent-based ink jet printing of zirconia parts
[44]. Several efforts to deposit various ceramic materials like alumina and PZT using
the solvent based ink jet process have been reported [45–51]. Reis et al. reported a
wax-based alumina suspension ink jet printing process [52–54].
Laser sintering-based technologies are, apart from direct ink jet printing, the other
major class of granular based techniques. A schematic of a typical laser sintering
technique called SLS (Selective Laser Sintering) is shown in Figure 3. As shown in
the schematic, these kinds of processes start with a bed of powder (usually metal or
polymer) that is placed on a moving piston. A laser beam, scanning over the powder
bed according to the paths fed from the CAD model cross-sectional information fuses
the powder particles to form each layer. Once a layer is formed, a roller delivers fresh
powder from the delivery system to deposit a new layer. This process is repeated
until the all the layers of the object have been created to obtain the final component.
Several works reported in the literature have extended this process to make ceramic
parts. Subramanian et al. [56] and Griffin et al. [33] used a ceramic powder and a
polymer binder mixture to produce “green” parts which are then heat-treated in order
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and 8% C were used for laser micro sintering. The appearance of silicon decreases the 
sintering temperature because silicon has a melting point around 1420oC. During laser 
sintering process, melt silicon reacts with carbon and the reaction-formed silicon carbide 
and residual silicon bind initial silicon carbide powder together (Regenfuss et al., 2008). 
Polymer derived ceramic parts with complex shapes were fabricated by selective laser 
curing (SLC). The ceramic parts were produced by sequentially sintering of SiC loaded 
polysiloxane powder with a CO2-laser beam (ǌ = 10.6um), which locally induces curing 
reaction of the polymer phase at moderate temperatures around 400oC. The laser-cured 
bodies were converted to Si-O-C/SiC ceramic parts in a subsequent pyrolysis treatment at 
1200oC in argon atmosphere. A post-infiltration with liquid silicon was carried out in order 
to produce dense parts. The bending strength was only 17MPa before infiltration as a result 
of both micro cracks in the Si-O-C matrix and a pronounced porosity, while an average 
value of 220MPa was achieved after post-infiltrating with Si (Friedel et al., 2005). 
2.6 Indirect rapid fabrication process 
Polymer and wax moulds were produced by using rapid prototyping process, such as SL 
(Wu et al., 2009; Yin et al., 2004), FDC (Stampfl & Prinz, 2002), and SLS (Guo et al., 2004; Cai 
et al., 2003) et al., and used for the gel-casting of ceramic slurry to fabricate ceramic 
components with complex structures. The basic process for the lost mould application of 
rapid prototyping is shown in Fig.3 b. First, the negative model of the ceramic part was 
designed in CAD software. Then the negative model was fabricated into a wax or polymer 
mould by using rapid prototyping process. This polymer mould was used for the gel casting 
of ceramic slurry which contains monomer, cross linker, imitator, and ceramic powder. 
After drying, the ceramic slurry was polymerized to form a macromolecular network which 
binds the ceramic powder together. Enough mechanical strength of the green ceramic body 
can be achieved for the following treatments. Optimized thermal cycle was applied to the 
polymerized ceramic green bodies to get the final dense ceramic parts. 
 
 
Fig. 3. a) Schematic process of Selective laser sintering, b) Schematic diagram of the steps in 
the lost mould approach for fabricating ceramic parts 
3. Direct laser sintering and layer-wise slurry deposition (LSD) 
3.1 Fabrication process 
Direct laser sintering using LSD belongs to the selective laser sintering processes except that 
the starting material in LSD process is ceramic slurry instead of ceramic or polymer-ceramic 
mixed powders. Layer-wise slurry deposition has been utilized to produce a dense ceramic 












Figure 3: Schematic of the Selective Laser Sintering Process [55].
to burn out the binder and sinter the ceramic powder to obtain final ceramic parts.
Heinrich [57], Regenfuß [58, 59] demonstrated the use of this process on alumina-
silica mixtures. Coulon and Aubry [60] and Tang [61] reported on a direct solid-state
laser sintering process for alumina powder without the use of any polymer binders.
Bertrand et.al [62] reported on a similar binder-less process for zirconia. Shishkovsky
et al. [63] and Wilkes et al. [64] reported a laser melting process for a eutectic alumina-
zirconia mixture.
1.1.1.3 Lamination:
Lamination-based technologies are a hybrid between additive and subtractive meth-
ods. A schematic of laminated object manufacturing (LOM), which is one of the most
popular technique in this category, is shown in Figure 4.
As shown in the schematic, a sheet of material, usually paper, is fed between two
rollers onto a platform. The scanner guides a laser beam across the sheet of material
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nozzles. By adjusting the aperture of the printing head and by controlling the spreading 
phenomenon of the droplet, one can expect to reach a standard definition of around 50Ǎm 
and ultimately of 10Ǎm, taking into account the tremendous evolution in the printing field 
(Cappi et al., 2008; Lejeune et al., 2009). 
 
 
Fig. 2. a) Sequence of operations in the three-dimensional printing process (Sachs et al., 
1992), b) Schematic setup of laminated object manufacturing (Travitzky et al., 2008) 
2.4 Laminated objective manufacturing 
Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) generates three-dimensional ceramic components 
by sequential stacking, laminating, and shaping of preceramic paper or ceramic green tape 
(Fig.2 b). It can be considered as a hybrid between additive and subtractive processes: a part 
is built up in a layer-by-layer lamination approach. Each layer is individually cut by a knife 
or laser beam according to the cross section of the part defined by the CAD model. Each 
layer is bonded to the previous layer with a thermoplastic adhesive coating on the bottom 
side of the paper sheet, which is activated by heat and pressure during the LOM processing. 
Al2O3 and SiC preceramic papers have been prepared for the LOM process (Travitzky et al., 
2008). Commercial Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) green tapes were also used 
to fabricate complicated ceramic components by Cold Low pressure Lamination [CLPL] 
process (Schindler & Roosen, 2009). Research on the use of a non-planar LOM process has 
also been carried out to build curved layer parts to overcome the restriction of flat layers 
(Klosterman et al., 1999). 
2.5 Selective laser sintering 
A thin layer powder is spread by a roller from the powder container to the platform, as 
shown in Fig.3 a. The new powder layer is then selectively sintered by a laser via a scanner 
controlled by a computer according to the pattern of the cross section in the CAD model. 
Non-sintered powder is left to serve as a support for the following layers. The laser sintered 
part is obtained by removing the unsintered powder. For ceramic powders, post treatment is 
always required to densify the microstructure and achieve a high mechanical property. 
Oxide ceramic powders, such as alumina and silica, have been selectively sintered by ND: 
YAG-laser (1064 nm) (Regenfuss et al., 2008). Pure yttria-zirconia powder was also sintered 
by a fiber laser with a wavelength of 1.064um. But the density and the mechanical properties 
of the produced samples can not meet the requirement for their potential medical 
application as dental bridges (Bertrand, 2007). Lower melting point constitutions, such as 
metal and organic powder were added into the ceramic powder to lower the sintering 
temperature and then form composite components. 
Silicon carbide cannot be reversibly transferred to a liquid state under normal pressure 
conditions. It decomposes at around 2800-3000oC. The mixed powder of 51% SiC, 41% Si 
Spread powder Print layer Drop piston
Repeat cycle








Figure 4: Schematic of the Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) Process [65].
based on the cross-sectional information of the CAD model in order to cut out the
required contour. Once the cross-section is cut out on the sheet of material, it is
then bonded onto the previous layers on the platform using a thermoplastic adhe-
sive which is activated by heat or pressure applied by the lamination roller. This
process is repeat d to make and bo d all the layers of the part succes ively in or-
der to get a three-dimensional component. Several researchers have attempted to
extend this technique to process ceramics instead of paper as in the conventional
process. Daufenbach et al. [66] and Griffin et al. [67, 68] at Lone Peak Engineering
Inc. replaced the paper with sheets of alumina to produce ceramic alumina parts.
Klosterman et al. [69] proposed a novel curved layer laminated object manufacturing
process for making silicon carbide parts as well as a flat layer process for the same
material system [70]. Weinsel et al. [71] reported on using LOM for fabrication of
dense biomorphous silicon-silicon carbide structures. Travitzky et al. reported on the
development of preceramic paper-derived silicon-silicon carbide and alumina-silicon
carbide papers for use in LOM [65, 72]. Schindler and Roosen [73] proposed a low
pressure, low temperature lamination process (unlike the high temperatures and pres-
sures used in conventional LOM) that uses commercially available low temperature
7
co-fired ceramic green tapes for making various 3-dimensional ceramic devices.
1.1.1.4 Photopolymerization:
Photopolymerization-based technologies start with a vat of photo-curable Suspension
and form each cross-sectional layer by polymerizing the Suspension with a light source.
A schematic of the Stereolithography (STL) process, which is one of the most popular
technologies in this genre, is shown in figure 5.
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ceramic materials, are manufactured using rapid prototyping process by lots of researchers 
and companies all over the world. There are several processes to realize the net or near-net 
shaping of the ceramic functional components such as stereolithography of the ceramic slurry, 
extrusion of ceramic paste, fused deposition of using ceramic loaded polymer filament, 
selective laser sintering of ceramic powder and 3D printing et al. In this chapter, these typical 
ceramic net-shaping processes are briefly reviewed. Then, direct laser sintering of ceramics by 
using Layer-wise Slurry Deposition (LSD) process and Lost Mould combined with Reaction 
Formed Silicon Carbide process will be described in details. At last, all the processes will be 
compared according to the raw material, efficiency, fabrication accuracy and et al. 
2. Net-shaping of ceramics by RP technologies- a review 
2.1 Stereolithography (SL) of ceramic slurry 
Photocuring is the basis of SL, one of the most popular and most accurate SFF techniques. 
Commercial SL machines (3D system, CA) produce plastic prototypes from epoxy resins by 
photo-polymerization of a liquid monomer with a UV laser. For the 3D-fabrication of 
ceramics via stereolithography the liquid monomer is replaced by “ceramic resin”, a 
suspension of ceramic powder dispersed in a UV-curable resin, first demonstrated by 
Gritffith and Halloran (Griffith & Halloran, 1996). As shown in Fig. 1, the first step is curing 
a thin layer (150~200Ǎm) by laser scanning the cross section on the surface of the ceramic 
resin. The part is attached by supports to an elevator platform beneath the surface of the 
ceramic resin. After curing the layer, the elevator platform dips into the suspension allowing 
the liquid ceramic resin to flow over the cured portion of the part. A doctor blade sweeps 
over the surface leaving a layer of fresh ceramic suspension which becomes the next cured 
layer after the laser curing process. Repeating this process building up the three dimensional 
green body of the ceramic components. And then after post sintering in furnace, dense 
ceramic objects are obtains. Lasers used in current practice are helium cadmium gas lasers, 
argon ion gas laser and more recently solid state Nd-YVO4 lasers. 
T. Chartier et al have investigated the ceramic suspension suitable for the SL process 
(Chartie  et l., 2002; Hinczewski et al., 1998). To achieve a sufficiently high green density in 
the part, the solid volume fraction should be in the range of 0.50-0.65. On the other hand, a 
low viscosity is necessary for a proper flow during recoating of the next layer. Alumina and 
silica powders have been used to prepare the ceramic suspension (Griffith & Halloran, 1996; 
Chartier et al., 2002; Hinczewski et al., 1998; Tay et al., 2003). Final mechanical strength 
similar with that of the uniaxial pressed samples has been achieved. 
 
 
Fig. 1. a) Stereolithography of ceramic powder loaded liquid resin (Griffith & Halloran, 

















Figure 5: Schematic of the Stereolithography (STL) Process [74].
As shown in the schematic, the process starts with an “L-platform” dipped inside
a vat of photo-curable Suspension (usually polymer). A laser beam, guided by the
scanner mirror according to the cross-sectional information provided from the CAD
part, scans over the Suspension to expose and solidify the desired regions. Once the
layer is exposed, the platform lowers down into the vat by a distance equal to the
layer t ickn ss being used in the build and a re-coating arm (not shown in the figure)
sweeps over in order to lay down a uniform layer of fresh Suspension for the next
layer to be exposed. This process is repeated until all the layers along the height
of the part are cured to obtain the final 3-dimensional component. Several works
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that extend this process to make ceramic parts instead of plastic ones were reported
in the literature. Griffith and Halloran [74] were one of the first to use ceramic
powder-loaded photo-curable resin suspensions to make ceramic parts. These ceramic
suspensions are used in the stereolithography process to make “green” parts which
are then taken through a binder burnout and sintering cycle in a furnace to produce
fully functional ceramic parts. In their work, Griffith and Halloran [74] reported
results with silica, alumina and silicon nitride suspensions for making investment
casting molds and structural ceramic parts. Chartier et al. [75] and Hinczewski et
al. [76] have reported work on ceramic stereolithography with alumina suspensions.
Jang et al. [77] reported on the preparation and characterization of barium titanate
suspensions for use ceramic stereolithography. Delhote et al. [78] reported work on
incorporating high performance ceramics like BZT (Ba3ZnTa2O9) suspension for
making high quality resonant structures and band pass filters. Zhang et al. [79]
reported a ceramic SLA process for making micro-sized alumina parts. Bertsch et
al [80] used an integral stereolithography process, where an entire area is exposed
using a spatial light modulator instead of raster scanning line by line with a laser, to
make micro-sized alumina parts thus greatly improving the speed of the process.
1.1.2 Limitations
As discussed in the previous section, while several AM processes have been proposed
for building ceramic parts, they have various limitations. These limitations are even
more apparent especially in light of the challenges of making ceramic investment
casting molds for casting high-pressure turbine blades. An overview of these various
limitations is given in this section.
Speed is a severe limitation in many of the technologies as they use a laser beam
to vector scan, i.e, scan point-by-point or line-by line (or equivalently a material
deposition head to deposit material line by line) to pattern each layer. The technology
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aimed at producing investment casting molds must be capable of high throughput (i.e,
make multiple parts on a large build area) and it would take a very long time to be
able to achieve this by vector scanning.
Scalability is another major limitation of many of these technologies. Many of the
processes discussed in the previous section are tailored to work best at specific length
scales. Processes are designed carefully depending on whether the length scales of
the parts they intend to produce are macro or micro sized. High pressure turbine
blades have overall outer dimensions which are in the macro domain (in the order
of inches) while consisting of minute internal features with micro sized dimensions
(in the order of a few hundred microns). Such a broad range of length scales within
the parts coupled with the large areas of exposure for making multiple parts in a
single build poses severe challenges in many of these technologies. For instance, in
stereolithography or selective laser sintering, a galvanometer mirror is used to position
the laser for writing each layer. As the build area becomes larger and larger, the
minimum feature resolution that these technologies can make goes down drastically
as the mirror’s discrete number of positions will be mapped over larger and larger
areas. Simultaneously, the minimum achievable focal spot size goes up thereby further
decreasing resolution.
The material system used in these technologies is also not entirely suited for the
investment casting of HP turbine blades. HP turbine blades are cast using a special
high temperature (upwards of 15000C) casting process with controlled temperature
gradients to obtain single crystal castings for high creep strength. These huge tem-
perature gradients place enormous stresses on the ceramic molds and consequently
they have to have the right amount of crystallinity and other flexural and mechanical
properties to withstand the metal process. Any process intending to make these molds
must take into account these demands on mechanical properties while designing the
material system.
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Lastly, the need for support structures for successfully building geometries that
lead to unsupported or “floating” islands, cripples many of these AM techniques.
As parts are grown layer by layer, due to the nature of the geometry, new features
grow after some layers into the build which dont have any cured region underneath
to support them. A more detailed explanation of this problem and the need for
support structures is given in Chapter 4. In order to tackle this problem, many
technologies grow extra support features along with the part which are then removed
during post processing after the build. However, in the case of integrally cored molds
for investment casting, all the core features are completely encapsulated within the
outer shell, removal of support structures post build is not possible. Hence, any
process that is proposed for this application needs to address this challenge.
LAMP technology, being developed specifically for the purpose of investment cast-
ing of HP turbine blades, addresses many of these challenges. An overview of the
basic process and the advantages of LAMP over other ceramic forming technologies
specifically for the purposes of this application is given in the following sections.
1.1.3 LAMP Process
A schematic of the LAMP process is shown in Figure 6. LAMP process starts with
the material re-coating system spreading a fresh layer of ceramic powder loaded pho-
tocurable resin suspension onto the build platform. A UV light source, in conjunction
with a Digital Micro-Mirror device (DMD), is used to cure the suspension selectively
to make each layer of the part. The first few layers are cured into a thin mesh that
provides breakable support to the parts being built on top of them. A Digital Micro-
Mirror device (DMD) is a micro-electro-mechanical device that consists of several tiny
mirrors than can be actuated independently. A controlling computer processes the
CAD geometry of the desired part and feeds the cross-sectional information to the
DMD chip in the form of high-resolution bit map images. From the image information,
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Figure 6: Schematic of the LAMP Process.
the DMD chip actuates each of the several mirrors accordingly to project the image
on to the photocurable resin surface to cure the required shape of the cross-section.
The UV light source, the DMD chip and the projection optics are mounted on a
gantry system which enables the patterning of areas much larger than the projection
area of a single DMD exposure. Once each layer is exposed properly, the platform
moves down by the layer thickness (typically 100 microns but can be made arbitrarily
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low) and the material re-coating system lays down a fresh layer of suspension for the
exposure of next layer. This process is repeated for all the layers along the height of
the part to be built in order to obtain the “green” ceramic components. These green
parts are then taken through a binder burnout and sintering cycle during which they
are fired in a furnace using controlled temperature ramps to eliminate the polymer
binder and sinter the ceramic to final desired density, crystallinity and mechanical
properties suitable for investment casting. Upon completion of the sintering cycle,
the ceramic molds are ready for mold cluster assembly and casting.
1.1.4 Advantages
Since LAMP technology has been developed with the specific intent of making ceramic
molds for investment casting of HP turbine blades, it has features embedded in it that
addresses many of the challenges discussed in Section 1.1.2. This makes it the most
suitable candidate, out of all the various AM technologies reported in the literature,
for this application.
The limitations of speed and throughput are addressed by the use of integral
projection method. Since LAMP uses the DMD chip as a spatial light modulator, it
exposes entire areas instead of raster scanning line-by-line like the previously reported
technologies. Although, some techniques presented in the literature used an integral
projection system (eg. Bertsch et al. [80]), LAMP advances this one step further by
encapsulating the projection optics on a gantry system. This makes LAMP highly
scalable to larger build areas without any loss of the minimum feature size that can be
resolved. Also, due to fact that the DMD chip used consists of extremely tiny micro-
mirrors of the order of 17µm, feature resolutions much higher than conventional AM
techniques can be obtained. Moreover, the material system is carefully designed in
order to ensure that the molds obtained possess the mechanical properties demanded
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by the casting process. Additionally, as will be discussed in Chapter 4, a multi-
functional design approach is utilized to design the support structures to address the
issue of floating islands during the build. The supports thus generated, not only
aid in the successful fabrication of the part, but also aid in enhancing the cooling
performance of the design or at the very least do not adversely affect it.
1.2 Airfoils Design & Manufacturing
The LAMP process, apart from alleviating the limitations of the current state-of-the-
art in investment casting of HP turbine blades, is ultimately intended to push the
envelope in terms of what is possible in the design and fabrication of next-generation
of blade designs. To place the potential of LAMP into perspective, a brief overview
of the current state-of-the-art in the design and fabrication of HP blades is given in
this section.
1.2.1 Typical HP Turbine Blade Designs
Gas turbines are the preferred source of power generation for many aerospace, marine
and land based propulsion systems. Stringent demands are placed on their efficiency
and thrust-to-weight ratio especially in the aerospace sector since every additional
pound of weight costs several million dollars to ferry around over the life span of
an aircraft. Recently, more and more land based gas turbine manufacturers are also
increasingly working towards improving their efficiencies in order to save money and
energy. As a result there has been a tremendous push in the last couple of decades
towards exploring all avenues where efficiency can be improved.
Gas turbines operate on Brayton cycle. They take in large volumes of air, com-
press it to high pressures and temperatures, mix it with fuel and ignite the air-fuel
mixture in order to extract power. One of the important parameters in the thermo-
dynamic equations determining efficiency and specific power output (power output
per unit mass flow rate) is the temperature difference that can be achieved across
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the engine. Hence, higher thermodynamic and operating efficiencies can be achieved
by making the operating temperatures higher. As a consequence, there has been a
huge surge in the turbine inlet gas temperatures over the years to the point that in
contemporary engines, it is much higher (about 600-8000C higher!) than the melting
point of the materials used to make the turbine blades themselves. Although, increas-
ing the operating temperatures leads to higher operating efficiencies, it poses severe
challenges. Turbines consist of several hundreds of turbine blades that rotate at very
high speeds (on the order of 10000+ rpm) on a series of coaxial disks. Operating
stresses are very high and even marginal increases in operating temperatures leads
to substantial reductions in the blade life. Moreover, considering the fact that a typ-
ical gas turbine engine is expected to operate for long periods of time with minimal
maintenance (typical 30 years!), such inordinate increases in operating temperatures
have pushed the boundaries of blade design in order to keep up with the operating life
expectations. Thus in modern turbine engines, it is imperative to incorporate efficient
and innovative cooling schemes to meet any reasonable expectations on reliability and
life expectancy.
Simple cooling strategies first began to take shape around the 1960s which gave
way to further sophistications in the 80s and the 90s as the entry gas temperatures
began to rise. The schematic of a typical state-of-the-art turbine blade with cooling
schemes is illustrated in Figure 7. Turbine blade cooling schemes can be broadly
classified into two categories: internal and external cooling. The air used for turbine
airfoil cooling is bled from the compressor outlet. Internal cooling is achieved by
circulating this cooling air through the internal passages of the blades as shown in
Figure 7. The mid-span of the airfoil usually has channels decorated with ribs (or trip
strips) along the passage in order to trip the boundary layer into a turbulent state
thereby increasing the convective heat loss from the surface. The internal wall of the










Figure2. DesignConceptof a ModernInternally-CooledGas TurbineBladeFigure 7: Schematic of a typical internally cooled turbine blade [81].
walls of these passages. The trailing edge is usually too narrow to accommodate any
such passages and hence has dimpled surfaces (or surfaces with pin fins) to enhance
the heat transfer as cooling air is bled through them and often out through slots in
the trailing edge. External cooling is usually achieved by bleeding some portion of the
cooling air through holes drilled on the outer wall of the turbine blade such that the
coolant can form a conformal film on the external blade surface thereby protecting it
from the hot gases and prolonging its life. Yet another popular, but not so prevalent,
cooling scheme for achieving external cooling is via transpiration. The outer wall of
the blade is made with a fine wire mesh through which the cooling air can transpire
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thereby cooling it from the hot gases. However, constraints in terms of structural
rigidity and blockage of the fine pores by particles in the coolant flow have prevented
this technology from widespread usage. Thermal barrier coatings are also used to
provide heat resistance on the external surface.
The surge in inlet gas temperatures in the quest for higher efficiencies has clearly
made the design of HP turbine blades very complex. Manufacturing these complex
designs is a challenge. A brief overview of the current state of the art in the manu-
facturing process of these blades is given in the next section.
1.2.2 State-of-the-Art in HP Turbine Blade Manufacturing
HP turbine blades are typically made of nickel-based “superalloys” and other exotic
metals which cannot be mechanically worked. Hence, the primary process for fab-
ricating these blades with complex internal cooling passages is investment casting.
Investment casting, or lost-wax casting, is one of the oldest known metal forming
techniques. Archaeologists have dated objects that were investment cast all the way
back to between 3000 B.C. The process gets its name due to the fact that it uses
sacrificial wax patterns that are invested in ceramic suspension for mold preparation.
The aerospace industry forms the single biggest sector in the investment casting in-
dustries capturing up to 65% of the market according to some studies [82]. As the
turbine blade designs have become increasingly complex, turbine blade manufacturers
have had to constantly evolve and improve the process to be able to reproduce the
designs accurately in the cast parts.
A schematic of the current state-of-the-art investment casting process for casting
HP turbine blades is shown in Figure 8. As shown in the figure, the first step in
the process is injection molding of the ceramic cores. Special dies and tools are
used to fabricate the core patterns which form the negative geometry of the desired





Figure 8: Various steps involved in t e Investment Casting of HP turbine blades
(Courtesy Alcoa Howmet).
are precisely assembled in a master mold pattern and wax is injected to form a
turbine blade preform. In order to precisely maintain core positioning, pinning wires
are pressed through the wax to butt against the cores within the preform. These
wax preforms are then invested with ceramic suspension by taking them through the
suspension coating and stuccoing process steps. The ceramic molds thus obtained
are then taken through a heating cycle to melt out the wax and create a cavity for
the metal to be cast. The de-waxed molds are then preheated and molten metal is
poured and cast to obtain the turbine blades. These turbine blades are then taken
through a series of finishing and inspection operations to check for casting defects
and dimensional tolerances. Once they are checked for defects, they are then taken
through further external machining operations where processes such as laser drilling,
electrodischarge machining (EDM) and water jet are used to drill film cooling holes
and other surface features.
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Although the investment casting process for fabricating these internally cooled
turbine blades is fairly evolved, it is still has major limitations. An overview of the
difficulties in this process is given in the next section. A discussion on how LAMP
can alleviate these limitations, to not only improve the yield and precision in the
manufacturing of current designs but also enable the fabrication of next generation
blade designs, is also presented.
1.2.3 Possibilities with LAMP
As discussed in the previous section, the investment casting process for fabricating
these turbine blades has a lot of tooling and several steps involved. Human labor
is also involved in several of these steps. As a result, the process is expensive and
time consuming. It is also not amenable to design changes as new sets of tools and
dies have to be made for every design change. This leads to high costs and long
lead times (about 6-24 months) before a new design can be reliably fabricated. The
yield of the process is also quite low due to the scrap that results in several of these
processes. It is estimated that about 90% of the scrap and defects result in the mold
making process which includes the first seven processes shown in Figure 8 up to the
de-waxing stage. These defects include several forms of core shift, glue joint failures
and handling breakage at various stages of mold preparation process. The cost of the
overall process and consequently of the turbine blades increases substantially because
of the low yields. It is estimated that for low yields, the cost of making integrally
cored molds can take up to 50% of the overall cost of process.
Apart from the defects and dimensional variations produced from the casting
process, further variations are introduced during the post process machining and
surface finishing operations. For example, film cooling holes are usually drilled by
the percussion laser drilling method where the molten metal is carried off as a vapor
and forms a plasma in a trapped region. As a result, laser drilling results in a
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somewhat irregular internal hole exit shape, diameter and finish. Film cooling holes
are ideally expected to have a shallow exit angle with respect to the surface tangent
and long aspect ratios with length-to-diameter (L/D) ratios, typically of the order
of 5. Such shallow exit angles and large aspect ratios are very challenging to achieve
through laser drilling as well. The laser might just bounce off the surface at shallow
drilling angles and might not have enough penetration to achieve the long aspect
ratios while maintaining uniformity of shape along the length of the whole. Such
challenges invariably lead to variations which can have a substantial impact on the
blade performance and life A recent study [83] on the effects of various manufacturing
tolerances of these features on their cooling performance has shown that a variability
of about 5-10% in their dimensions might lead to a 40-500C increase in blade operating
temperature, depending on the specific feature. Such inordinate increases in operating
temperatures might reduce the service life of the blade by up to a third of its expected
life span.
Yet, despite all the discussion on current manufacturing challenges, it should be
realized that contemporary cooling schemes are not even in their optimal configura-
tions. For the most part, the current schemes have been developed through repeated
experimental trials in simulated engine conditions without a complete understanding
of the complex flow physics occurring in these cooling features. Although the flow
physics are not yet completely understood, further advances in numerical methods,
computing power and development of sophisticated experimental flow measurement
techniques have led to significant advances in understanding some of the dominant
features in these flows, which have in turn been translated into more novel and better
performing cooling schemes. Several researchers have investigated such novel schemes
both computationally and experimentally. For instance, novel film cooling configura-
tions [26–28], internal channels with various cross-sections and trip strip configura-
tions [20–22], impingement cooling configurations [23–25] have all been investigated.
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More discussion on these and some illustrations are given in Chapter 5.
Many of these novel schemes are extremely challenging and in some cases almost
impossible to fabricate using the current manufacturing methods. Yet, implementa-
tion of some, if not most of these schemes is inevitable if any realistic progress is to
be made towards producing higher thrust/ efficiency engines.
LAMP, with its layer-by-layer build approach, opens new possibilities into the
design and fabrication of precisely such complex cooling schemes that are difficult
or impossible to manufacture currently with conventional techniques. The ability to
computationally design these schemes offers precise control on dimensional tolerances
while also reducing design to prototype time drastically. Due to significantly fewer
processing steps, greater accuracy and repeatability through an all-digital approach,
LAMP also increases the yield of successful turbine blade casting significantly over
any other conventional process.
LAMP not only enables the fabrication of some of the schemes currently under
investigation, but it also opens up opportunities for schemes with a higher level of
complexity that have not been envisioned thus far. On a fully optimized LAMP
process, building more complex features will become relatively straightforward. This
could include arbitrarily positioned three dimensional internal passages and channels
with varying cross-sections, film cooling holes with sculpted walls that would deter
adverse flow structures, or perhaps outer blade walls overlaid with special mesh or
wire structures that would enable transpiration cooling while also preserving the
structural integrity of the blade.
Some of the work presented in this dissertation intends to design, fabricate and test
precisely some of these complex cooling schemes as an illustration of the impact LAMP
could have and also to serve as a foundation for future work along this direction. As
part of the preliminary work in this dissertation, some such complex and novel film
cooling configurations have been investigated through multi-physics simulations and
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the results have been observed to be encouraging. A more detailed discussion on this
is given in Chapter 5.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis consists of a total of six chapters. An brief outline of the content covered
in each of these chapters is given here.
Chapter 1 gave a basic introduction to various classes of additive manufactur-
ing technologies available in the market currently. It also gave a detailed literature
review of the various AM technologies within each of these classes that have been
adapted to produce ceramic components. A detailed outline of the LAMP process
was also given and the key differences and advantages over the previous technologies
were highlighted. Furthermore, a brief discussion on the state-of-the-art in the invest-
ment casting and cooling schemes design of HP turbine blades was given to showcase
the possibilities that LAMP technology opens up for building next generation airfoils
with superior performance.
Chapter 2 gives a detailed discussion on the various digital data processing algo-
rithms that have been developed to enable the LAMP process. Several algorithms
like direct slicing of the CAD parts, STL file slicing, post processing operations like
error checking, part placement and tiling, image level geometry modification etc. have
been implemented. The details on these algorithms, a brief relevant literature review
and the key differences of these approaches from prior work is presented.
Chapter 3 presents a few computational schemes that have been developed for
improving part quality. Three different schemes are presented. A novel adaptive slic-
ing scheme using volume deviation as a metric has been implemented to reduce stair
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stepping effects. Gray scaling effects on LAMP suspension have been presented and
leveraged to reduce stair stepping effects on surfaces with downward facing normals.
Finally, cure width studies to characterize the side scatter and shrinkage behavior
of the LAMP suspension have been conducted and presented with the ultimate goal
of image compensation prior to build to get the most accurate parts. A review of
the relevant literature within each of these components has been presented and an
interpretation of the results obtained in this work is given.
Chapter 4 addresses the need for support structures in the LAMP process. A
review of the prior work was presented and noted that these approaches cannot be
applied for the LAMP process. A new approach for identifying features that gener-
ate floating geometries and generating internal supports structures to connect these
islands to the surrounding geometry is presented. Finally, since the structures built
in this manner cannot be removed post-build, unlike in other layered manufacturing
applications, the potential for a multi-functional support design to meet the dual ob-
jectives of successful part builds as well tolerable cooling performance is presented.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the typical cooling schemes currently used in HP
turbine blades and the potential for novel cooling designs that are currently non-
manufacturable but possible to fabricate through a layered manufacturing process
such as LAMP. The application of film cooling is selected and some novel hole ge-
ometries have been analyzed and shown to give superior cooling performance than
the simple geometry currently in use. The approach and the methodology used for
these simulations and an interpretation of the results is given.
Chapter 6 summarizes the work presented in this thesis, lists the unique contribu-
tions made and provides the scope for potential future research along these directions.
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CHAPTER II
DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING SCHEMES FOR LAMP
2.1 Introduction
The LAMP technology development effort at Georgia Tech is a comprehensive one and
consequently it involves work in a number of different areas such as polymerization
kinetics, materials processing, machine design and process control etc. A summary of
the various technical areas that need to be investigated for successful LAMP process














Figure 9: Various research areas for LAMP technology development.
While work on the various components of the LAMP technology development
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initiative is being simultaneously pursued in a multi member team, this thesis specif-
ically addresses the Digital Data Processing and Computational Design component.
Several algorithms have been developed specifically for the LAMP process which give
it some novel capabilities. Details of these algorithms as well as prior work and unique
contributions of this work is presented in the following sections.
2.1.1 Motivation
LAMP process, being so unique in its exposure technique and aiming to make high
precision components such as turbine blades, dictates some unique data processing ca-
pabilities. The DMD chip it uses for exposure, requires very high resolution bitmap
images (at 1500 dpi or more depending on the kind of chip used; for comparison,
conventional high quality prints are 300 dpi) as input for conducting exposure. Con-
sequently, all of the CAD slice data is required to be output in this format. Most
commercial slicing programs output slice data in the form of contours or scan pat-
terns specific to the prototyping process for which they are designed and do not offer
much flexibility in the modification of output data to suit the needs of the LAMP
process. Moreover, they work mostly only on STL (Stereolithography file, an industry
standard format) files which are simply a tessellated approximation of the original
CAD model. They do not represent the native CAD geometry thus compromising on
feature accuracy and resolution. Since the ultimate goal of the LAMP process is to
build high-precision components like internally cooled turbine blades, this compro-
mise of feature resolution is unacceptable. Hence, new data processing algorithms
that can efficiently handle the native CAD files need to be developed. These algo-
rithms should also be capable of handling the ubiquitous STL file format as well and
should be capable of generating output data specific to the needs of LAMP.
Additionally, owing to the high feature resolutions (16-17 microns), slice images
need to be generated at very high resolutions (1500 dpi). This can generate enormous
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amounts of data. Each uncompressed slice image is typically of the order of several
megabytes, and at this scale the slice data for an entire part can run into several
terabytes. The LAMP process, as it currently stands, uses 100 micron thick layers at
1500dpi. For a typical HP turbine blade mold which has dimensions of 3 inches by 3
inches by 5 inches, it would take 18.75 gigabytes of data storage for a LAMP Alpha
machine and 625 gigabytes of storage for a LAMP Beta machine. The Alpha machine
is a preliminary LAMP prototype machine with a smaller build area of 4 inches by
4.5 inches whereas the Beta machine is the pre-commercial machine with a much
larger build area of 23 inches by 23 inches. In the future, it is intended to build parts
with 25 microns layer thickness and 2400dpi resolution for higher precision and in
this scenario it would take approximately 194 gigabytes and 6.5 terrabytes of data for
the alpha and beta machines respectively. Details of these data calculations in each
of these build scenarios is given in Table 1. Having data on this order of magnitude
Table 1: LAMP data size estimates.
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Layer Thickness 100 µm 25 µm
Resolution 1500 dpi 2400 dpi
No. of layers 1250 5000
Data size for one part 3.125 GB 32.4 GB
No. of parts per build Alpha Machine: 6 Alpha Machine: 6
Beta Machine: 200 Beta Machine: 200
Total Data per build Alpha Machine: 18.75 GB Alpha Machine: 194.4 GB
Beta Machine: 625 GB Beta Machine 6.48 TB
poses severe storage issues and also hinders fast data transfer between the controlling
computer and the LAMP machine. Thus, efficient data compression schemes and
innovative data transfer techniques also need to be investigated. Moreover, once the
data for each part is prepared, several post processing algorithms like error checking,
part layout and tiling etc. need to be implemented in order to successfully build the
parts.
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Once the basic data processing flow is set up, there is scope for implementing
several computational design schemes that can improve the part quality of LAMP
well beyond the conventional additive manufacturing techniques. For example, im-
plementing correction schemes to compensate for shrinkage and side-scattering, and
gray-scaling to reduce stair stepping effect etc. Details of the various data processing
schemes developed for LAMP as part of this dissertation and the corresponding prior
work reported in literature is presented in this chapter. The next chapter deals with
the computational schemes developed to improve part quality.
2.2 Direct Slicing
As discussed before, the LAMP process is intended to fabricate high-precision inter-
nally cooled turbine blades and hence cannot afford the coarse tessellated geometry
approximation of STL files. The native CAD geometry needs to be processed to out-
put the slice data used for building these components. A direct slicing algorithm for
accomplishing this, is implemented using a geometric kernel called ACIS. The details
of this algorithm are presented in this section. A brief summary of the direct slicing
work previously reported in literature is presented first.
2.2.1 Literature Review
Several different direct slicing works using different approaches have been reported
in the literature. Guduri et al. [84] proposed a direct slicing method for slicing
a constructive solid geometry (CSG) representation of a part. Vuyyuru et al. [85]
directly sliced solid models built by SDRC Corp’s I-DEAS and segmented NURBS-
based (Non-Uniform rational B-splines) contour curves. Rajagopalan et al. [86] also
presented a similar approach to slice NURBS-based models using I-DEAS modeling
sofware. Starly et al. [87] reported work on directly slicing STEP-based NURBS
models. Zhao et al. [88] and Cao et al. [89] implemented direct slicing using AutoCAD.
Luo and Ma [90] proposed a method for the direct slicing of surface patches and biarc
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fitting of the cross-sectional data. Their work was implemented in AutoCAD modeling
environment as well. Jameison and Hacker [10] used Parasolid, which is the kernel
of Unigraphics, in order to achieve direct slicing. Chen et al. [91] and Chang [92]
implemented direct slicing of Powershape models. Zhu and Yu [93] implemented a
dexel based direct slicing approach. West et al. [94], Suh and Wozny [5], Marsan
and Dutta [95], Kulkarni and Dutta [6] presented work primarily on other process
planning tasks like part orientation, adaptive slicing etc. but have reported the use of
ACIS kernel (A commercially available C++ CAD library of functions) for performing
the necessary slicing operation.
In spite of the substantial work reported in the literature on direct slicing, all of
these works tout the direct slicing approach as a fix for all problems STL files pose due
to the errors in their geometry. Almost all the approaches assume the native CAD
geometry is devoid of any errors and hence prefer direct slicing over STL slicing. This
assumption of error-free CAD models is only true when the parts are relatively simple,
and is typically not true for more complex “real world” geometries. There could be
numerous errors in the CAD geometry both due to designer error as well as CAD
translations needed to import the geometry into a specific file structure. Numerous
works have been proposed in the literature that address the issue of tolerantly slicing
erroneous STL files but to the best of the author’s knowledge, none have been reported
on tolerantly slicing direct CAD geometries. In the case of LAMP, the part geometries
of turbine blade molds are extremely complex (refer to Figure 14 in Section 2.2.3 for
an illustration), and hence both the designer errors as well as the CAD translation
errors are present in the model. The direct slicing approach presented in this thesis
aims to tolerantly slice an erroneous CAD model using the ACIS kernel, which is
novel.
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2.2.2 Direct Slicing Algorithm
The ACIS kernel is a commercially available C++ CAD library marketed by Spatial
Corp, a subsidiary of Dassault Systems. It offers robust APIs (Application Program-
ming Interface) and function calls for most of the basic CAD operations. These APIs
have been integrated into the slicing software to produce CAD slices. The result-
ing CAD slices are then rasterized to obtain the bitmaps used for exposure. The
algorithm, on a basic level, is outlined in Figure 10.
(a)	  Import	  Part	   (b)	  Compute	  bounding	  box	   (c)	  Create	  Slice	  Plane	  
(d)	  Compute	  Intersec9on	  (f)	  Slice	  Image	   (e)	  Rasterize	  wireframe	  
Figure 10: Direct slicing algorithm: (a) Original CAD part loaded into the program.
(b) Bounding box computed. (c) Slicing plane created. (d) Intersection between the
part and the slicing plane computed. (e) Intersection wire rasterized to create bitmap
images. (f) Slice bitmaps obtained and compressed in CCITT FAX4.
The original CAD mold that needs to be sliced is first loaded into the algorithm
using ACIS’s load functions (Fig. 10a). ACIS libraries can only work with the SAT
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file format and hence CAD files in other formats need to be converted first into the
SAT format either by using commercial CAD softwares or by using ACIS’s inbuilt
file format translation functions. During the translation, numerical or topological
inaccuracies can creep into the part. In severe cases, error checking and correction
schemes need to be implemented. Once the part has been loaded, its bounding box
is computed to obtain an estimate of the size of the bitmaps that would be gener-
ated (Fig. 10b). A slicing plane is then created and intersected with the part using
ACIS’s Boolean APIs to get an intersection wire (Fig. 10c). Once the intersection
wire is obtained, it is rasterized to obtain the bitmaps (Fig. 10d). This essentially
involves shooting rays for each row of pixels in the image and computing the inter-
section points with the intersection wire. Pixel values are then filled with alternating
white and black segments in between each of these intersection points as shown in
(Fig. 10e). The bitmap images obtained are then compressed using CCITT fax4
lossless compression scheme that compresses the data by three orders of magnitude
without any loss (Fig. 10f). (CCITT fax4 is an industry standard lossless compres-
sion scheme for efficiently compressing 1-bit TIFF images. A good explanation of the
CCITT compression schemes are given in [96]). These bitmaps are then fed to the
post processing algorithms as discussed in subsequent sections.
In order to accomplish the tasks discussed in the basic algorithm outline shown
in Figure 10, several different steps need to be completed. A more detailed view of
these steps is shown in the pseudo code for direct slicing, Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Direct Slicing.
1: set ACIS parameters like native resolution
2: set build parameters like layer thickness and slice image resolution
3: import CAD File to SAT format using ACIS Interops module
4: perform error checking on part
5: if part free of errors then
6: get bounding box of the part, i.e., (Xmin, Ymin, Zmin) & (Xmax, Ymax, Zmax)
7: adjust bounding box dimensions
8: compute the height and width of slice image in pixels
9: create and allocate memory for a ‘characterBuffer’ array
10: for each ‘Z’ location along the build direction do
11: create a plane at the specific ‘Z’ location
12: for each body in the CAD slice do
13: intersect body with the plane created to get a wire graph of the cross
section
14: store the cross-section wire graph to a ‘crossSectionList’
15: end for
16: for each cross-section wire graph in the ‘crossSectionList’ do
17: extract all the edges and store in an ‘edgeList’
18: end for
19: for each row of pixels in the image do
20: create a ray
21: for each edge in the ‘edgelist’ do
22: compute intersection of the edge with the ray
23: if ray is not tangent to the edge then
24: store the intersection point in an ‘intersectionList’
25: end if
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Algorithm 1 Direct Slicing Cond...
26: sort points in ‘intersectionList’ w.r.t their ‘X’ coordinates
27: for each intersection point in the ‘intersectionList’ do
28: compute the corresponding pixel number in the image
29: store the pixel number to a ‘pixelNumberList’
30: end for
31: create temporary ‘integerBuffer’ array
32: for each pixel in the current row of pixels do
33: create a boolean variable ‘color’ and initiate to ‘0’
34: fill ‘integerBuffer’ array with the value of ‘color’
35: toggle ‘color’ value when you hit a number in ‘pixelNumberList’
36: end for
37: for every 8 values in ‘integerBuffer’ array do
38: compute the decimal sum
39: identify the corresponding ASCII character





45: use ‘characterBuffer’ array information to create the slice image
46: save the slice image to a multipage tiff
47: else
48: display error message to user
49: exit slicer program
50: end if
After importing the CAD file and performing error checking on the part, it’s
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bounding box is computed to yield the minimum and maximum extents of the part,
i.e., (Xmin, Ymin, Zmin) and (Xmax, Ymax, Zmax). The size of the slice image (in pixels)
is determined by these extents and the resolution (dpi) required. It is a convention
in the image processing field to round up the image width to a value that is an
integer multiple of 32 bits (4 bytes) and hence, these bounding box extents need to
be adjusted. Assuming (without loss of generality) that the build direction is along









Once the image size is determined, an ASCII character array denoted by ‘charac-
terBuffer’ is created and dynamically allocated in order to store the necessary infor-
mation for each slice. In binary (black and white) bitmap images, each pixel requires
only 1-bit of memory. There is no provision in C++ to access each bit of memory
individually. So, sets of values (‘0’s and ‘1’s; ‘0’ denoting black and ‘1’ denoting
white) of eight pixels are read at a time and the ASCII character corresponding to
their decimal sum is stored in the appropriate location of the ‘characterBuffer’ ar-
ray. After memory has been allocated for the image, the part is then sliced at the
corresponding ‘Z’ height location by calling the ‘api planar slice’ API to produce an
intersection contour. Details of the various ACIS APIs can be found at their doc-
umentation portal [97]. If the part file has multiple bodies, each of these bodies is
sliced as well and the resulting cross section contours are stored in a list denoted by
‘crossSectionList’. Having computed all of the planar intersections, all the edges from
each of these contours are extracted and stored in an ‘edgeList’. Once the ‘edgeList’
is populated, it is then time for computing the necessary color information for cre-
ating the bitmap image. The “exterior”of the part is denoted by black whereas the
“interior” of the part is denoted by white. In order to determine if a point is in the
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interior or exterior of the part, its membership with respect to the part needs to be
established as discussed by Tilove [98]. A point’s membership with respect to the
interior can be established by originating a non “osculating” (touch without crossing)
curve from the desired point and letting it propagate to infinity (with the assumption
that a point infinitely far away is exterior to the part) while counting the number of
times it intersects with the part. If the number of intersections is odd (even), then the
point is interior (exterior) to the part. This method of identifying the “interior” from
the “exterior” is illustrated in Figure 11. As can be clearly seen, the ray originating
Figure 11: Determining membership of a point w.r.t part interior [99].
from the exterior point makes an even number (four) of intersections while the ray
originating from the interior point makes an odd number (five). It is fairly evident
that the same logic applies if the ray were to start at infinity and terminate at a point
whose membership is to be determined. More importantly, it can be observed that
if a ray starting at infinty were to cut across a part, it membership toggles between
interior and exterior of the part every time it intersects with the part boundary. For
the purposes of making the slice image, this fact is taken advantage of. Rays starting
at the left end of the bounding box are created for each row of pixels in the image
and their intersection points with each of the edges in ‘edgeList’ is computed. As
previously mentioned, these rays have to be non “osculating” for this method to work
and hence the computed intersection points are only stored to the ‘intersectionList’ if
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the ray is non-tangential to the edge with which the intersection point is computed.
Once the ‘intersectionList’ is created, an ‘integerBuffer’ array is created to store the
pixel color data. A boolean ‘color’ variable (a variable that can only take values of
‘0’ and ‘1’) is created and initiated to ‘0’ to start with (as the start point of the ray
is always external to the part). The process of marching along the ray is simulated
by counting the pixels as we move from left to right in the row. The value of the
‘color’ variable is toggled every time the pixel number exceeds the ‘X’ coordinates of
one of the points in ‘intersectionList’. It is vital that this progression along the ray is
counted in terms of pixels and not the absolute floating point distance traveled along
the ray with respect to size of each pixel. The size of each pixel is a floating point
number (0.00066667 inches for a 1500dpi image) and counting the distance traveled
with respect to this size instead of the integer pixel numbers will lead to floating point
errors and will result in rough edges in the slice image as shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12: Floating point error; Inset shows the resulting rough edges.
Such rough edges will greatly diminish the surface quality of the part and hence
need to be avoided at all costs. Once the integer values of pixels are properly filled,
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the ‘integerBuffer’ array is then converted to the corresponding ASCII characters to
fill the ‘characterBuffer’ array for the image as discussed previously. The ‘character-
Buffer’ array gets completely filled when this process of intersection and collecting
the pixel color information is completed for all the rows of the image at which point
it can be used to make the compressed TIFF image.
2.2.3 Geometric Complexity & Error Tolerance
It was discussed in Section 2.2.1 that much of the previous work reported in the lit-
erature claims direct slicing to be free of errors while STL file slicing to be ridden
with them and that this assertion is true only when the part geometries are relatively
simple. This section provides more details on this claim and also elaborates on the
error tolerant strategy used in the direct slicing approach presented in the previous
section. Figure 13 illustrates the test parts used in much of the previously reported
work in the direct slicing literature. As can be seen, most of the test test parts are
Test%Parts%in%Previous%Work%
7/31/13% PhD%Defense% 12%
Figure 13: Test parts used in direct slicing literature.
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single volume solids with a few that a have one or two voids in them. In comparison,
Figure 14 shows the CAD model of a typical internally cooled HP turbine blade. It is
deliberately shown in the wire frame view to give a better appreciation of the geomet-
ric complexity involved. Every edge in the figure represents an interface where two or
Figure 14: CAD model of a HP turbine blade mold in wire frame view.
more NURBS surfaces meet. Upon comparing the test parts previously shown with
the HP blade mold, the order of magnitude difference in the geometric complexities
involved in LAMP parts is evident. There is so much scope for errors with parts
of such high complexity. Tiny gaps in the model due to CAD translations or non
manifold geometry due to improperly defined surface intersections at the interfaces
by the designer are very common. In order to successfully slice the model, the direct
slicing algorithm described in the previous section is implemented to be tolerant to
these errors.
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It was observed that errors occur in two steps of the direct slicing algorithm dis-
cussed in the previous section. The first step is slicing which involves computation
of the intersection between the slice plane and the CAD object. Due to the improp-
erly defined geometry at complex regions of the mold, in some instances the slicing
operation fails to produce a wireframe intersection curve (step (c) in Figure 10). The
second step that contributes to errors is rasterization (step (d) in Figure 10) which
involves computing the intersections between rays and the wire frame intersection
curve. Any gaps in the model manifest as gaps in the wire frame curve and these
intern manifest as stray lines in the rasterized image (refer to Figure 28(a) for an
illustration of these stray lines). It was observed that the errors produced in these
two steps are very sensitive to a parameter known as ACIS Resolution which defines
how sensitive ACIS kernel is to the inherent topological errors in the CAD model.
Figure 15 gives a plot of the number of stray lines observed in each image from a stack
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Figure 15: Plot showing the number of errors occuring in each layer for a stack of
100 layers for two different ACIS resolutions.
clearly seen that consistently more number of errors are produced in each slice layer
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at the lower resolution (lower ACIS tolerance to topology errors) value. Not only
does the ACIS Resolution parameter influence the slice image errors in rasterization,
but it was also observed to influence the errors produced in the slicing step. When
the slicing operation fails, in some instances it was observed that by lowering the
ACIS resolution (thus making the kernel more tolerant) and re-slicing, the wire frame
intersection curves can still be computed.
Keeping this fact in mind, in order to tolerantly slice the erroneous CAD geometry,
two levels of error tolerance are embedded in the direct slicing algorithm. The first is
in the CAD space which is aimed to alleviate the problems induced in the slicing step.
If the slicing operation fails, the algorithm dynamically lowers the ACIS resolution
to try and compute an intersection curve. If this fails, the slice plane location is
perturbed by a small amount along the the height of the part (usually by ±10µm)
and the slicing operation is conducted again at this new slice plane location with
various resolutions in order to explore the possibility of successfully computing a wire
frame slice. In extreme instances, if the slicing operation still fails, the corresponding
images cannot be created and these are then borrowed from the output obtained
by slicing an STL representation of the same part (STL file slicing approaches are
discussed in Section 2.3).
The second level of error tolerancing is in the image space. As was previously
discussed, having successfully computed the wire frame intersection curve, stray lines
can sometimes result in the output slice images during to the rasterization step of the
direct slicing process. In order to alleviate this problem, an error checking algorithm
that automatically detects and corrects these stray lines with a stack of slice images
as input is implemented. Details of this algorithm are given in Section 2.4.1. Note
that this error checking algorithm can work on a stack of slice images irrespective
of whether they are produced by the direct slicing algorithm or the several STL file
slicing algorithms (will be discussed in Section 2.3). Hence, this second level of error
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tolerancing, apart from making the direct slicing algorithm error tolerant, makes all
the STL file slicing algorithms error tolerant as well.
2.2.4 Time Complexity & Computational Time
A rough estimate of the time complexity of the direct slicing algorithm and the
computational times required to slice a few representative parts is given in this section.
The time complexity of the algorithm can be estimated as follows: Assuming there
are N surfaces in the part, for every layer in the part:
1) N surface intersections need to computed with the slicing plane. This amounts to
N operations requiring roughly constant time.
2) Next, considering the worst case scenario, for each row of pixels in the image, N ray-
edge intersections need to be computed. This amounts to another Image Height∗N
operations.
3) Once the intersection points are computed, the proper integer pixel values need to
be determined for each pixel in the slice image. These need to be later converted to
character values to properly create the 1-bit TIFF image. These two operations will
together amount to C ∗ Image Height ∗ Image Width operations where C is some
constant.
So, by adding together the number of operations for each of the steps described
above, we can arrive at the time complexity for the algorithm as shown below:
T (N) = #Layers ∗ {N + Image Height ∗ {N + C ∗ Image Width}} (3)
Where, N denotes the number of surfaces in the part and C is a constant. So, it can
be seen that the computation time for the algorithm roughly scales linearly with the
number of layers in the part (i.e., directly proportional to the height of the part and
inversely proportional to the Layer thickness) and the number of surfaces in the part.
Although the expression in Equation 3 predicts the slicing time to scale quadratically
with respect to the Image Height and Width, the number of operations are much
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more dependent on the image height than the width of the image. Therefore, the
slicing time roughly scales linearly with respect to the image height and is almost
independent of the image width (linear in reality but with a very small slope) and
therefore also scales linearly with respect to the output resolution (DPI, dots per
inch) of the slice image.
Tables 2 gives the computational times taken to compute each slice for various
output image resolutions. Figures 16 gives a trend line of how these computational
times scale up. For the full fledged internally cooled HP turbine blade mold shown
in Figure 14, it takes about 2 minutes to compute each slice and about a day and a
half to compute the entire stack of slice images along the length of the part.
Table 2: Time taken to compute one slice image at various output resolutions for
the generic turbine blade mold.
DPI Image Width Image Height Slice Time (s)
300 632 1066 24.963
600 1265 2132 42.866
900 1898 3199 60.388
1200 2531 4265 80.34
1500 3163 5332 100.077
1800 3796 6398 118.458
2100 4429 7465 140.901
2400 5062 8531 159.843
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Figure 16: Time to compute one slice scaling with DPI (dots per inch).
2.3 STL Slicing
Since STL files are the De facto industry standard and the direct slicing approach
using ACIS cannot handle these files, several alternate methods have been investi-
gated. The implementation details and a review of corresponding literature for some
of these approaches is given in the following sections.
2.3.1 POVRAY Rendering
POVRAY is an open source ray tracing software that is routinely used in the computer
graphics industry to render high resolution photo realistic images. The schematic in
Figure 17 shows the concept of ray tracing.
A small routine was used to convert an STL file into a POVRAY recognizable
mesh object. The object is then sliced with a thin cuboid (thickness equal to slice
thickness) using POVRAY’s Boolean functions. The resulting intersection body is
then positioned and ray traced as shown in the Fig. 2. The positions of the light
sources and the camera are adjusted so as to obtain the slices at the correct scales.
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Figure 17: Concept of Ray Tracing.
An ‘’inside vector” was defined to identify the inside from the outside. When the
scene is rendered, the camera shoots a ray for every pixel in the image to determine if
it is inside the slice object or outside thereby rendering the slice bitmap image. The
images obtained were then compressed using CCITT FAX4 scheme and sent to the
DMD chip for exposure.
A major advantage of using this method to render the slice images is its simplicity
in implementation. The povray rendering engine has all the facilities for computing
the ray intersections during rendering. Therefore, minimal effort is required on the
part of the developer to render the slices. But it was observed that in order to get very
high resolution slice images, as is the case with LAMP, it was taking prohibitively
long to render the images to a desired level of accuracy. Hence, other methods for
slicing STL files have been investigated as discussed in the following sections.
2.3.2 Reconstructing SAT Files
One of the major weaknesses of the STL file format is the lack of topological informa-
tion. As mentioned before, STL files are just a random collection on triangular facets
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with no edge or vertex connectivity information embedded in it. The basic structure
of a sample STL file is shown below:
solid cube_corner
facet normal 0.0 -1.0 0.0
outer loop
vertex 0.0 0.0 0.0
vertex 1.0 0.0 0.0
vertex 0.0 0.0 1.0
endloop
endfacet
facet normal 0.0 0.0 -1.0
outer loop
vertex 0.0 0.0 0.0
vertex 0.0 1.0 0.0
vertex 1.0 0.0 0.0
endloop
endfacet
facet normal 0.0 0.0 -1.0
outer loop
vertex 0.0 0.0 0.0
vertex 0.0 0.0 1.0
vertex 0.0 1.0 0.0
endloop
endfacet
facet normal 0.577 0.577 0.577
outer loop
vertex 1.0 0.0 0.0
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vertex 0.0 1.0 0.0




As can be seen, each of the facets and their respective vertex coordinates and
normal vectors are listed successively in an arbitrary order. This poses severe con-
straints in efficiently performing several vital operations on them. First, slicing the
model becomes difficult and time consuming. This aspect is discussed in more detail
in the section on direct STL slicing, Section 2.3.3. In addition to slicing, perform-
ing error checking operations like identifying missing facets or gaps in the model,
computing integral properties like mass, center of gravity, volume etc. (which are
important for various process planning operations like part orientation, build area
packing etc.), and manipulation of part geometry become very difficult as well. With
the ultimate objective of alleviating these limitations, an algorithm is implemented to
reverse engineer a CAD file (or an SAT file) from the input STL file with all the topo-
logical information embedded in it. Doing this will aid in using the robust APIs of
ACIS to perform the slicing operations and other vital operations like error checking,
calculating the integral properties, manipulation of part as previously stated.
In order to reverse engineer an SAT file, the BRep(Boundary Representation)
data structure of ACIS needs to built from ground up. Figure 18 shows the various
elements of the data structure that need to be created and populated. Every body
in the the BRep data structure is first divided into ‘Lumps’. Lumps may or may not
be disconnected and are present for the sole reason of simplifying the geometry to
make the CAD algorithms more efficient. Each Lump consists of a list of disconnected
closed objects called ‘Shells’. Each shell consists of a list of ‘Faces’ that bound the






















Figure 18: ACIS BRep Data Structure.
ring of end-to-end connected ‘Co-edges’. A Co-edge is a topological entity associated
with every ‘Edge’ in the model and is used to store edge connectivity information in
the part. If two faces meet at an edge, the corresponding co-edges from the loops of
each of these faces refer to the same edge and this how the modeling kernel identifies
adjacency information between them. More information about the various elements
in the data structure and how the topological information is stored in it can be found
in [100].
To populate the data structure and create an SAT file from a triangular mesh,
the following steps need to performed in that order:
1) For every listed facet, vertices need to be created. Co-edges connecting these
vertices need to be created as well and looped in the right ‘sense’, i.e, clockwise or
counter clockwise.
2) From the face adjacency information, edges need to be created and corresponding
co-edges from the adjacent faces need to point to the same edge.
3) Again, from the face adjacency information, all the interconnected faces need to
be grouped into shells. At the end of the grouping, each shell should have a list of all
the faces that are interconnected but do not touch or intersect with any of the faces
of the other shells.
4) These shells can be arbitrarily grouped into lumps and the whole body can be
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created from the resulting list of lumps.
From the above discussion, it is evident that, to reverse engineer an SAT file all
of the topological information like vertex and edge connectivity and facet adjacency
needs to be first extracted from the STL file. This is quite a challenging task and
special data structures need to implemented to accomplish it. There are a few data
structures and algorithms reported in the literature to recover the topology infor-
mation from a random list of facets like the STL file. Stephen Rock and Michael
Wozny [101] presented an algorithm for extracting the adjacency information and for
implementing basic error detection/ correction. There are others in the computer
graphics and visualization domain that address this issue [102–104]. Many of these
algorithms use complex multidimensional data structures for sorting three dimen-
sional data which are difficult to implement. J Rossignac et al. [99, 105] of Georgia
Tech proposed a simple integer array based data structure called the corner table
data structure that is an elegant solution for working with triangular meshes. This
data structure was primarily used by them to compress triangular meshes in com-
puter graphics applications. The basic ideas of the data structure have been used and
extensions have been made to make it applicable for our purpose of reconstructing
SAT files from STL files. Details of the data structure and the overall algorithm are
presented next.
2.3.2.1 Corner Table Data Structure & Implementation Details
The Corner table data structure stores all of the topology and connectivity informa-
tion in two simple integer arrays. The schematic in Figure 19 shows the nomenclature
and the integer arrays that hold the information. The region around a vertex in a
facet is loosely referred to as a ‘Corner’. The vertex that corresponds to that corner
is referred to as ‘v(c)’. The corner opposite to the current corner ‘c’ is referred to as
























































































































































Figure 19: Corner table data Structure: (a) Nomenclature. (b) sample triangular
mesh with indexed corners, vertices and triangles. (c) Vertex table ‘V[c]’ and Oppo-
sites Table ‘O[c]’. (Note: in a manifold triangular mesh, there will not be any empty
cells in the O[c] array as shown here. This is the case here because the array has been
populated for a small portion of the mesh only).
The next and previous corners are given by ‘n(c)’ and ‘p(c)’ respectively (assuming
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the vertices are listed in a counterclockwise manner). The triangle to which the cur-
rent corner belongs is referred to as ‘t(c)’. [Refer to Figure 19(a)]. The two integer
arrays that store the connectivity information are the Vertex array ‘V[c]’ and the
Opposite array ‘O[c]’ as shown in Figure 19(c). For any given corner ‘c’, the corre-
sponding vertex and opposite corner indices can be obtained from the Vertex array
‘V[c]’ and Opposite array ‘O[c]’ respectively. Once these two arrays are populated, the
adjacency information is available. For example, starting from a random corner ‘c’,
we can access the left triangle by querying t(o(p(c))), the right triangle by t(o(n(c)))
and the opposite triangle by t(o(c)). In order to reconstruct an SAT file, the edge
connectivity information is also required. Hence this data structure is extended for
our purpose by also constructing an edge array ‘E[c]’. It would store the edge index
of the edge opposite to a given corner ‘c’. If these three arrays are computed, then
all the topological information required to reconstruct the SAT file can be recovered.
Implementation details on how to compute each of these arrays are discussed next.
Constructing V[c]:
‘V[c]’ can be constructed by implementing a cell structure where the space enclosed
in the bounding box of the part is divided into discrete cells. As the facets are read
from the STL file, each of their vertices are first checked for redundancy before they
are given an index and stored in V[c]. As each vertex is read, its cell number is
computed. The distance between this vertex and the vertices already present in its
cell and the immediate neighboring cells is computed. If it is less than a set tolerance
value, the vertex is discarded and the index of the vertex closest to it is recorded in
V[c]. If not, a new vertex index is created and stored in V[c]. Continuing this process
for all the vertices of all the facets in the STL file, we will get a fully completed V[c].
Figure 20 shows a schematic of the cell structure used to identify redundant vertices




































Figure 21: Flow chart of the Algorithm for filling V[c].
Constructing O[c]:
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‘O[c]’ can be constructed by first identifying all the corners associated with a vertex
and revolving around each vertex, marking the opposite corners. This is done by first
populating a temporary data structure called ‘bins’. Each node in ‘bins’ corresponds
to a unique vertex in the mesh. For each corner ‘c’ in the part, the minimum vertex
index among the vertex indices corresponding to the next and previous corners of ‘c’
is identified. The triplet of (min{V [n(c), V [p(c)]},max{V [n(c)], V [p(c)]}, c) is stored
in the min{V [n(c), V [p(c)]}th node of ‘bins’. This is essentially grouping all the edges
originating from the vertex in its corresponding node in ‘bins’ and the corner ‘c’
pointing to the edge. After doing this for every corner in the mesh, each node in
‘bins’ will point to all edges originating from a vertex and the corners pointing to
those edges. Once ‘bins’ is fully populated, it is easy to check for corners pointing to
the same edge originating from the same vertex. If such a pair of corners exits then
each corner is marked as the opposite of the other. Doing this for all the edges in
each of the nodes in ‘bins’, ‘O[c]’ can be fully populated. A pseudo code for doing
this is shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Constructing O[c].
1: create and allocate memory for bins
2: for each corner c in the mesh do
3: e1← min{V [n(c), V [p(c)]}
4: e2← max{V [n(c), V [p(c)]}
5: bins[e1]← (e1, e2, c)
6: end for
7: for each node in bins do
8: for any pair of triplets (e1, e2, c) and (e1′, e2′, c′)






Once ‘V[c]’ and ‘O[c]’ are constructed, ‘E[c]’ can be easily constructed as follows.
First an empty array ‘E’ is created and intialized to null. For every corner ‘c’ in the
mesh, check if either or both of ‘p(c)’ and ‘o(p(c))’ are not pointing to any edge. If
one of them is not pointing to an edge, assign the edge index of the edge pointed by
the other. If both of them are not pointing to any edge, then create a new index for
the edge corresponding to the two vertices of ‘c’ and ‘n(c)’ and store this edge index
in ‘E[c]’ for the two corners ‘n(c)’ and ‘o(p(c))’. Doing this for every corner in the
mesh, the ‘E[c]’ table can be fully populated. A pseudo code for constructing ‘E[c]’
is given in Algorithm 3
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Algorithm 3 Constructing E[c].
1: create and allocate memory for an array E




6: for each corner c in the mesh do
7: if E[p(c)] = NULL and E[o(p(c)] = NULL then
8: create a new edge with vertices V(c) and V(n(c))
9: E[p(c)]← edgeIndex
10: E[o(p(c))]← edgeIndex
11: edgeIndex← edgeIndex+ 1







Having constructed V[c], O[c] and E[c], a simple function called ‘swirl’ can be imple-
mented in order to identify the number of disjoint shells in the mesh. First, an array
called ‘Shell’ with a length equal to the number of facets in the mesh is initiated and
set to null. Each node in shell points to the shell number of a facet. For every corner
‘c’ in the mesh, if its corresponding facet ‘t(c)’ is not assigned to a shell number in
‘Shell[t(c)]’ the number of shells is incremented by one and the Swirl function is called
for the corner ‘c’. Swirl function is a recursive function which calls itself. When it
is called for a specific corner, it first sets the shell number for the facet and calls
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itself on the left (‘l(c)’) and right corners(‘r(c)’) of ‘c’. Through this process of calling
itself recursively, it tags all the interconnected facets with a shell number and this
process continues until all the facets are tagged with a shell number. At the end of
the routine, the number of disjoint shells in the mesh and the list of facets belonging
to each shell can be identified. A pseudo code for doing this is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Identifying the number of disjoint shells in a mesh using ‘Swirl’ func-
tion.
1: create and allocate memory for an array ‘shell’




6: for each corner ‘c’ in the mesh do
7: if shell[t(c)] = NULL then
8: swirl(c,#shells)
9: #shells← #shells+ 1
10: end if
11: end for
12: function swirl(c, k)






In this way, once all the arrays ‘V[c]’, ‘O[c]’, ‘E[c]’ are computed and the number
of disjoint shells identified, all the required topological information for reconstructing
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a SAT file from the STL mesh is recovered. Using this information, the SAT file
can be constructed by populating the BRep data structure as previously discussed.
An algorithm with these ideas has been implemented and STL files were successfully
sliced with the ACIS kernel. In addition to slicing, other operations like error checking,
geometry modification, calculation of integral properties like center of gravity, volume
etc. have also been successfully performed.
2.3.2.2 Limitations
Although, the approach of recovering the topological information has several advan-
tages as outlined before, it does have its limitations. One of the severe limitations
crippling this method is the excessive size of the resulting SAT files. This is due to
the fact that a number of excess entities like edges, coedges, vertices, faces etc need
to be created to store the topological information in place of much fewer entities in
the case of a native CAD representation. For example, if the STL file of a sphere
consisting of N facets were to be reconstructed into a SAT file, it would now have N
surface planar patches and several edges and vertices in place of just the one surface
if it was represented in its native CAD format. Due to all of these excess entities,
the SAT file size is several times larger than that for a native CAD file representing
the same geometry, and this file size scales linearly with the number of faces. Table 3
gives an estimate of the SAT file sizes generated for a few sample meshes. Figure 22
gives a trend of this scaling with respect to the number of facets.
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Table 3: SAT file sizes produced for a few sample STL meshes.
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Figure 22: SAT file sizes scaling with # of Facets.
For the complex CAD model of the mold for an internally cooled turbine blade, it
is imperative to have an STL mesh of upwards of 5.5 million facets. At such large facet
counts, this approach produces prohibitively large file slices to work with (estimated
to be 6.85 GB from the curve fit in Figure 22). Hence, this approach has been not
integrated into the LAMP data processing flow and instead more direct approaches
to read and slice STL files have been investigated. Details of these approaches are
give next.
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2.3.3 Direct STL Slicing
Owing to the huge SAT file sizes being generated using the previous approach, an algo-
rithm for directly reading and slicing STL files without any intermediate conversions
has been implemented. Since an STL file is a list of facets in random order, a major
issue in efficiently slicing it is the lack of an ability to quickly identify those facets
that lie in the intersection region from the rest of the facets in the file. Hence, a data
structure of some kind needs to be implemented for this purpose. Although the STL
file format has become the ubiquitous standard for representing CAD geometry in
additive manufacturing and several companies or research groups have implemented
methods to slice them, there is surprisingly little work reported in the literature about
the various data structures used to efficiently slice them. Tata et al. [106] proposed
a facet grouping strategy for this purpose. Luo et al. [107] proposed yet another
strategy for identifying these facets quickly.
The algorithm presented here is very similar to [107] with minor modifications to
suit the needs of LAMP process. The schematic in Figure 23 illustrates the procedure
for identifying the intersecting facets at an arbitrary Z-height (slicing assumed to be
along the z-direction without loss of generality). In order to identify the intersecting
facets, first each facet’s maximum and minimum z-coordinates are computed and
stored in memory . Then, for a given slicing plane, first all the facets whose minimum
z-coordinate is lesser than the slice plane height are selected (Figure 23(b)). Out of
these selected facets, only those whose maximum z-coordinate is greater the slice
plane height are identified and retained while the rest are discarded. This way, only
those facets that intersect with the given slicing plane are isolated from the rest of
the facets in the file (Figure 23(c)).
In order to do this, a data structure consisting of linked lists is implemented.
Figure 24 shows a schematic of this data structure. It consists of a primary linked list
sorted in the increasing order of z-values. Each node in this linked list consists of its
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In order to do this, a data structure consisting of linked lists is implemented. It consists of 
a primary linked list sorted in the increasing order of z-values. Each node in this linked list 
consists of its specific z-value and a pointer to a secondary list that contains all facets with the 
same minimum z-coordinate value as the z-value of that node. Once all the facets in the given 
STL file are populated in this data structure, it is straightforward to implement the rest of the 
operations required to accomplish the steps depicted in figure 4. 
 
         
 
 
Fig. 4: Direct slicing of STL files: (a) Sample triangular mesh and slicing plane. (b) Facets with 
minimum z-coordinate lesser than the slice plane height selected. (c) Of the facets selected in (b), 
only those facets with maximum z-coordinate greater than the slice plane height are kept and the 
rest discarded. 
Once the facets in the intersection region are identified, a simple parametric intersection 
is computed between the facets and the slice plane to yield the various edges of the intersection 
wire. Since the facets are listed in a random order, the wire edges are also computed in a random 
order. In conventional contour planning operations, these edges need to be sorted and the 
intersection loops need to be constructed. But for LAMP process, it is sufficient to generate a 
bitmap image of the slice. This can be directly accomplished by shooting rays for each row of 
pixels and computing intersection points and then using these points, the pixel values could be 
filled. This process of rasterizing the intersection wire is exactly the same as the one discussed in 





Figure 23: Direct slicing of STL files: (a) Sample triangular mesh and slicing plane.
(b) Facets with minimum z-coordinate lesser than the slice plane height selected. (c)
Of the facets selected in (b), only those facets with maximum z-coordinate greater


















































Figure 24: Data Structure used for Direct Slicing of STL files.
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specific z-value and a pointer to a secondary list that contains all facets with the same
minimum z-coordinate value as the z-value of that node. Once all the facets in the
given STL file are populated in this data structure, it is straightforward to implement
the rest of the operations required to accomplish the steps depicted in Figure 23.
For each slice, once the facets in the intersection region are identified, a simple
parametric intersection is computed between the facets and the slice plane to yield the
various edges of the intersection wire. If each of the edges of a facet are represented
as a straight line in parametric form as shown in Equation 4 (where subscripts ‘i’ &
‘j’ denote two different vertices of a facet), the parameter value at the intersection

































If the so computed parameter value ‘tZ ’ is between 0 and 1, the co-ordinates of





























Each facet yields two intersection points when it intersects with the slice plane. The
other intersection point is also computed similarly and these two points together make
an edge of the cross-section wire. Since the facets are listed in a random order, the
wire edges are also computed in a random order. In conventional contour planning
operations, these edges need to be sorted and the intersection loops need to be con-
structed. However, for the LAMP process, it is sufficient to generate a bitmap image
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of the slice. This can be directly accomplished by shooting rays for each row of pixels
and computing intersection points. Then, using these points, the pixel values can be
filled. In order to efficiently identify the edges that intersect with a particular ray a
similar data structure like the one used for intersecting facets with a slice plane is
used, except that these edges are now sorted based on their minimum y-coordinates
rather than the z-coordinates. Once the edges are identified, the intersection points
are computed parametrically in a similar manner as facet-plane intersections were
computed. Once the intersection points are obtained, the process of computing the
bitmap data is exactly the same as the one discussed in section 2.2.2. The images thus
obtained are saved in CCITT fax4 format and fed to the post-processing algorithms.
Implementation Details:
The pseudo code for the algorithm implemented to accomplish the sequence of op-
erations described in the previous section is shown in Algorithm 5. To begin with,
the STL file of a given name is loaded into the program. STL files can be of two
types: ASCII and Binary. ASCII STL files contain all the facet information listed in
plain text and can be opened in any standard text editor. But for meshes with large
facet counts, ASCII STL file sizes become prohibitively large. Binary STL files, on
the other hand, store all the information in a binary format instead of plain text and
hence are much smaller in size. Since the typical STL meshes encountered in LAMP
have very large facet counts (upwards of 5 million), the slicing algorithm has been
implemented to specifically slice binary STL files.
Binary STL files begin with an 80 byte block of memory known as the header
which contains any file specific information. Following the 80 byte block, there is a
block of 4 bytes which contains the number of facets in an unsigned integer format.
Following the first 84 bytes of memory in the file, each facet information is stored
in blocks of 50 bytes. Every facet block of 50 bytes consists of 12 bytes to store
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the normal vector (4 each for the three direction cosines) and 36 bytes to store each
of the three vertices. The rest of the 2 bytes of the 50 byte block for each facet is
usually empty but can be used to store special attribute information like color in
some applications.
Once the STL file is loaded into the program, the number of facets in the file is
read from the 4 byte block of memory following the header and assigned to #facets.
Starting from zero, for every i < #facets, the normal vector and vertex coordinate
information of the corresponding facet is read using the function readFacet and stored
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Algorithm 5 Direct Slicing of STL files.
1: load STL file of given name
2: determine #facets in the file
3: i← 0
4: zList← NULL
5: for i < #facets do
6: bufferFacet ← readFacet(i)
7: update the max and min bounds of the part
8: addFacet(bufferFacet , zList)
9: end for
10: using max and min bounds, compute image size and allocate memory
11: eList← NULL
12: for each Z location along the build direction do
13: facetsToSlice← isolateFacets(zList, Z)
14: crossSectionWireEdges← slice(facetsToSlice, Z)
15: addEdge(crossSectionWireEdges, eList)
16: for each row of the image do
17: Y ← ycoord value corresponding to the row
18: intersectingEdges← isolateEdges(eList, y)
19: for each edge in intersectingEdges do
20: create a horizontal ray at Y from the left edge of the bounding box
21: compute intersection points between ray the edge
22: end for
23: compute integerBuffer from the intersection points
24: compute characterBuffer from intBuffer
25: end for
26: use information in characterBuffer to write the slice image to disk
27: end for
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Algorithm 6 Reading a facet from binary STL file.
1: bufferFacet ← NULL
2: function readFacet(i)
3: facetStartLocation ← 84 + 50 ∗ i
4: bufferFacet .Nx ← readByte(facetStartLocation)
5: bufferFacet .Ny ← readByte(facetStartLocation + 4)
6: bufferFacet .Nz ← readByte(facetStartLocation + 8)
7: for n := 0 to 2 do
8: bufferFacet .V [i ]x ← readByte(facetStartLocation + 12 + 12 ∗ n)
9: bufferFacet .V [i ]y ← readByte(facetStartLocation + 12 + 12 ∗ n+ 4)




in a temporary variable called bufferFacet . The pseudo code for the function readFacet
is shown in Algorithm 6. This function, in essence, seeks the file to the correct mem-
ory location corresponding to the ith facet and reads the corresponding bytes of in-
formation within each facet block of memory and populates the temporary variable
bufferFacet . Each facet i begins at the (84 + 50 ∗ i)th byte from the beginning of the
file as there are 80 bytes for the header, 4 bytes for #facets and 50 bytes for each
of the i − 1 facets before the ith facet. Once the facet starting location is identified
and assigned to facetStartLocation, the rest of the operations read the corresponding
bytes of information using the function readByte and the x, y, z coordinates of the
normal vector and each of the vertices are populated.
In this manner, having read a facet from the file, the next step in Algorithm 5
is to update the min & max bounds of the part and to populate the facet in the
data structure discussed in the previous section and shown in Figure 24. This is
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accomplished by passing each facet that is read from the file to the function addFacet.
The pseudo code for this function is shown in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 Populating a facet in the Data Structure.
1: function addFacet(facet , zList)
2: traverse through zList
3: look for matching zList node corresponding to facet .minZ
4: if found then
5: add facet to the list pointed by the matching zList node
6: else
7: create a new node toAdd
8: toAdd .Z ← facet .minZ
9: toAdd .facetList ← facet
10: add toAdd to the zList in the proper sorted location
11: end if
12: end function
The given facet’s minimum Z-coordinate value is identified and the zList is tra-
versed to find a node whose Z value matches the minimum Z-coordinate of the facet.
If such a node is found, the given facet is added to the list pointed by the node.
In the event that such a node is not found, a new node variable denoted by toAdd
is created with its Z value equal to the facet’s minimum Z-coordinate and with its
facet list pointing to the give facet. This new node is then added to the zList in the
appropriate location so it stays sorted in the increasing order with respect to the Z
values of the nodes.
With the aid of these two functions readFacet and addFacet , by the end of the
first loop in Algorithm 5, the min and max bounds of the part would be determined
and the data structure of facets discussed in Figure 24 would be populated. The next
loop then makes use of the data structure thus populated in order to slice the model
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and output the images. For a give Z location of the slice plane, first the facets falling
in the intersection zone of the plane are identified using the function isolateFacetes
and stored in the list facetsToSlice. The pseudo code for isolating the facets is shown
in Algorithm 8
Algorithm 8 Isolating facets in the intersection zone.
1: function isolateFacets(zList , Z)
2: facetsToSlice ← NULL
3: for each node in zList do
4: if z value of the node is less than Z then
5: traverse through each facet in the facet list pointed by the node
6: look for facets whose maxZ > Z
7: if such a facet found then







As can be seen from the pseudo code, in order to isolate the required facets to
intersect, first each node in zList is read. If the Z value corresponding to the node is
less than the Z height of the slice plane, each of the facets in the facet list pointed
by the node is parsed. If a facet with maximum Z value of greater than the slice
plane height is found, it is added to facetsToSlice list. After each of the nodes whose
Z values are less than the slice plane height have been parsed in this manner, the
isolateFacets function returns back the facets collected in facetsToSlice.
Having isolated the facets in the intersection zone of the slice plane, Algorithm 5
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then computes the intersection of these facets with the slice plane using the function
slice. These intersections are computed parametrically as described in the previous
section. Having computed the intersection edges, which form the contour of the part
cross-section, the next step is to generate an image from them. In order to accom-
plish this, rays are created for each row of the image and their intersection with
the contour edges are computed. In order to compute these intersections efficiently,
the edges are in turn populated in a data structure very similar to the one used for
populating the facets. The edges are arranged into bins based on their minimum
Y -coordinate instead of the Z-coordinate in case of the facets. This data structure
for sorting edges is denoted by eList is Algorithm 5. The function addEdge is used
to populate the edges in this data structure and its implementation is very similar
to addFacet function previously described. After eList is populated, the process of
computing intersections between the rays and the edges is the same as the one used
for computing intersections between the slice plane and facets. For each ray, the in-
tersecting edges are isolated using isolateEdges whose implementation is similar to
isolateFacets . Once the intersecting edges are identified, the intersection points are
computed parametrically. After the intersection points are computed, the process of
creating bitmap data is exactly same as the one described in Section 2.2.2. First, a
temporary intergerBuffer array is populated and later converted to ASCII character
array charBuffer which is then used to save the bitmap image.
Time Complexity & Computational Time:
A rough estimate of the time complexity and the time it takes to finish the slicing
operations is given in this section. If N denotes the number of facets in an STL mesh,
in order to populate the slicing data structure discussed in the previous sections, the
following operations need to be completed for every facet read: 1) Scan through the
each node in zList to identify a matching node and 2) Scan through to the end of the
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facet list pointed by the matching node to add the facet. Each of these two operations
take, in the worst case scenario, N time steps. Since these two operations need to
be performed for every facet in the file, the time complexity for populating the data
structure is O(N3).
Polynomial time complexities like N3 are usually acceptable but if the N in consid-
eration is large, the computational time becomes excessively long. A rough estimate
of the computational time for slicing STL files of various mesh sizes using this algo-
rithm is shown in Table 4. The computational time scaling with respect to number
of facets is shown in Figure 25
Table 4: Slicing time for various mesh sizes.












As can be seen, for a file with large number of facets, the slicing time runs into
several days. In the case of LAMP, because of the geometric complexity of integrally
cored HP turbine blade molds, the mesh sizes of the STL files go upwards of 5.5M. For
such a huge file, it takes more than 4 days to slice which is prohibitively large. Hence
a new STL slicing algorithm is implemented to cut down the slicing time. Details of
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Figure 25: Slicing time scaling w.r.t mesh size.
2.3.4 Accelerated Direct STL Slicing
Since, for large STL meshes, it takes excessively long to populate the data structure
described in the previous section, a new approach is investigated in order to cut
down the slicing time. Upon close examination, it is evident that the key pieces of
information in order to create the slice images, are the points of intersection of the
rays with the cross-section wire edges. So instead of spending significant compute
time in populating the facets in the previously described data structure, it suffices
to compute and store these intersection points as each facet is read from the file.
Additionally, if these facets are stored in an array structure rather than in linked
lists as was previously done, data access can be much quicker as arrays have O(1)
complexity for indexing and searching while linked lists which have O(N) complexity
for the same (i.e, random access vs sequential access). The data structure used to
store these intersection points is shown in Figure 26.
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Row$1$ Row$2$ Row$3$ Row$4$$ …..$
Slice$1$ Points(1,1)$ Points(1,2)$ Points(1,3)$ Points(1,4)$ …..$
Slice$2$ Points(2,1)$ Points(2,2)$ Points(2,3)$ Points(2,4)$ …..$
Slice$3$ Points(3,1)$ Points(3,2)$ Points(3,3)$ Points(3,4)$ …..$
Slice$4$ Points(4,1)$ Points(4,2)$ Points(4,3)$ Points(4,4)$ …..$
…..$ …..$ …..$ …..$ …..$ …..$
Z$ Y$
Figure 26: Data Structure for storing intersection points.
Each row in the data structure represents a Z height corresponding to each slice
i in the part. Each column represents a Y level corresponding to a row j of the slice
image. Each location (i, j) in the data structure contains all the intersection points
corresponding to the jth row of the ith slice image.
As each facet is read from the file, depending on its maximum and minimum Z
extents, it is possible to determine all the slice numbers that this particular facet
will contribute edges to. For each of these edges corresponding to each of these slice
numbers, it is also possible to determine all the rows of the respective slice images
they contribute intersection points to. Based on this information, as every facet is
read, all the intersection points contributed by this facet to each of the slices are
computed and stored in the corresponding locations in the data structure shown in
Figure 26. Once the intersection points contributed by all the facets in the file are
computed and stored, slice images can be prepared by using a similar procedure as
discussed in the previous sections.
Implementation Details:
The pseudo code for implementing this new algorithm for slicing STL files is shown
in Algorithm 9. The bounding box coordinates of the part are first created, either by
doing a linear scan of the whole part or by directly inputing the information in the
program from the CAD model. The minimum and maximum vertices of the bounding
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box are denoted by (minX,minY,minZ) and (maxX,maxY,maxZ) respectively.
Next, memory for the 2D array data structure denoted by zYMatrix is allocated
and initiated to NULL. As each facet f is read from the file, the range of slices
that this facet f contributes edges to is computed. minLayer and maxLayer denote
the layer numbers of the lowermost and uppermost slices in this range. For each
slice i starting from minLayer to maxLayer, the facet is sliced at the corresponding
slice height and the resulting edge is stored in a variable denoted by e. For each
edge e, the range of image rows to which this edge contributes an intersection point
are computed. The lowermost and uppermost rows of this range are denoted by
minRow and maxRow respectively. For each row j between minRow and maxRow,
the intersection point of the edge e and the ray corresponding to the row j is computed
and stored in a variable denoted by intPoint. These intersections of the facet with
the slice plane and the edge with the ray are computed parametrically as described
in the previous section. The intPoint thus computed is populated in the (i, j)th cell
of the 2D array zYMatrix. Once this zYMatrix is completely populated after one
linear scan of all the facets in the list, the slice images can be created in a similar
manner as described in Section 2.2.2. For each slice image i, in order to compute the
pixel information for each row j, the variables integerBuffer and characterBuffer are
populated based on the intersection points retrieved from (i, j)th cell of zYMatrix.
Once the characterBuffer array is completely filled for all rows of the slice, it can be
used to write the slice image to disk.
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Algorithm 9 Improved direct slicing of STL files.
1: compute bounding box of the part
2: (minX,minY,minZ)← minimum extents of the part
3: (maxX,maxY,maxZ)← maximum extents of the part
4: zYMatrix← NULL
5: for each facet f in the file do
6: bufferFacet ← readFacet(f )











9: for each slice i; i := minLayer to maxLayer do
10: e← sliceFacet(bufferFacet , i)











13: for j := minRow to maxRow do
14: intPoint ← intersectEdge(e, j )




19: for each slice i; i := 0 to #Layers do
20: for each row j; j := 0 to imageHeight do
21: intPoints ← zYMatrix [i ][j ]
22: compute integerBuffer using intPoints
23: compute characterBuffer using integerBuffer
24: end for
25: use information in characterBuffer to write the slice image to disk
26: end for
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Time Complexity & Computational Time:
A rough estimate of the time complexity and the computational time taken to slice
STL files using this algorithm is given here. In order to index all the intersection
points in the 2D matrix, it would take N ∗ Z ∗ Y ∗ C operations, where N denotes
the number of facets in the file, Z denotes the slice range (maxLayer −minLayer),
Y denotes the row range (maxRow − minRow), and C denotes some independent
constant. In the worst case scenario, Z and Y can both be equal to N and the time
complexity reduces to O(N3) just like the linked list STL slicing algorithm discussed
in the previous section. However, in typical scenarios, both Z and Y are much smaller
than N . The constant C is also very small since an array structure is used instead of
a linked list. Hence, in most typical scenarios, the algorithm behaves like it is O(N)
complexity with a very small constant value and hence is much faster than the linked
list algorithm discussed in the previous section. An estimate of indexing times using
this 2D Matrix approach to slice typical STL files with various facet counts and the
corresponding times for the linked list algorithm discussed in the previous section are
shown in Table 5 and Figure 27.
Table 5: Slicing time for various mesh sizes.
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Figure 27: Slicing time scaling w.r.t mesh size.
As can be seen, the savings in slicing time are substantial using this approach.
It takes just 30 minutes to slice a 5.5M facet STL file versus the 4 days it to slice
the same file using the linked list approach. This leads to enormous time savings in
preparing build ready images for each new part design.
Although, this new approach reduces the computational time, it does have its
limitations. Firstly, since the facets are just read once and discarded from memory,
once the slice thickness and image resolution are set, it is impossible to change them
dynamically during the execution as the facet information cannot be retrieved. In
the linked list approach, since all the facets are indexed in the data structure, there
is always flexibility to change the layer height and image resolution dynamically for
applications like adaptive slicing. However, this shortcoming can be alleviated in
other ways. Since the slicing time itself is very short, multiple stacks of slice images
can be created at multiple layer thicknesses and the proper images from each of
these stacks can be selected for utilizing variable layer thicknesses in applications like
adaptive slicing.
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Secondly, this new approach uses far more memory than the linked list approach
since it stores all the intersection points of all the rays with each of the slices in the
part whereas in the linked list approach, just the facets are stored in memory. As an
example, for the 5.5M triangle part, the new approach takes about 2.5 gigabytes of
memory versus just 300 megabytes of memory using the linked list approach. Since
memory is very cheap in recent times, this limitation is not a significant hurdle. Hence,
considering the pros and cons of each of the approaches of STL slicing discussed in
this section, the approach in this section is the preferred method to slice extremely
high resolution STL files for LAMP.
2.4 CAD Data Preparation for LAMP
The slice images produced through STL slicing and Direct CAD Slicing in particular
require further post-processing before they are ready for use in a LAMP build. The
details of these various post-processing operations and algorithms are given in this
section.
2.4.1 Error Checking & Correction
One of the mandatory post-processing operations that needs to be performed on the
slice images is checking for errors and validity of the images. These errors are caused
by gaps that creep into the model either due to errors in the CAD model or due to
translation between different CAD formats as described in Section 2.2.3. During the
slicing operation, in the process of creating the slice images, rays are created for each
row of the image to identify the correct pixel color values as previously described.
Any ray that coincides with one of these gaps that creep into the CAD model will
result in the omission of an intersection point that should have been computed in
an error-free file. This omission will result in the pixel color value not toggling at
the corresponding location and this will in turn manifest as a stray line in the slice
image. For illustration purposes, a particularly bad instance of these stray line errors
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is shown in Figure 28(a). Such stray lines need to detected and corrected before the
images can be used for part builds on the LAMP machine. For this purpose, an
error checking and correction algorithm has been implemented. The algorithm takes
an erroneous slice like the one shown in Figure 28(a) and outputs a corrected slice
shown in Figure 28(b).
In order to identify these stray lines, the algorithm scans through each row of the
image and checks for pixels that are sandwiched by pixels of an opposite color, i.e,
pixels that have a different color value than the ones present on the rows immediately
above and below the current row that is being searched. Once it finds such pixels,
it flips their values to match the color values of the top and bottom rows to correct
the stray lines. This approach works for correcting only stray lines that are 1-pixel
thick but can be extended to detect lines that multiple pixels wide. The details of
the extended algorithm along with the pseudo code for detecting stray lines that are
multiple pixels wide is given next.
Implementation Details:
The pseudo code for the error correction operation is shown in Algorithm 10. The
given stack of slice images that need to checked are first loaded into the program. As
each image in read from the stack, its pixel data is first converted from ASCII repre-
sentation to integer representation for easy data manipulation and stored in an integer
array integerBuffer . If an intersection point was missed in the slicing operation and
a stray line caused, then the last pixel of the row containing the stray line will have
a white pixel on a surrounding black backdrop. This fact is exploited in identifying
erroneous rows that need to be corrected. This is accomplished by checking for pixels
with a color value of 1 (i.e, white) in the last column of pixels in integerBuffer . If




Figure 28: Error Correction.
be corrected for a stray line. Having identified the row at which a stray line occurs,
the next step is to determine the width this stray line. So, having identified the row
at which a stray line originates, the color values of end pixels in the rows immediately
following the identified row are checked. If consecutive rows are found to have white
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pixel values, then the width of the stray line is more than one. The number of con-
secutive rows are counted and the stored in the variable width. Having identified the
beginning row number and the width of a stray line, this information is then passed
to the function correctRow.
Algorithm 10 Error Checking Algorithm.
1: load the stack of images to correct
2: for each image in the stack do
3: characterBuffer ← pixel data of the image
4: integerBuffer ← convert ASCII data in characterBuffer to integer data
5: for each row j of the image do
6: width← 0
7: if the last pixel of row j in integerBuffer = 1 (i.e, white) then
8: width← width+ 1
9: j ← j + 1
10: while last pixel of row j in integerBuffer = 1 do
11: width← width+ 1
12: j ← j + 1
13: end while
14: correctedIntegerBuffer ← correctRow(integerBuffer , j − width,width)
15: end if
16: end for
17: correctedCharacterBuffer ← convert correctedIntegerBuffer to ASCII data
18: output the corrected image to disk using correctedCharacterBuffer
19: end for
The pseudo code for the function correctRow is shown in Algorithm 11. It is just
an extended version of the logic described previously for correcting one pixel wide
stray lines. Three counters i, j and k are used in the algorithm. Counter k keeps
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track of the row number in the image corresponding to each row in a multi-pixel
wide stray line that is being corrected. Counter i keeps track of the number of rows
above a particular row in the stray line that needs to be checked for color information.
Similarly, counter j keeps track of the number of rows below a particular row in the
stray line that needs to be checked for color information. For each pixel in each row
of the stray line, the color of the corresponding pixel in the row that is i rows above
and j rows below is checked. If it is the same but different from the color of the
current pixel in the row that is being corrected, the pixel value is flipped.
Algorithm 11 row correction function.
1: function correctRow(integerBuffer , row ,width)
2: for i := 1 to width do
3: j = width− i+ 1
4: k = row + i− 1
5: for each pixel in row k do
6: if color i rows up = color j rows down 6= color on current row then





For example, lets assume the beginning row number of a stray line is thirty (i.e,
row = 30). Lets also assume that the width of the stray line is three (i.e, width = 3).
Hence in this example, if we were correcting the first row in the stray line (first
iteration of the loop), the color values of the pixels one row above three rows below
should be checked for equality and if they are equal but different from the color value
of pixels in the first row that is being corrected, then the pixel color value needs
to be flipped. The counter values are correspondingly set, i.e, for the first iteration
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(correcting first row in the stray line), k = 30 (beginning row number of the stray
line), i = 1 (one row above) and j = 3 (three rows below). Similarly for correcting
the second row in the stray line (k = 31), the pixel values two rows (i = 2) above and
two rows below (j = 2) need to be checked for color information and so on.
All of these error checking operations are based on the assumption that the collec-
tive width of these consecutive stray lines is much less than the minimum feature size
in the CAD part that is to be sliced. For the blade designs that are currently being
built by LAMP have minimum features sizes of about 500 microns, i.e, approximately
30 pixels in size at 1500 dpi. The widest stray lines observed in the slices were five
pixels wide which is much less than the minimum feature size of 30 pixels and hence
can be corrected with reasonable accuracy.
The other limitation of this algorithm is that, when the stray lines are too wide, the
corrected rows do not conform to the boundaries of the part where the color toggles
from black to white or vice versa. The edges of the part in the corrected rows become
vertical instead of smoothly connecting with the rest of the contour. This phenomenon
is shown in Figure 29(b) for a sample stray line shown in Figure 29(a). When the
stray lines are thin (less than 5 pixels wide) the inaccuracy caused is negligible but as
they get wider, it needs to be corrected for. This problem can be fixed by constructing
a spline (a Hermite cubic spline with C1 continuity for example) to close the contour
in a continuous way and the color toggling points in each of the rows in the stray line
can be computed from the so constructed spline. This way smoothness of the edge
contours can be maintained as shown in Figure 29(c) while correcting stray lines that
are arbitrarily wide. Although, it can correct a stray line of any arbitrary width, if
the stray line is too wide (width of the stray line approaching minimum feature size
in the part) then rather than passively correcting it in the image, the geometry of the
original CAD part needs to be repaired for accurate slices.
In this way, the function correctRow can correct stray lines given the starting
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(a) Multi-pixel wide stray line.
(b) Improper correction with out a curve construction.
(c) Proper correction with a curve construction
Figure 29: Rectifying multi-pixel wide rows with stray lines.
row number of the stray line in the slice image and its width. Returning back to
Algorithm 10, once all the stray lines identified in the integer data of the slice image
(integerBuffer) are corrected, it is then converted back to ASCII data and saved back
to disk. In this way, all the slice images in the stack are checked and corrected for
errors and by the end, a stack of error free images are obtained which are taken
through other post processing operations as described in the following sections.
2.4.2 Tiling and Part Placement
The corrected images as obtained above then need to be tiled properly on an image
template for proper part placement in the build area. Figure 30(a) shows a typical
input image to the tiling code. A mesh structure as shown in Figure 30(b) is used
as the background on which this input slice is tiled. The mesh structure has been
optimized after considerable experimentation to prevent the uncured Suspension in
the empty regions from sloshing around in the build tank during recoating of a fresh
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layer of Suspension by the blade. The algorithm automatically computes the max-
imum extents of the slice image, determines the number of parts that can be built
within the build area, lays them out at the correct coordinates and creates break lines
along the mesh structure for easy removal of parts after the build is complete. The
final build-ready images produced by the code look like the one shown in Figure 30(c).
The code runs through the entire stack of the slice images to produce a build-ready
stack that is then fed to the LAMP machine.
2.4.3 Image Level Geometry Modification
Depending on the level of complexity of the CAD model, slicing and processing the
stack of build images can take a substantial amount of time. For turbine mold geom-
etry, it currently takes two days to prepare the data. Sometimes, during evaluation
of various CAD designs, there arises a need to build several designs with minor differ-
ences in the features. In such cases, it would be beneficial to implement algorithms
that can take a base design and implement the minor feature additions and mod-
ifications directly at the image level to generate the build images for each of the
intended CAD configurations. This would save enormous amounts of time and effort
as it avoids re-slicing the entire CAD model. Such algorithms are currently under








A detailed overview of the various data processing algorithms developed for enabling
the basic functionality of the LAMP process was given in this chapter. The algorithms
presented belong to two categories: slicing and post-processing. A brief summary of
the work presented in this chapter is given in this section.
Owing to the geometric complexity of the parts encountered in the LAMP process,
a direct slicing approach using the ACIS kernel was implemented to slice the native
CAD geometry instead of the conventional STL slicing approach ubiquitously used in
the additive manufacturing industry. Prior direct slicing approaches presented in the
literature tout direct slicing to be the cure for all ills posed by STL files. Direct slicing
is claimed to be error free and fast while STL slicing is claimed to be prone with errors
and time consuming. It was shown in this chapter that this claim is only true while
working with simple geometries as is the case with much of the previously reported
work. When the geometries are complex, direct slicing approach produces more errors
and consumes more time than STL file slicing. The direct slicing algorithm presented
in this chapter is tolerant to such errors.
Although direct slicing approach is the preferred method to produce slice data
for the LAMP process, STL file slicing algorithms were also implemented owing to
the prevalence of this file format. Multiple approaches to slice files of this format
were implemented. The STL slicing approach using POVRAY, a graphics rendering
engine, was easy to implement but not accurate enough for the purposes of LAMP. An
approach to reconstruct topology information from an STL mesh using an extended
version of the corner table data structure [99, 105] was implemented. However, for
complex parts like the ones built in LAMP, the SAT files sizes resulting from this
method proved to be too large to handle. Therefore, a more direct approach of
reading the facet data and sorting it into data structures similar to the ones reported
in literature was implemented. While these data structures yielded reasonably quick
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slicing times for small parts, for high facet counts of the order of 5.5M that is typically
required for the LAMP process, they take too long to process (4 or more days). Thus a
much faster approach which bypasses the facet data sorting operation is implemented
and found to reduce the processing time by several orders of magnitude (from 4 or
more days to about an hour).
Following the slicing operations, the output data needs to further processed before
it is ready for LAMP builds. For this purpose, several post processing like error
checking, part placement and tiling, image level geometry modification etc. were
implemented and the details of these were presented. In summary, the work presented
in this chapter establishes the basic data processing flow required to produce successful
builds using the LAMP process.
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CHAPTER III
COMPUTATIONAL SCHEMES FOR IMPROVED PART
QUALITY
3.1 Introduction
The data processing algorithms described in Chapter 2 were developed to meet the
basic requirements of the LAMP process. In addition to these algorithms required for
the basic LAMP process functions, several computational design schemes have also
been implemented to improve the quality of parts produced by the LAMP process.
Details of these algorithms are given in this chapter. The algorithms described in
this chapter aim to solve two fundamental problems that arise in LAMP as well as
in many other layered manufacturing techniques. The first of these is the problem of
“stair-stepping” and the resulting surface roughness that is manifested in 3D-printed
parts. When parts are built layer-by-layer, the slice contours are computed at discrete
Z-values along the height of the part and the three-dimensional geometry in between
the successive layers is approximated by a 2.5D slab obtained by extruding the slice
contours down by the layer thickness amount. This effect is illustrated in Figure 31.
As can be seen from the figure, the boundary of the CAD model is not accurately
reproduced in the additively manufactured part. In order to solve this problem and
accurately reproduce the CAD model surface, one approach that is widely reported
in the literature is adaptive slicing. There have been several different approaches
for adaptively slicing STL meshes and CAD models presented in the literature. In
this thesis, a new simpler method for adaptively slicing CAD models is presented. A
brief survey of the prior work in this field and the details of the new adaptive slicing
algorithm are presented in Section 3.2.
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Jamieson and H acker (1995) performed
direct slicing of CAD data by creating algo-
rithms to interact with Parasolid, the solid
modelling kernal of Unigraphics. In their
slicing algorithm, they included a basic adap-
tive slicing option that would attempt to use a
thicker layer if the current slice had the same
geometry as the previous one. T his situation
would only occur when all the surfaces of the
slice are planar and in the build direction.
Kulkarni and Dutta (1995, 1996) address
the problem of determining adaptive slicing
for a surface from its analytical representa-
tion. T hey also use a cusp height to quantify
the error associated with the staircase effect,
as shown in Figure 2. Instead of selecting a
layer thickness from a given range of thick-
nesses, they determine a maximum allowable
thickness for each layer. In their earlier paper
they use a “maximum curvature” approach
where they find the point (P ) on a slice at
which the normal curvature in the vertical
plane is maximum. T hey then approximate
the vertical section at P with a circle to deter-
mine the layer thickness. In their later paper
they identify that the cusp height at a point P
is a function of the angle that the surface
normal makes to the horizontal, as well as the
radius of vertical normal curvature of the
surface at that point.
Although cusp height is the most common-
ly used measure of error, another measure of
the error is the maximum distance in the layer
plane between the boundary of the original
CAD model and the boundary of the layered
part. T his measure of error has also been used
by Novac et al. (1997) and is indicated as ε in
Figure 2. When the normal to the CAD sur-
face is in the plane of the layer, the two mea-
sures of error produce almost the same result.
T his can be seen in the bottom layer of the
diagrams. T he difference between the two
measures increases with the angle between the
normal and the layer plane, and is greatest
when the normal to the CAD surface
becomes perpendicular to the layer plane. At
and near this point the validity of using the
cusp height to measure the error becomes
questionable. Consider the top two layers in
Figure 2. T he cusp height for these two layers
is fairly similar, but the maximum difference
in the layer plane for the top layer is more than
twice that of the layer below. T his raises the
question as to what the measure of error is
trying to represent. Should it represent the
volume difference or the smoothness of the
layered surface. In this case the maximum
difference in the layer plane gives a more
accurate representation of the volume missing
from the layered part, while the cusp height
better represents the surface smoothness.
T hese two measures of layer error can be
transferred to layers with sloping boundaries.
Figure 3 shows the same CAD surface used in
Figure 2 with the resulting part as built with
sloped layer surfaces. In this case the differ-
ences between the layered part and CAD
model are smaller for both volume and
smoothness measures. To view the error,
Figure 4 shows a close up of the top layer of
the part. For sloped layers, the difference
between the two measures of error is least for
small angles between the surface normal and
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Figure 2 The cusp height δ, and maximum distance in the
layer plane ε on an analytical surface
Maximum difference in
the layer plane (ε) Cust height (δ)
Boundary of
layered part
Boundary of CAD model
Figure 4 Cusp height and maximum difference in the layer
plane, for layers with a sloping boundary surface
Boundary of CAD model
Boudary of layered part
Figure 3 Using sloped layer surfaces eliminates the
staircase effect
Figure 31: “Stair-Stepping” effect occurring in layered manufacturing [1].
Another approach that can be used to solve the “stair-stepping” problem involves
using some novel techniques to alter the cure depth locally within each layer to accu-
rately represent the inter-layer 3D geometry of the CAD part. A few approaches for
doing this have been proposed in the literature recently. A gray-scaling and dither-
ing approach is used in this thesis to accomplish the same. A brief survey of the
prior work and the details of the gray-scaling and dithering approach are presented
in Section 3.3.
In addition to the “stair-stepping” problem, another fundamental problem ad-
dressed in this chapter aims to solve is the dimensional accuracy of the built parts.
As previously described, LAMP intends to build molds and cores for casting HP tur-
bine blades that have very stringent restrictions on dimensional tolerances. Hence
the dimensions of the parts produced through LAMP need to be at least as accu-
rate as those used in current foundry practice. In order to accomplish this objective,
experimental studies have been conducted on how the part dimensions vary with re-
spect to some important LAMP build parameters. Details of these experiments and
a discussion of the results are presented in Section 3.4.
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3.2 Adaptive Slicing
In additive manufacturing, parts are usually built with a constant layer thickness.
As previously mentioned, the three-dimensional part geometry is approximated by
stacking these 2.5D layers which leads to the “Stair-Stepping” effect illustrated in
Figure 31. This effect becomes even more prominent at locations where the CAD
surface is highly slanted (i.e, inclining away more steeply from the build direction;
there would be no stair stepping effect for vertical surfaces that are oriented with the
build direction). Hence, in order to mitigate this problem, a variable layer thickness
is used instead of using a constant one. This layer thickness is varied based on the
local part geometry at each Z-location along the height of the part being built. This
approach of varying layer thickness based on the part geometry is known as adaptive
slicing. Figure 32 illustrates the difference between conventional slicing and adaptive
slicing while slicing a hemispherical part. J Intell Manuf
Fig. 1 The illustration of slicing approach, a uniform slicing and b
adaptive slicing
(Jurrens 1999; Koc et al. 2000). Different methods of slicing
an STL file have been proposed (Asiabanpour and Khosh-
nevis 2004; Choi and Kwok 1999; Vuyyuru et al. 1994).
However the parts fabricated by this system displayed some
porosity as a result of missing information in STL file that
was created by CAD systems.
Another slicing approach uses exact CAD models. Some
direct slicing works by Chang (2004), Jamieson and Hacker
(1995), and Chen et al. (2001), Susila et al. (1999) have been
reported. In these works, researchers have used a CAD soft-
ware package (e.g., PowerSHARE, Parasolid) to model and
then to generate the boundary path. The boundary path (con-
tour) in these three cases is generated by use of macros which
are provided by the underlying software. Chang (2004) slices
a 3D model designed in PowerSHARE into N sections with
the aid of a special macro. The resulting section at each Z level
consists of curves such as lines, conic arcs, and Bezier spans.
Then, these entities that form a contour are coded and saved
into a custom predefined file for generating G-code by using
a computer-aided manufacturing software presented by the
same company (PowerSHARE). Chen et al.’s (2001) method
creates a PIC file containing boundary loops as a special for-
mat that can be used to picture a layer on screen using another
software package. Because their approach applies macros to
an entire 3D object, the elapsed time for creating contours
would be long. In another attempt made by Jamieson and
Hacker 1995, B-rep of a solid model designed in Parasol-
id is used for direct slicing. In this approach, they applied
macro(s) to faces of a B-rep model in order to generate a
boundary path. As reported in their paper, a simple part com-
prising cylindrical and rectangular faces takes at least 90 min
to generate the contours for all layers.
Presented in this paper is a new adaptive slicing approach
for CAD models created by Inventor. The kernel of the
proposed approach is to project all pairs of corresponding
slices at the top and bottom of the considered layer on
XY, XZ, and YZ horizontal surface to detect any possible
part geometry distortion. A special error for layer thickness
determination matched with user-defined sheet thicknesses
is then computed. One of the unique features of this new
system is its ability to process very large and intricate mod-
els with difficult-to-recognize internal and external features.
In addition, it is capable of producing machine paths that
are compatible with waterjet and laser cutting processes that
apply a variety of metal/non-metal sheet thicknesses. Despite
previous works that cut the entire part from bottommost to
topmost position at maximum available thickness, the pro-
posed system starts cutting at minimum available thickness
then allows the current layer becomes thicker or thinner as the
comparison of the obtained error with threshold error. This
part of the proposed system avoids any large geometry devia-
tion error caused by sharply concave or convex corners. The
factors in the form of error computation that help determine
the thickness of a layer at Z increment position are discussed
in sect. “Types of part geometry distortion errors”. Proposed
adaptive slicing algorithms which are used to cut sheets of
varied thicknesses by waterjet and laser cutting are presented
in sects. “Interior and exterior contour creation” and “Adap-
tive slicing algorithm”, respectively. System implementation
and results are discussed in “System implementation” and
“Results” sections. The conclusion is presented in the last
section.
Types of part geometry distortion errors
Quantifying the geometry distortion error is the main factor
in determining the right value for layer thickness in both
uniform and adaptive slicing. Dolenc and Makela (1994)
introduced one of the widely used errors: cusp height. In
fact, the relationship between the maximum allowable cusp
height and normal vector at any point on the tessellated
model is applied to find the thickness of each layer. Many
other researchers Cormier et al. (2000), Jung and Ahluwalia
(2005), Pande and Kumar (2008), Xu et al. (1997) use this
factor as an error measurement in their own algorithms.
Investigation of all points on the top or bottom slice of a layer
allows for calculation of the values of the maximum allow-
able cusp height, would lead to the division of the current
thickness into small slices or keeping it at maximum thick-
ness. Any sharp concave or convex vertexes might appear
whether we apply maximum or minimum thickness (see
Fig. 2), but it might lead to a significant part geometry devia-
tion if maximum thickness is finally applied by knowing that
no geometry distortion at top and bottom slices detected using
the desired cusp height. In an attempt to solve this problem,
Singhal et al. (2008) presented a comprehensive accurate
direct slicing procedure in which the sharp concave/convex
vertices are first recognized and then named as a block point
where no slicing occurs. If such vertexes fall within top and
bottom slices of the layer, the slicing position is moved either
over or below the identified vertexes. The obtained thickness
is then sliced at the smallest available thicknesses.
There are two problems with their work. First, any con-
cave or convex region may be represented by continuous
curved surface not only through two or more adjacent slant-
ing surfaces whereby we could easily detect the mentioned
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Figure 32: Illustration of slicing approach (a)Uniform Slicing (b) Adaptive Slicing,
[11].
A substantial amount of prior work has been reported in the field of adaptive
slicing. A survey of this work is given next.
3.2.1 Literature Review
3.2.1.1 Adaptive slicing of STL meshes
Dolenc and Makela [108] were one of the first to introduce the concept of adaptive
slicing. They defined a concept called “cusp height” as a measure of the deviation
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of the part geometry caused by the stair stepping effect. Cusp height denotes the
maximum length of the deviation along a vector normal to the facet surface in each
layer and the maximum allowable layer thickness is determined by placing an upper
bound on this deviation. Figure 33 shows the illustrates the concept of cusp height.
N ! "Nx;Ny;Nz# "1#
and the corresponding cusp vector is given as
C ! cN "2#
where
jCj ! c # Cmax "3#
The layer thickness t is obtained using the
following expression:
t ! Cmax=Nz here Nz – 0 "4#
if
tmin # t # tmax "5#
otherwise t ! tmin if t , tmin and t ! tmax
if t . tmax.
2.2 Stepwise uniform refinement
(Sabourin et al., 1996)
Adaptive slicing using stepwise uniform
refinement, proposed by Sabourin et al.
(1996), uses the same concept of limiting
cusp height introduced by Dolenc and
Makela (1994). Here, tessellated CAD model
was first divided into uniform, horizontal
slabs of thickness equal to the maximum
acceptable layer thickness, tmax. Those slabs
that do not satisfy the cusp height
requirement (c , Cmax) are further
subdivided into finer slabs having uniform
thickness. Interpolation is used for slice
thickness determination. Specifically, a slab
was examined both from its bottom slice
looking upward and from its top slice
looking downward and the succeeding slice
is subdivided. This dual direction
examination was less likely to miss
high-curvature regions as compared to those
procedures, which only examine upward
from the current slice.
The basic measure of slice thickness in this
work is the same as expression (4).
The number of subdivisions (uniform
thickness) to be made on a required slab are
obtained as
Figure 5 Classification of slicing procedures
Figure 6 Cusp height
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Figure 33: Illustration of Cusp height, [2].
For a tessellated STL mesh, the methodology for calculating cusp height and the
adaptive layer thickness as discussed by Dolenc and Makela [108] is shown below. If
the normal vector at any point P is given by
N = (Nx, Ny, Nz) (7)
then the corresponding cusp vector C is given by
C = cN (8)
where c is the magnitude of the cusp vector, i.e, cusp height. If the maximum allowable
cusp height is set as Cmax then,
|C| = c ≤ Cmax (9)
















where tmin and tmax are the minimum and maximum layer thicknesses respectively,
that can be successfully implemented in a specific additive manufacturing technique.
In this manner, Dolenc and Makela [108] computed the layer thickness t to adaptively
slice an STL mesh.
Several other researchers used this cusp height concept for achieving various goals
through adaptive slicing. Sabourin et.al. [109] implemented adaptive slicing using
stepwise uniform refinement where a tessellated CAD model was first divided into
uniform, horizontal slabs of thickness equal to the maximum acceptable layer thick-
ness, tmax. Out of these horizontal slabs, those slabs that do not satisfy the maximum
cusp height requirement (c < Cmax) are further subdivided into finer slabs having uni-
form thickness. Interpolation is used for slice thickness determination. In order to
reduce the likelihood of missing high-curvature regions, a slab was examined both
from its bottom slice looking upward and from its top slice looking downward and
the succeeding slice is subdivided unlike the previous method used by Dolenc [108]
where they only examined the bottom slice. The basic measure of slice thickness
in Sabourin’s work was same as Equation 26. The number of subdivisions (uniform





max(Nz bottom, Nz top)
]
(11)






where Nz bottom and Nz top are the sets of unit normal z components for Pi across
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the bottom and top levels of a particular slab respectively. The resulting uniform





Tyberg and Bohn [3] have used the cusp height concept to achieve local adaptive
slicing of parts. More often than not, in CAD parts there are multiple features with
varying curvatures at the same slice height and each of them would require a different
slice height to satisfy the maximum cusp height criterion. Hence, instead of using
the minimum layer thickness dictated by the feature with maximum curvature for
each layer, each feature is sliced independently of the other based on its unique cusp
height requirements and thereby achieve local adaptive slicing. First, a tessellated
CAD model is sliced into uniformly thick slabs using the maximum thickness available
in an additive manufacturing system. The resulting contours belonging to the slabs
top and bottom slices are then matched using topological information to form a set
of sub-slabs. Finally, each sub-slab is independently divided into a distinct number
of thinner layers based on the vertical slope of its surface or surfaces, measured along
the contours. Different tests namely orientation, multiple part, proximity, direct, in-
direct and virtual tests are carried out to establish vertical connectivity between the
two contours. After sub-slabs identification, each one is further subdivided indepen-
dently into an integer number of uniform layers using the stepwise uniform refinement
procedure proposed by Sabourin [109]. Figure 34 shows typical parts sliced by this
method.
It can be seen from Figure 34 that the first build consists of a single part (Fig-
ure 34(a)), containing a base which branches into three different features of varying
curvature. The second build also consists of a single part (Figure 34(b)), having
vertical surfaces and three different features. The build shown in Figure 34(c) is a
combination of builds shown in Figure 34(a) and 34(b). Each build was sliced and
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and surface complexity (S). It is not
possible to maintain the volumetric error
constant between layers because of the
possible variations in the perimeter from
layer to layer. Therefore, volumetric error
per unit length is maintained as constant.
Backtracking is introduced to meet the
sudden changes in surface complexity
levels.
. Slicer. Two-dimensional contours are
created in this step by computing
plane-triangle intersections at any height.
Intersections are calculated marching
from one triangle to its adjacent triangle.
The advantage of the marching algorithm
is that the intersection points are always
calculated in the correct sequence.
In addition, shape and orientation of any
contour can be obtained by joining the
points in order.
Figure 9 Concept of accurate exterior and fast interior
slicing
Figure 8 Typical parts sliced by local adaptive slicing Figure 10 Contours offseted inward to implement
accurate exterior and fast interior slicing procedure
Figure 11 Grouping of facets and feature recognition
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Figure 34: Typical parts sliced by local adaptive slicing, [3].
fabricated with the three-layer thickness. These layer thickness are shown in Figure 34
with different shades. It is concluded by them that the build time can be reduced up
to 73, 42 and 55 percent for build shown in Figure 34(a)-(c), respectively, using local
adaptive slicing.
Sabourin et al. [4] proposed an adaptive slicing algorithm that aims to achieve
accurate exterior surface finish in a part with finer layers while building the interiors
of the part quickly by using thicker layers. Hence, the interior layers are not of the
same thickness as the exterior layers, but several times thicker as shown in Figure 35.
The process of fabrication in 3D space using thick and thin layers is coordinated by
first slicing the tessellated CAD model into thick horizontal slabs of uniform thickness.
These slabs are then processed from the bottom to the top of the part and the contours
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Figure 35: Concept of accurate exterior and fast interior slicing, [4].
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Figure 36: Contours offseted inward to implement accurate exterior and fast interior
slicing procedure, [4].
on the top and bottom of each slab are offset inward (shown in Figure 36) into the part
in the horizontal plane to form a new set of contours that separate the exterior and
interior regions within the slab. These two sets of regions can be built in a sequence.
First, the exterior region is built with thin layers and then the interior regions are
backfilled with thick layers to complete the fabrication of the part. Accurate exterior
and fast interior slicing procedure is important as it could reduce the build time of
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the prototype from 50 to 80 percent.
Tata et al. [106] proposed yet another strategy for adaptively slicing STL files by
defining and making use of a new parameter called surface complexity. They defined
Surface Complexity as S = |tanθ|, where θ is the acute angle between the slice axis
(Z) and its projection on the surface. The layer thickness for a zero complexity sur-
face is chosen such that the fastest build time can be achieved i.e. the maximum
allowable fabrication thickness for a additive manufacturing system. For complex
surfaces having nonzero complexity the criterion of maximum deviation (t ∗ tanθ)
and chord length ( t
cosθ
) are considered as constraints for slicing. Maximum deviation
criterion is expected to be useful when it is necessary to contain the deviation of a lay-
ered model within the predetermined value. Chord length as a criterion is expected
to be useful, when the deviation of a layered model is compared with the original
CAD model. Backtracking is introduced to meet the sudden changes in surface com-
plexity levels. A comparison of the number of layers obtained and estimated build
time reduction by adaptively slicing the same file using each of these criteria when
compared to uniform slicing is given. A fourth criterion based on the volumetric error
was also postulated. A layered model can lose or gain volume over the tessellated
model based on whether the layer error is positive or negative. The volumetric error
is a function of perimeter (p), layer cross sectional area (A), layer thickness (t) and
surface complexity (S). Hence, it was noted that maintaining the volumetric error
constant between layers is not possible because of the possibly large variations in
the perimeter from layer to layer. Therefore, volumetric error per unit length was
proposed as a criteria that could work. This new metric of volumetric error per unit
length was merely conjectured to work but not implemented to verify its effectiveness
for adaptive slicing.
Cormier et al. [110] presented an adaptive slicing approach using non uniform cusp
heights. Most of the adaptive slicing algorithms presented earlier assume a maximum
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allowable cusp height, which applies to the entire part. As far as the application of
the part is concerned, it may not have uniform cusp height requirement everywhere.
Some faces of the part are required to be smooth while other faces are relatively
unimportant. This procedure uses tessellated CAD model as an input. The edges are
found by edge finding algorithm and grouping of facets is carried out. The facet model
of the part to be sliced is rendered. The designer has the option of specifying the
maximum allowable cusp heights for different faces as per the functional requirement
of the part.
Pandey et al. [2] have developed an adaptive slicing procedure by considering
parabolic build edges for each layer. There have been a number of attempts to develop
adaptive slicing procedures for tessellated CAD models and the slice edge profiles are
implicitly assumed rectangular. Pandey et al. [2] proposed a slicing algorithm based
on the realistic edge profile of fused deposition modeling (FDM). In this work, the
Ra value is used as a user specified parameter instead of the cusp height. The major
advantage of using the Ra value in the place of cusp height is that Ra value is most
commonly used in integrated design and manufacturing. In real practice, the edge
profiles of a layer manufactured part using FDM is found to be parabolic. A stochastic
model is developed for surface roughness (Ra value) prediction. The Ra value of the
part was reported to be dependent on the layer thickness (t) and build orientation
(θ) as given Equation 14 for a 99 percent confidence limit:




They studied the effect of radius of curvature on Ra and concluded by using a
neural network model that the radius of curvature effect on surface roughness can be
thought of independent as it varies within 5 percent over a wide range of curvature
values. The layer thickness for a maximum specified Ra value on the part surface is






3.2.1.2 Adaptive Slicing of CAD models
Adaptive slicing of a CAD model was first implemented by Suh and Wozny [5]. First
the given CAD model is inspected for some special geometric features and into distinct
slicing regions. Then, for each slice plane height in these regions, a sampling of points
are taken on the corresponding slice contours. Local curvature (κ) of the bounding
surfaces at each of these points are then computed and the surface is approximated
by a sphere with the corresponding radius (radius of curvature ρ = 1/κ). Figure 37
illustrates this process of approximation of the surface with a sphere.
the next layer thickness, d zj+i.:zj> a set of sampling points are selected along the previous 
contour, Cj, and the next layer thickness is calculated at each sampling point considering the 
geometry of the surface at that point. The minimum value is selected as the next layer thickness 
among those values calculated at every sampling point. The method for selecting a set of sample 
points will be discussed in the next section. 
3.3 Determination of the sampling points 
Assume that a sample point, P/, on a contour curve is obtained. The next sampling point, Pj+j, 
can be calculated from the Figure 9 and Eq.(l). The contour curve is approximated by an arc with 
the radius of P=1/K where K is the curvature of the curve at the sampling point P/. The Eq.(l) 
calculates an arc length to the next sampling point so that the maximum deviation, 5, is less than 
or equal to the cusp height tolerance.  
P. : current sampling point 
Pi+i : next sampling point 
8 : cusp height tolerance 
p : radius of curvature at Pi 
1 : arc length 
/ 
oo 
Figure 9. Determination of sa pl ng points 
ifp=0 
oth rwise (1) 2pcos~'(l-p/S) 
3.4 Calculation of layer thickness at a sampling point 
In this section, a method for calculating the next layer thickness at a sample point will be 
discussed. 
Figure 10. Calculation of next slicing plane 
Let p be the radius of curvature of the part surface in the vertical direction at the sampling 
point, P. Then the part surface can be approximated by a sphere with the radius of p as shown in 
Figure 10. This is a good approximation because the layer thickness is much smaller than the 
radius of curvature of the surfaces of most mechanical parts. The next layer thickness, d, can be 
calculated from the Figure 10, with the given cusp height tolerance, 8. It is assumed that the laser 
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Figure 37: Approximation of the CAD part boundary with a sphere , [5].
Once the surfaces ar approximated by spheres at each of the sampled points,
geometric expressions that relate the cusp height (δ), radius of curvature (ρ) and
surface normal angle w.r.t build direction (θ) to the layer thickness (d), at a point
P were developed. Equation 16 gives the expression for computing the next layer
thickness for the case when point P lies on the northern hemisphere and Equation 17
gives the expression for the case of point P lying on the southern hemisphere.
d = −ρ sin θ +
√




−ρ cos θ −
√
ρ2 cos2 θ − 2δρ− δ2 if ρ2 cos2 θ − 2δρ− δ2 > 0
ρ cos θ otherwise
(17)
Using these expressions, in order to satisfy the cusp height criterion, the maximum
allowable layer thickness at each of the sampled points is calculated. The minimum
layer thickness out of all these calculated values is chosen as the new layer thickness
height. This process is repeated for each slice in the part for adaptively slicing over
the full height.
Kulkarni and Dutta [6] extended the approach given by Suh and Wozny [5] for
adaptively slicing a model bound by parametric surface patches. They developed
detailed expressions for computing the normal vertical curvature at any arbitrary
point on the slice contour of the part bounded by parametric surfaces. Moreover, they
extended the approach of adaptive slicing to also address the containment problem
that also occurs in layered manufacturing. Figure 38 illustrates the containment issue
that arises in the fabrication of a sphere where S denotes the closed curve representing
the 2D profile of the sphere and S ′ denotes the stepped approximation obtained after
layered manufacturing.
The following three containment situations can occur as illustrated in Figure 38(a),
Figure 38(b) and Figure 38(c) respectively:
(a) S ⊂ S ′
(b) S ′ ⊂ S
(c) S 6⊂ S ′ and S ′ 6⊂ S
Depending on the intended application of the additive manufactured part, it would
be desirable to impose the containment situations (a) or (b) but not (c). Situation (a)
implies extra material has been deposited in the additive manufactured part and this
enables a polishing operation to improve surface finish. This situation was referred
to as ‘positive tolerance’. If however, the additive manufactured part is to act as a
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An accurate slicing procedure for layered manufacturing: P Kulkarni and D Dutta 
The slicing procedure directly affects the extent of 
the staircase effect. The simplest slicing procedure is a 
method where the object is sliced at equal intervals. 
This is referred to as uniform slicing and is the most 
widespread slicing procedure used for LM systems in 
industry today. However, uniform slicing can typically 
result in a large staircase effect since this procedure 
neglects most of the geometric information available 
from the model. It also results in a loss of control over 
the (surface) accuracy of the model. since each layer has a 
different cusp height as shown in Qurc> 2. This is due to 
the fact that in uniform slicing the change in geometry 01 
the object is not accounted for. 
For controlling the accuracy of the model and for 
reducing the staircase effect. adupfiw slicing needs to 
be performed. In such a procedure. the user can specify 
a maximum allowable cusp height (much like a 
dimensional tolerance) for the object. Then. the layer 
thicknesses are computed based on the surface geometry 
and the prescribed cusp height. 
Adaptive slicing has two advantages over uniform 
slicing. First. the surface quality of the manufactured 
part is better due to a less pronounced staircase effect. 
Variations in cusp height are minimized, giving the 
manufactured object a smooth finish. The second 
advantage of adaptive slicing is a reduction in the 
build time. For ii’, a user specified cusp height. adaptive 
slicing leads to the fastest manufacturing. Assume that 
[A,,,,,,. X,,,] is the range of layer thicknesses computed 
corresponding to h’. If the object is manufactured by 
uniform slicing using layer thickness A,,,,,. the maximum 
cusp height for the object as a whole, will remain within 
~5~. However, it is clear that the number of slices for this 
model would be much larger than the adaptively sliced 
model. Also, even though the maximum cusp height 
would be b*. there would be a significant variation in the 
B “I? -boundary of original 
Figure 2 c‘usp height (6) and the staircase effect 
cusp heights between layers. This is discussed in greater 
detail in the Implementation and Examples section. 
We will consider both cusp height and staircase effect 
in more detail momentarily. but for now, suffice it to say 
that surface geometry has a large impact on the number 
of slices required to satisfy a specified cusp height. 
Containment problem 
We will describe the containment problem using planar 
protiles as shown in Figurcj 3. but its relevance in 3D will 
he clear. Let S be a closed curve representing a 2D 
profile, the interior of S is represented by the checkered 
pattern in Figurr 3. Let S’ be a stepped approximation of 
S. i.e. S’ is produced by LM from the CAD model of 5’ (the 
interior of S’ is represented by the greyscale pattern 
in Ficyurr 3). The following three containment situations 
can occur: 
( a ) s c s ’ 
(b) s’ c s 
(c) S g! S’ and S’ @ S 
Depending on the intended application of the LM part 
one would, in general, require containment situations (a) 
or (b). but not (c). Situation (a) implies extra material has 
been deposited in the LM process to enable a polishing 
operation (for surface quality). We call this approxima- 
tion as being one with ‘positive tolerance’. If however, 
the LM part is to act as a master pattern for making 
cores. then we would require situation (b). since a smaller 
core would imply extra material in the mould enabling a 
surface finishing process. Situation (b) is referred to as an 
approximation with ‘negative tolerance’. That situation 
(c) is not attractive is now obvious. 
Consider a naive slicing strategy shown in Figure 3~. 
This method shoots upward normals from points of 
intersection between the boundary S and the horizontal 
(slice) lines. After material deposition, the circle appears 
skewed as shown in the figure. if we were to do a finishing 
operation on the circle, we would obtain a shape similar 
to the one shown in Figuur 3tl. 
In this paper, we develop methods for slicing a C‘AI) 
model for manufacture by LM. In particular, we develop 
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Figure 38: Illustration of the containment issue in additive manufacturing, [6].
master pattern for making cores, then situation (b) would be desirable since a smaller
core would imply extra material in the cast part which would in turn enable surface
finishing operations on it. This situation was referred to as ‘negative tolerance’.
The situation (c) is not attractive in most applications. But using a naive slicing
strategy, this is the situation that results and if a surface finishing operation were to
be performed on the sphere in Figure 38(c) one would end up with a distorted shaped
sphere as shown in Figure 38(d). Hence, in order to address this problem, Kulkarni
and Dutta [6] developed several expressions similar to the ones shown in Equations 16
and 17 to ensure that in each scenario, one would precisely obtain negative or positive
tolerance as specified by the designer. In addition to this, to avoid the possibility of
missing regions of high curvature as is the case in sampling points, an optimization
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approach was implemented where the entire contour was examined for identifying the
minimum layer thickness. The optimization problem is formulated as follows:
maximize κ(u, v) (18)
subject to the constraint z(u, v) = constant
where u and v are parameter values of the surface patches defining the CAD model.
It was noted that the layer thickness is indeed a function of both the curvature κ
(κ = 1/ρ) and the angle θ (as can be seen from similar expressions in Equations 16
and 17). Hence, a better optimization approach in which the layer thickness d is
minimized is formulated as shown in Equation 19 and was demonstrated to yield
much better results.
minimize d(u, v) (19)
subject to the constraint z(u, v) = constant
The optimization problem was solved by implementing a sequential quadratic pro-
gramming algorithm in MATLAB.
Hope et al [1, 7] used a similar approach to adaptively slice CAD models but
instead of assuming rectangular build edges (2.5D layers) like before, sloping build
edges were considered for a better approximation of the part. The main advantage
achieved is improved surface finish and decreased build time as thick layers can be
used. In this work, multiple B-spline surfaces from IGES format were used to define
a part. They sliced the model by tracing surface contours, and computing the cutting
direction at a number of points as specified by the designer. These points and cor-
responding cutting vectors are used to generate computer numerical control (CNC)
code to machine the slices. Figure 39 shows the error between the CAD model, cut
layers and cutting vectors.
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Figure 18. The expression for cusp height (d)
and for maximum difference in the layer
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here Rc is the radius of curvature, t is the layer
thickness and a is the angle between the
horizontal and normal. They have provided
a choice between using the cusp height (d)
and maximum difference in the layer plane (1)
as the measure of error. In adaptive slicing,
module slicing is performed and the CNC
code is generated to machine them. These
slices are glued together to form the
prototype.
3.4 Region-based adaptive slicing
(Mani et al., 1999)
Many researchers implemented fixed cusp
height restriction on the entire part. Flexibility
of imposing different cusp heights on the
different surfaces of the model was
implemented by Mani et al. (1999). Similar
concept of specifying nonuniform cusp
heights on different faces of a model is also
implemented by Cormier et al. (2000) for
tessellated CAD models. Difference between
traditional adaptive slicing and region-based
adaptive slicing is shown in Figure 20.
The region-based slicing procedure was
Figure 18 Errors in sloping surfaces consideration of build edges
Figure 17 Error between CAD model, cut layer and cutting vector
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Figure 39: Error between CAD model, cut layer and cutting vector, [7].
Two types of errors namely cusp height and maximum difference in the plane layer
are introduced as shown in Figure 40.
Figure 18. The expression for cusp height (d)
and for maximum difference in the layer
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here Rc is th radius of curvatur , t is the layer
thickness and a is the angle between the
horizontal and normal. They have provided
a choice between using the cusp height (d)
and maximum difference in the layer plane (1)
as the measure of error. In adaptive slicing,
module slicing is performed and the CNC
code is generated to machine them. These
slices are glued together to form the
prototype.
3.4 Region-based adaptive slicing
(Mani et al., 1999)
Many researchers implemented fixed cusp
height restriction on the entire part. Flexibility
of imposing different cusp heights on the
different surfaces of the model was
implemented by Mani et al. (1999). Similar
concept of specifying nonuniform cusp
heights on different faces of a model is also
implemented by Cormier et al. (2000) for
tessellated CAD models. Difference between
traditional adaptive slicing and region-based
adaptive slicing is shown in Figure 20.
The region-based slicing procedure was
Figure 18 Errors in sloping surfaces consideration of build edges
Figure 17 Error between CAD model, cut layer and cutting vector
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Figure 40: Errors in sloping surfaces consideration of build edges, [1].
The expression for cusp height (δ) and for maximum difference in the layer plane











implemented in four steps. In the first step,
critical surfaces are identified for cusp height
requirements, spatial decomposition of the
model into adaptive layer thickness and the
common interface layer region is then carried
out. Common layer region (region C,
Figure 20) is built with maximum possible
fabrication thickness on RP system and
adaptive layer thickness region (region A,
Figure 20) is sliced based on the geometry and
cusp height requirement. The process of
decomposition of the model into two regions
is almost similar to fast interior and accurate
exterior implemented by Sabourin et al.
(1997). Finally, the sequence of layer
deposition is decided.
3.5 Adaptive slicing and selective
hatching (Weiyin and Peiren, 1999)
An adaptive slicing procedure with selective
hatching is implemented for slicing of
non-uniform rational B-spline surfaces
(NURBS) by Weiyin and Peiren (1999).
First, extreme points of the CAD model are
identified. Then the model is subdivided
along the z-direction into several slabs to
preserve sharp features. These slabs are then
subdivided based on the containment and a
pre-specified cusp height requirement. Here,
the slice thickness is a function of vertical
normal radius of curvature (r), cusp height (d)
and nz (similar to expression (12) of Kulkarni
and Dutta (1996)). The slice thickness is
obtained by minimization problem as given by
expressions (15) and (16). Selective hatching
procedure is implemented by the computation
of skin contours. This is carried out by
offsetting the contours in the interior of CAD
model, which corresponds to maximum
fabrication thickness of RP system. The region
between original and offset contours forms
the skin of the part. The skin region is
deposited with finer layers calculated by
adaptive slicing method to ensure better part
surface quality. The internal space is filled
with the thickest layers to reduce the build
time.
3.6 Optimization by sampling of points
for fast computing (Lee and Choi, 2000)
Lee and Choi (2000) combined the work of
Dolenc and Makela (1994) for polyhedral
features and Kulkarni and Dutta (1996) for
freeform features. The computing time is
reduced by introducing the concept of
sampling points at z ! constant for solving
the optimization problem to determine the
perpendicular distance between two
consecutive slices projected on the same x-y
plane. In place of minimum slice thickness,
they minimized the perpendicular distance
between the two consecutive slices projected
on the same x-y plane. They were able to
reduce the computational time further by
introducing the concept of vertical character
line i.e. the curve that connects the optimum
sampling points, Pk, where the perpendicular
Figure 20 Difference between traditional and region-based adaptive slicing
Figure 19 Geometrical computation, sloping surfaces
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Figure 41: Geometric computation of slice height for sloping surfaces, [1].
ε = (δ +Rc) cosφ−
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here Rc is the radius of curvature, t is the layer thickness and α is the angle
between the horizontal and normal. They have provided a choice between using the
cusp height (δ) and maximum difference in the layer pla e (ε) as the measure of error.
In adaptive slicing, module slicing is performed and the CNC code is generated to
machine them. These slices are glued together to form the prototype.
Lee and Choi [8] combin d the work of Dolenc and Makela [108] for polyhedral
features and Kulkarni and Dutta [6] for freeform features. The computing time is re-
duced by introducing the concept of sampling points at z = constant for solving the
optimization problem to determine the perpendicular distance between two consecu-
tive slices projected on the same x-y plane. In place of minimum slice thickness, they
minimized the perpendicular distance between the two consecutive slices projected
on the same x-y plane. They were able o reduce the comput tional time further
by introducing the concept of vertical character line i.e. the curve that connects
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the optimum sampling points, Pk, where the perpendicular distance between the two
contours Ci and Ci+1 is maximum. The character line, therefore passes through the
points where the slope of the model is most moderate for each slice as shown in Fig-
ure 42. It is important that the optimum sampling point is found out rapidly and
exactly (by taking thicker slabs in the beginning) in this adaptive slicing procedure
and character line is established. If the optimum sampling points are located on or
close to the character line, their locations can be predicted in advance.
distance between the two contoursCi and Ci+1
is maximum. The character line, therefore
passes through the points where the slope of
the model is most moderate for each slice as
shown in Figure 21. It is important that the
optimum sampling point is found out rapidly
and exactly (by taking thicker slabs in the
beginning) in this adaptive slicing procedure
and character line is established. If the
optimum sampling points are located on or
close to the character line, their locations can
be predicted in advance.
3.7 Consideration of parabolic build
edges (Pandey et al., 2003b)
Direct adaptive slicing of axisymmetric parts
is also implemented by Pandey et al. (2003b).
Slice thickness was calculated using
expression (10). The average part surface
q ality in terms of standard R valu is
predicted in their work. The direct adaptive
slicing software also gives cusp height (Dolenc
and Makela, 1994) and relative area deviation
(Jamieson and Hacker, 1995; Zhao and
Laperriere, 2000) for two consecutive slices.
They have drawn conclusion that for most of
the RP process, the Ra value is proportional to
t=cos u. The constant of proportionality will
be different for different RP processes.
Therefore, this procedure can be used for
different RP systems.
4. Discussion
It is evident from the literature that the slicing
algorithms can be broadly classified as
slicing of tessellated CAD models and direct
slicing. Adaptive slicing of CAD models is a
solution to handle the contradicting situation
of enhancement of surface finish of the part
and reduction in build time. Adaptive slicing
is i lemented by D le c andM kela (1994)
by introducing the concept of limited cusp
height for polyhedral parts. Different versions
of the same concept like stepwise uniform
Figure 21 Sampling of points and vertical character lines
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Many researchers implemented fixed cusp height restriction on the entire part.
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Flexibility of imposing different cusp heights on the different surfaces of the model
was implemented by Mani et al. [9]. A similar concept of specifying nonuniform
cusp heights on different faces of a model is also implemented by Cormier et al. [110]
for tessellated CAD models. The difference between traditional adaptive slicing and
region-based adaptive slicing is shown in Figure 43.
implemented in four steps. In the first step,
critical surfaces are identified for cusp height
requirements, spatial decomposition of the
model into adaptive layer thickness and the
common interface layer region is then carried
out. Common layer region (region C,
Figure 20) is built with maximum possible
fabrication thickness on RP system and
adaptive layer thickness region (region A,
Figure 20) is sliced based on the geometry and
cusp height requirement. The process of
decomposition of the model into two regions
is almost similar to fast interior and accurate
exterior implemented by Sabourin et al.
(1997). Finally, the sequence of layer
deposition is decided.
3.5 Adaptive slicing and selective
hatching (Weiyin and Peiren, 1999)
An adaptive slicing procedure with selective
hatching is implemented for slicing of
non-uniform rational B-spline surfaces
(NURBS) by Weiyin and Peiren (1999).
First, extreme points of th CAD mode are
identified. Then the model is subdivided
along the z-direction into several slabs to
preserve sharp features. These slabs are then
subdivided based on the containment and a
pre-specified cusp height requirement. Here,
the slice thickness is a function of vertical
normal radius of curvature (r), cusp height (d)
and nz (similar to expression (12) of Kulkarni
and Dutta (1996)). The slice thickness is
obtained by minimization problem as given by
expressions (15) and (16). Selective hatching
procedure is implemented by the computation
of skin contours. This is carried out by
offsetting the contours in the interior of CAD
model, which corresponds to maximum
fabrication thickness of RP system. The region
between original and offset contours forms
the skin of the part. The skin region is
deposited with finer layers calculated by
adaptive slicing method to ensure better part
surface quality. The internal space is filled
with the thickest layers to reduce the build
time.
3.6 Optimization by sampling of points
for fast computing (Lee and Choi, 2000)
Lee and Choi (2000) combined the work of
Dolenc and Makela (1994) for polyhedral
features and Kulkarni and Dutta (1996) for
freeform features. The computing time is
reduced by introducing the concept of
sampling points at z ! constant for solving
the optimization problem to determine the
perpendicular distance between two
consecutive slices projected on the same x-y
plane. In place of minimum slice thickness,
they minimized the perpendicular distance
between the two consecutive slices projected
on the same x-y plane. They were able to
reduce the computational time further by
introdu ing the oncept of vertical character
line i.e. the curve that connects the optimum
sampling points, Pk, where the perpendicular
Figure 20 Difference between traditional and region-based adaptive slicing
Figure 19 Geometrical computation, sloping surfaces
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Figure 43: Difference between traditional and region-based adaptive slicing, [9].
The region-based slicing procedure was implemented in four steps. In the first
step, critical surfaces are identified for cusp height requirements, spatial decomposi-
tion of the model into adaptive layer thickness and the common interface layer region
is then carried out. The common layer region (region C, Figure 20) is built with
maximum possible fabrication thickness on RP system and adaptive layer thickness
region (region A, Figure 20) is sliced based on the geometry and cusp height require-
ment. The process of decomposition of the model into two regions is almost similar
to fast interior and accurate exterior implemented by Sabourin et al. (1997). Finally,
the sequence of layer deposition is decided.
Jamieson and Hacker [10], and Zhao and Laperriere [88] implemented an adaptive





∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ (23)
where Ai and Ai+1 are areas of two consecutive slices as shown in Figure 44. In this
The normal section at that point P is
approximated as a circle as shown in
Figure 16. This approximation results into
12 expressions, when the different possible
geometrical conditions and containment
requirements are considered. Slice thickness
at a point P is given by
t ! f "r; u; d# "12#
where r is the vertical normal curvature, u the
angle between the horizontal and normal
vector and d the allowable cusp height. Two





z"u; v# ! constant "14#
Minimum layer thickness approach:
minimize{t"u; v#} "15#
subject to:
z"u; v# ! constant "16#
The minimum layer thickness approach is
reported to yield better results compared to
maximum curvature approach. Sequential
quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm
(MATLAB) is used to solve the optimization
problem. The procedure of slicing was carried
out in two steps. In the first step, themodel was
divided into distinct sectors so that sharp
features were not missed as the circular appro-
ximation of a vertex may yield erroneous
results. In the second step these separated
sectors were sliced based on the specified cusp
height.
Adaptive slicing of an arbitrary object,
which has many bounding surfaces, is carried
out by extracting their geometrical definition.
These surfaces are then converted into
parametric splined surfaces and then slicing is
performed.
3.3 Sloping surface consideration
(Hope et al., 1997a, b)
In all the earlier approaches presented above,
the build edges considered to be rectangular.
Hope et al. (1997a, b) used sloping build
edges instead of rectangular edges for the
better approximation of surface of the part.
The main advantage achieved is improved
surface finish and decreased build time as
thick layers can be used. In this work, multiple
B-spline surfaces from IGES format were
used to define a part. They sliced the model by
tracing surface contours, and computing the
cutting direction at a number of points as
specified by the user. These points and
corresponding cutting vectors are used to
generate computer numerical control (CNC)
code to machine the slices. Figure 17 shows
the error between the CAD model, cut layers
and cutting vectors.
Adaptive slicing with sloping surface is also
proposed by Hope et al. (1997b) to further
reduce the build time. Two types of errors
namely cusp height and maximum difference
in the plane layer are introduced as shown in
Figure 15 Areas of two consecutive planes in area deviation method
Figure 16 Vertical normal curvature and approximation as circle. (a) Object
showing the vertical and horizontal directions; (b) a layer of the object; and
(c) normal vertical section at P1 (Kulkarni and Dutta, 1996)
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Figure 44: Areas of two consecutive slices in area deviation method, [10].
work, δ is considered as 5 percent. The thickness of a layer always remains between
the maximum and minimum fabrication thickness available in the RP system. This
area deviation is only a two dimensional measure and does not give a true estimate
of the geometry deviation from the surface of the original CAD model. Hayasi and
Aisabanpour [11] proposed an adaptive slicing approach that tries to rectify this
problem. For each slice, the internal and external contours are projected onto the
XZ and Y Z planes and the area of the triangular region that contributes to the stair
stepping effect is computed to get a true measure of the geometry eviation.
Direct adaptive slicing of axisymmetric parts is also implemented by Pandey et
al. [2]. Slice thickness was calculated using expression the given in Equation 15. Their
work predicts the average part surface quality in terms of standard Ra value. The
direct adaptive slicing software also gives cusp height (Dolenc and Makela, 1994) and
relative area deviation (Jamieson and Hacker [10], Zhao and Laperriere [88]) for two
consecutive slices. They drawn the conclusion that for most RP processes, the Ra
value is proportional to t/ cos θ. The constant of proportionality will be different
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for different RP processes. Therefore, this procedure can be used for different RP
systems.
3.2.2 Volume Deviation based Adaptive Slicing
A new volume deviation based adaptive slicing method for BRep models is developed
in this thesis. BRep stands for Boundary Representation, a kind of data structure
widely used for storing CAD model data. The ACIS modeling kernel used for imple-
menting the direct slicing algorithm discussed in Section 2.2 uses the BRep format
and so do many commercially available CAD softwares packages like Solidworks,
Pro/Engineer, CATIA, Unigraphicx etc. The motivation for this approach and the
details of the algorithm are presented in this section.
3.2.2.1 Motivation
Although several adaptive slicing approaches have been presented in the literature as
discussed in the previous section, there are some limitations especially in the case of
adaptively slicing BRep models. The mostly widely used approach of maximum cusp
height criteria for adaptive slicing works well for STL files due to the simplicity of
facet data. However, it becomes extremely complicated and computationally inten-
sive when implemented for slicing direct CAD models. The approach presented by
Kulkarni and Dutta [6] for using the cusp height criterion in slicing CAD models is
a good illustration of this complexity. For calculating the cusp height for each layer,
a complex optimization scheme is implemented (as defined in Equation 19) which
involves calculating the vertical normal curvature at each point in the slice contour
(which in itself needs several complicated calculations of local tangent and normal
vectors) and these computations take a long time. Moreover, the approach only works
for parametric surface patches like B-spline and NURBS and are hence not readily
extensible to generic BRep CAD models which are defined by a mixture of parametric
splines and analytic curves.
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Another approach presented in the literature for adaptively slicing CAD models
uses an area deviation approach as reported by Jamieson and Hacker [10] and Zhao
and Laperriere [88]. This approach, while being much more simple than the cusp
height approach for CAD models, is fraught with difficulties as it does not consider
the local surface geometry of the part. It leads to situations where the actual geo-
metric deviation of the additive manufactured part with respect to the original CAD
geometry is not properly estimated as shown by the example in Figure 45. As shownJ Intell Manuf
Fig. 2 Two identical slices on the bottom and top of the layer cut by
maximum thickness approach
vertexes. Second, in the case of subdivision of the obtained
layer into smaller ones, it might not be the integer number of
available minimum thicknesses that would cause the failure
of the slicing process.
The second error measurement as a surface roughness, Ra,
is used to determine the thickness of the layer. The major
advantage of applying Ra amount over cusp height is its
suitability for integrated design and manufacturing. Pandey
et al. (2003) utilized Ra value on physical edge profile of
fused deposition modeling (FDM) to fit the best thickness
for under investigated layer. Singhal et al. (2008) imple-
mented the design of experiment (DOE) to attain the optimal
response value (Ra) for SLS prototypes which is used along
with build direction at any point on a pair of slices of the layer
in a specific non-linear formula for the purpose of determin-
ing an optimal thickness between user-defined minimum and
maximum acceptable thicknesses. It seems that the use of
this approach in a layer-by-layer fully dense fabrication pro-
cess may not make sense as there is no realistic correlation
between the surface roughness of a single metal/non-metal
layer with layer thickness.
Using intermediary STL file format which consists of fac-
ets information such as vertexes and normal vectors, previ-
ous research attempted to intersect horizontal surfaces at a Z
increment with the short list of facets at the Z level in order to
obtain connected line segments by which a collection of inte-
rior and exterior contours is formed. The vertexes of line seg-
ments are used to calculate cusp height as discussed above.
This process, however, is very time consuming as it requires
investigation of all vertexes for finding optimum cusp height.
To solve this problem, Zhao and Laperriere (2000) introduced
a new tolerance (area deviation) so as to adaptively slice a
CAD model. Despite widely used tessellated CAD models,
they worked on direct CAD model inside CAD package soft-
ware to create contours. Then the interior area of the created
Fig. 3 The staircase effect while two created contours are same size
in inner area
top and bottom contours of the layer encompassing entities
like lines, circles, and ellipses are computed for the purpose
of comparing the measured area deviation with allowable tol-
erance to see whether the layer becomes thicker or thinner.
In Fig. 3, a staircase effect appears on the layer while two
created contours have an equal area which leads the above
mentioned solution to failure.
All of these tolerances are regarded as 2D measurements
in which the degree of layer curvature is measured at dif-
ferent points. This 2D measurement is assumed to become
a weaker decision factor in layer thickness selection when
the complexity of the geometry of a CAD model is greatly
increased. In response to this issue, Kumar and Choudhury
(2005) presented a type of 3D tolerance named as volume
deviation in direct slicing for achieving higher accuracy in
adaptive slicing process. The volume deviation between a
CAD model and built-up part in 5-axis laminated object man-
ufacturing is calculated so that the deviation between the
actual model and the built-up part is significantly reduced.
This technique is, in fact, a promising solution for slicing
CAD models with remarkable higher precision, but since it
works directly with surfaces of the part to mathematically
compute the related volumes the complexity in the geometry
of the surfaces would need some complicated mathematical
computation that may jeopardize the validity of such system.
Generally speaking, it can be concluded that the higher
accuracy of adaptive slicing requires a comprehensive appro-
ach by which the geometric complexity of a part is taken into
consideration at different dimensions. In the following, the
technique in measuring the geometry curvature of the com-
plicated parts towards adaptive slicing is explained.
Interior and exterior contour creation
The use of contours (loops) is the initial step in adaptive slic-
ing. The current system slices a CAD model created in Inven-
tor at any X, Y, or Z increment. The intersection between a
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Figure 45: The staircase effect while two created contours are sa e size in inner
area, [11].
in Figure 45, if the CAD geometry were an inclined cylinder, there would still be a
staircase eff ct in the lay red part whil h ving slice contours of exactly the same
area. In such a situation, the area deviation approach would fail to identify the ge-
ometry deviation due to staircase effect and hence layer height adaptation will not
be achieved.
The other major approach presented in the literature for adaptively slicing CAD
models uses a maximum bound on the surface roughness parameter Ra as reported
by Pandey et al. [2]. This approach is also simple to implement as a closed form
expression relating the layer thickness to the surface roughness Ra for determining
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the next layer height to be used. However, a substantial amount of empirical and
statistical modeling for identifying the cured layer shape and its relation to the surface
roughness parameter Ra for a given additive manufacturing technique needs to be
performed.
In order to overcome these limitations and to accomplish the ultimate objective
of adaptively slicing a generic BRep model with a reasonable simplicity, the volume
deviation-based adaptive slicing technique has been developed and implemented. De-
tails of this technique are given next.
3.2.2.2 Approach
In the volume deviation-based approach developed in this thesis, the entire volume
of the cusp is calculated in order to use as a measure for estimating the geometric
deviation of the layered part. The concept of cusp volume is illustrated in Figure 46,







Figure 46: Illustration of Cusp Volume for a hemispherical part. Cusp volumes
corresponding to each layer are colored different for clarity.
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additive manufactured part is highlighted. As is clear from the illustration, the ge-
ometric deviation of each 2.5D layer with the corresponding 3D layer of the part is
labeled as the cusp volume.
In order to adaptively slice the part, at each slice height, the cusp volume is
computed and used as a measure to determine the height of the next layer. However,
as observed by Tata et al. [106], the cusp volume can dramatically change over the
height of a part as it is a function of the perimeter of the cross-section, layer thickness
and the angle made by the local surface tangent vector with the build direction.
Hence, it is not possible to use a constant cusp volume criterion for determining the
layer thickness. In order to alleviate this difficulty, the cusp volume is normalized by
the volume of the 3D slice of the part to give an estimate of the percentage volumetric
error within each layer of the additive manufactured part as compared to the original
geometry as shown in Equation 24.
%V olumetricError =
Cusp V olume
3D Slice V olume
(24)
An upper bound on the %V olumetricError is placed and the layer thickness at
each slice height is determined so as to satisfy this upper bound criterion. At each
slice height along the length of the part, the %V olumetricError is first estimated
using the maximum possible layer thickness. If the computed error is less than the
maximum bound, the maximum layer thickness is used. If not, the layer thickness
is successively converged to a value that yields the specified maximum error using
a ‘bisection’ scheme. If the resulting layer thickness is greater than the minimum
layer thickness that can be built, then it is used as next layer height. Otherwise, the
next layer height is set to the minimum layer thickness and the operation is repeated.
Implementation details of this approach using ACIS kernel are given next.
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3.2.3 Implementation Details
The pseudo code for the adaptive slicing operation using volume deviation approach
is shown in Algorithm 12. The part of the given name is first loaded into the program
and all the important ACIS parameters like resolution are set. The bounding box of
the part is computed next to identity its min and max extents. Slicing is started at
a height just slightly above minZ. For each slice height minZ < z < maxZ, the slice
contour is computed and slice image created just as discussed in Section 2.2.
Algorithm 12 Adaptive Slicing Algorithm.
1: load the given part and store in wig
2: compute bounding box and store the bounds in min and max
3: for z:= minZ to maxZ do
4: create horizontal plane at height z
5: compute slice by intersecting the plane with the part
6: create image from slice
7: z = z + layerThickness(wig, z)
8: end for
Once the slice image is created, the slice height of the next layer is determined by
passing the part (wig) and the current slice height (z) to a function called layerThickness.
The pseudo code for this function is shown in Algorithm 13. In this algorithm, three
height trackers denoted by low, mid and high are used. For finding the layer thick-
ness at height z, these three trackers are first set to z, 0 and MAXTHICKNESS
(denotes the maximum layer thickness that can be built) respectively. First the %
volume deviation of the part at height z is computed at the maximum allowable
layer thickness. If this deviation is either non zero or greater than the maximum
allowable volume deviation denoted by MAXDEVIATION , the height of the next
layer is adjusted using a scheme similar to the bisection method in root finding [111]
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(until the volume deviation is in the vicinity of the maximum allowable volume devi-
ation). So, if at MAXLAYERTHICKNESS , the volume deviation is greater than the






The volume deviation at this new height given by mid is then computed. If it is still
higher than MAXDEVIATION , then high is set to current value of mid so that in
the next iteration, the volume deviation is computed at a lower height. If the volume
deviation at the current value of mid is lower than the MAXDEVIATION , then low
is set to the current value of mid so that in the next iteration, the volume deviation
is computed at a higher z height. In this manner, through successive iterations, the
value of mid converges to a z height where the volume deviation is within a tolerance
range denoted by TOL in the vicinity of MAXDEVIATION . Once the value of
mid has converged to a stable value, the next layer height is computed as shown in
Equation 26 and returned back.
thickness = mid− z (26)
This ensures that at each slice height z the part is sliced at the maximum possible
layer thickness to satisfy the volume deviation criteria in order to obtain the mini-
mum number of slices for the part thereby reducing the total build time while also
maintaining accuracy. The implementation of the function computeDeviation which
is used for calculating the volume deviation of a given generic BRep part wig at a
slice height z and a layer thickness (denoted by thickness) is fairly simple and easily
scalable to parts of arbitrary complexity. The pseudo code of this function showing
the various operations that need to be carried out for computing volume deviation is
shown in Algorithm 14.
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Algorithm 13 computing layer thickness.
1: function layerThickness(wig, z)
2: low ← z
3: high← z + MAXTHICKNESS
4: deviation = computeDeviation(wig, z,MAXTHICKNESS )
5: thickness = MAXTHICKNESS
6: mid = 0
7: while deviation 6= 0 and |deviation−MAXTHICKNESS | > TOL do
8: mid = high+low
2
9: thickness = mid− z
10: if thickness > MINTHICKNESS then
11: deviation = computeDeviation(wig, z, thickness)
12: if deviation = 0 then
13: break
14: else
15: if deviation > MAXDEVIATION then
16: high = mid
17: else










Algorithm 14 computing % Volume Deviation.
1: function computeDeviation(wig, z, thickness)
2: //compute 3D slice:
3: block ← a cuboid of height equal to thickness
4: 3DSlice← solid geometry obtained from intersection of wig and block
5: //compute 2.5D slice:
6: sliceP lane← a plane created at height z + thickness
7: contour ← intersection of wig and sliceP lane
8: 2.5DSlice← sweep contour down by a distance equal to thickness
9: //compute volume lost:
10: cuspVolume1 ← subtract 2.5DSlice from 3DSlice
11: //compute volume gained:
12: cuspVolume2← subtract 3DSlice from 2.5DSlice
13: //compute volume of 3D slice:
14: 3DVolume ← volume of 3DSlice




17: return deviation back to the calling function
18: end function
First, the 3D slice geometry is computed. In order to do this, a rectangular
cuboid of height equal to the given layer thickness (denoted by thickness) is created
and stored in the variable named block. The 3D slice geometry can then be computed
by performing a solid intersection operation in ACIS between the given part wig and
the cuboid denoted by block. Next, the 2.5D slice (the geometry of each printed layer
assuming rectangular walls) geometry is computed by the following steps
a) creating a slice plane at height z + thickness,
b) computing the intersection of the plane with the given CAD part wig to get the
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2D slice contour
c) sweeping the 2D slice contour vertically down by a distance equal to the current
layer thickness.
Once, the 3D and 2.5D slices are computed, the volume lost by the layered part (de-
noted by cuspV olume1) at the given height z and the given layer thickness thickness
is determined by performing a subtraction operation in ACIS using the 3D slice as
the ‘blank’ body and 2.5D slice as the ‘tool’ body and computing the volume of the
resulting geometry. Similarly, the volume gained by the layered part (denoted by
cuspV olume2) is determined by swapping the blank and tool bodies from the previ-
ous step and computing the volume of the resulting geometry. Finally, the % volume
deviation can be computed as shown in the expression on Line 16 in Algorithm 14,
where 3DV olume denotes the volume of the 3D slice. Figure 47 illustrates each of
these steps for calculating the volume deviation while slicing a sample CAD part.
Figure 47: Sequence of steps for computing % volume deviation: (a) Sample CAD
Part (b) Intersecting a cuboid with the Part (c) Resulting 3D Slice (d) 2.5D Slice
obtained by sweeping the upper 2D slice contour (e) Overlap of the 3D slice and the
2.5D Slice showing the total volume deviation (f) Juxtaposition of volumes gained
and lost obtained by subtracting the 2.5D slice from the 3D slice and vice versa.
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Since all the operations discussed above are carried out using robust ACIS func-
tions, the algorithm can be easily scaled to BRep parts of arbitrary complexity unlike
any of the approaches previously presented. Moreover, it is assumed that each printed
layer is 2.5 dimensional with constant cross-section and vertical walls but can be eas-
ily extended to a more accurate case if the actual cured layer profile is known to
get a better estimate of the volumetric deviation of the printed part with respect to
the original part. The results obtained while slicing a sample test part using this
approach are presented next.
3.2.4 Results & Discussion
The effect of adaptive slicing on a sample CAD part composed of three different
primitives (cylinder, cone and a sphere) and a free form cross-section is shown in
Figure 48. The minimum and maximum layer thicknesses used were 0.001 inch and
0.1 inches respectively. A maximum volumetric deviation of 2% is used as the adaptive
slicing criteria. The following observations can be made from Figure 48:
(a) The maximum layer thickness of 0.1 inch is used for the region with vertical
cylindrical cross-section since the volume deviation for this region is zero.
(b) A more or less constant layer thickness which is smaller than the maximum value
is used for slicing the conical section. The slight variation in the layer thickness in
this region is caused due to the fact that % volume deviation is a relative measure
and it changes with respect to the cross-section location along the height of the part.
(c) For the spherical section, the layer thickness is varied gradually with thickness
decreasing towards the top.
(d) For the free form section, the layer thickness is varied continuously, with thickness
increasing or decreasing depending on the local surface complexity.
Figure 49 gives a plot of how the layer thickness varies along the height of the part
to give a more clear illustration of the observations presented above. It can seen that
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Figure 48: A sample CAD part adaptively sliced using the volume deviation ap-
proach.
the layer thickness ranges between the maximum and minimum thickness specified in
the algorithm.
Figure 50 gives a plot of % volume deviation present in each layer along the height
of the part and how this varies for the adaptively slicing as compared to uniform slicing
at the maximum layer thickness. As can be clearly seen, the adaptively sliced part
has a volumetric deviation of at most 2% as specified by the maximum bound in the





















Figure 49: Variation of layer thickness vs height z for sample part.
through a wide range from 0% to nearly 35% as a function of location in the build
direction. Figure 51 gives a plot showing the variation of the total absolute volume























Figure 50: % Volume Deviation vs height for sample part.
From the results shown, it is evident that this approach of using % volumetric
deviation as a criterion for adaptive slicing works very well. Since it computes the
full three dimensional volume of the cusp, this approach is free of the limitations (dis-
cussed in the previous section) of the area deviation approach presented by Jamieson
and Hacker [10] and Zhao and Laperriere [88] for slicing BRep models.
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Figure 51: % Total Volumetric error vs height for sample part.
compared to the cusp height metric (which is an absolute one) implemented by Kulka-
rni and Dutta [6]. However, as shown by the results, this approach yields satisfactory
outcomes and its evident simplicity (quicker computation time as a consequence) and
scalability to handle generic BRep models with more complex geometry (as compared
to only parametric surface splines handled by Kulkarni and Dutta) give it the advan-
tage. The relativeness of the volume deviation metric can be alleviated by having
more designer knowledge of the parts being built (like the minimum feature sizes,
maximum curvature regions etc.) while setting the parameters (minimum and maxi-
mum layer thickness ranges and the maximum volume deviation bound) in the slicing
algorithm.
As future scope of this work, for the specific HP turbine blade designs intended for
fabrication via LAMP, empirical studies can be performed to relate the % volumetric
deviation to the absolute surface roughness parameter Ra of the fabricated parts in
order to infer a more accurate parameter range for the slicing algorithm. However,
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for successfully fabricating adaptively sliced parts, some hardware changes need to be
made in the LAMP machine as well. In its current configuration, it is not possible to
change the exposure time dynamically in a build in an automated fashion (It can still
be specified manually before the exposing each layer but becomes very tedious for
large builds). This capability needs to be achieved in order to cure layers of arbitrary
thickness. Controlling the wet layer thickness while re-coating each fresh layer is also
crucial as it is dependent on phenomena like surface tension, suspension rheology
etc. Once these changes are implemented, it is expected that a simple and scalable
adaptive slicing algorithm like the one presented here would greatly improve the part
quality.
3.3 Gray Scaling and Dithering Studies for Cure Depth
Modulation
The other major approach pursued in this thesis to address the issue of stair stepping
is through gray scaling and dithering. Details of this approach are given in this
section.
3.3.1 Concept of Dithering
Dithering, also referred to as half-toning or screening (there are slight technical dif-
ferences between half-toning/ screening and dithering, but for in this case they will
used interchangeably as both try to accomplish the same end result), is a technique
used in computer graphics and image processing to create the illusion of color depth
with a limited color palette [112]. In a gray scale image, the illusion of various shades
of gray is obtained from just a binary color palette (only consisting of black and
white). This effect is shown in Figure 52. An original black and white image is shown
in Figure 52(a). This image has to be dithered/ screened if it were to have a gray
scale intensity shown by the gray scale image in Figure 52(b) using just a black and




2.2.1 Techniques for Producing Grayscale Exposure 
 Grayscale exposure was first incorporated into hard masks for photolithography 
[29]. Hard masks contain two types of grayscale masks, which are continuous [30] and 
pixelated [31]. Similarly, in maskless projection there exist continuous [32] and pixelated 
grayscale exposures [11]. Continuous maskless grayscale exposure can be obtained by 
rapidly switching the pixel on and off during the exposure time [21]. In pixelated 
grayscale exposure, the grayscale exposure image is converted into a distribution of black 
(unexposed) and white (exposed) pixels. This technique is similar to that used in the 
printing industry and is referred to as screening where the grayscale image is obtained 
through “half-tone” unit cells.  
 
Figure 2.6: Schematic of the process to convert an image from an all white exposure to a 
grayscale exposure. (a) is the original image, (b) is the image where a grayscale value is 
selected, (c) shows the grayscale image converted to a distribution of black and white 
pixels, which appears very similar to the grayscale image. However, (d) shows a closer 
inspection of the pixel distribution to reveal the screening technique. 
 
An example of the screening process is shown in Figure 2.6. The image in (a) 
represents the original image, (b) shows the image converted a grayscale level between 0 
and 255, and (c) shows the screened image.  When the pixel size is under a certain size, 
Figure 52: Illustration of dithering process: (a) the original black and white (b) the
image with a selected gray scale value (c) screened image with finely distributed black
and white pixels to give the optical illusion of the selected gray scale value. (d) a
zoomed view of the screened image showing the finely distributed black and white
pixels.
Figure 52(b) is shown in Figure 52(c). It has finely distributed black and white re-
gions which effectively give the optical illusion of the intended gray scale value show
in Figure 52(b). A close up view of the screened image is shown in Figure 52(d) to
give a clearer vi w of th se fi ely distributed black and white regions.
3.3.2 Basic Approach
The basic idea behind using gray-scaling and dithering in LAMP is to effectively
modulate the cure depth in a single exposure by using screened gray scale regions in
the build images in place of using the original all white regions for the cured regions
in the slice images. The stair stepping effect observed in additively manufactured
parts, as discussed previously, is a result of the fact that the cured layers have 2.5D
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geometry with a constant depth across the entire region of exposure. For surfaces
that are facing downward (i.e surfaces whose normal vectors make an angle greater
than 90o and less than 270o with respect to build direction), this means that the




In the PμSL, the method for generating new liquid layer is
divided into the free-surface and constrained-surface meth-
od, as shown in Fig. 3. In the free-surface method, new
liquid layer is generated by the vertical motion of the
platform between the resin surface and the previous layer,
but the control of thin layer thickness is difficult due to the
viscosity of the resin. On the other hand, a new layer is
generated between a transparent window and the previous
layer in the constrained-surface method. The transparent
window is useful to generate a liquid layer with precise
thickness, but the microstructure can be broken due to the
adhesive charact ristic of UV polymer d ing fabrication
process [1]. In this research, the free-surface method has
been adopted for the fabrication of a microstructure with a
high aspect ratio.
Figure 4 shows the fabrication procedure of a micro-
structure in the PμSL system. The 3-D computer-aided


















Fig. 3 Schematics of two methods for new liquid layer generation: a free surface, b constrained surface
Start
3D CAD model to STL format
Slicing STL with a certain layer thickness
Generating cross-sectional images
Initializing the fabrication system(PµSL)
Generating a new liquid layer
Transferring a cross-sectional image to 
the DMD
Opening shutter for the exposure time
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Fig. 5 Stair-steps in the layered
manufactured microstructure: a
3-D CAD model, b stair-steps in
the surface
Int J Adv Manuf Technol (2011) 52:545–553 547
Figure 53: Illustration of stair stepping caused on downward facing surfaces while
using all white build images: (a) 3D model that is to be built and some sample all
white slice images (b) the layer profile as compared to the surface profile obtained
using all white slice images.
For a 3D CAD model shown in Figure 53(a), if all-white slice images are used to
represent the exposure dose for curing each layer of a part, the resulting cured layers
overshoot the actual surface profile as shown in Figure 53(b).
In order to rectify this overshooting effect, the exposure dose that the material
system receives needs to be modulated locally at the edges of each exposure image
(where the full cure depth leads to overshoot) to get a cured profile that represents
the surface profile more accurately. Energy dose (E) is a product of the light intensity
(denoted by I and has units of W/m2) and exposure time (t) as shown below:
E = I ∗ t (27)
Thus, one method of locally modulating the exposure energy dose E involves
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manipulating exposure time t. However, in the current LAMP equipment, there
is no facility to locally manipulate the exposure times within each exposure. An
alternate method for manipulating the exposure dose involves by manipulating the
light intensity. Since LAMP and most other projection systems use a single light
source with a fixed power output, locally manipulating the light intensity would is also
very challenging. As an alternative to local manipulating the actual light intensity,
gray-scaling followed by dithering is used to manipulate the effective light intensity
incident upon the material.
3.3.3 Relevant Literature
Recently, some work has been reported in the literature on approaches to modulate
the effective light intensity using the gray scaling approach. A brief summary of this
work is given in this section. Atencia et al. [113] used gray scale masks to fabricate fine
point micro needles and micro channels of variable height within a single exposure. Lu
and Chen [114] fabricated micro lens arrays with smooth curved surfaces from a single
exposure by incorporating gray-scaling. Park et al. [115] reported the use of gray
scaling and dithering in a projection micro-stereolithography set up. Pan et al. [116]
also reported the use of gray scaling in achieving smooth surface finish. Although, the
work of Park et al. [115] and Pan et al. [116] accomplishes the objective in a projection
system similar to LAMP, some key differences exit. The material parameters Ec and
Dp (will be explained in the next section) were essentially assumed to be constant
in their work. The effect of gray scaling on the light intensity, Ec and Dp was not
studied or presented in their work. Moreover, the material system used in LAMP
fundamentally differs from the material systems used in their work due to the very
high (up to 55 Volume %) ceramic loading present. Extensive studies on the effects of
gray scaling and dithering on fundamental curing parameters of the ceramic loaded
LAMP suspension were performed in this work. Studies of this nature have not been
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reported in the literature to date. Based on these studies, a more comprehensive
approach than the ones presented in [115] and [116] for utilizing gray scale exposure
is presented.
3.3.4 Cure Depth Model
The cure depth model used in LAMP is same as the Jacob’s model popularly used
in Stereolithography [117]. It is derived from the Beer-Lambert’s law as follows. The
Beer-Lambert’s law postulates that the energy dose attenuates exponentially with
respect to the distance traveled in a medium. It is given by Equation 28.
E(z) = E(z = 0) ∗ e−
z
Dp (28)
Where E is the energy dose as a function of the distance z traveled through the
medium, and Dp is known as sensitivity and is treated as the property of the spe-
cific medium. Mathematically, Dp denotes the distance z at which the energy dose
at the surface attenuates by a factor of e−1. In order to develop an expression for
cure depth Cd, a new parameter Ec, known as the critical energy dose, is introduced
and is assumed to be yet another property of the medium. It denotes the minimum
energy dose required to initiate the photopolymerization chain reaction in photocur-
able suspensions used in Stereolithography and in LAMP. Hence, at an energy dose
E = Ec the material system just begins to gel and forms a soft solid and at energy
does E > Ec the material is assumed to be increasingly cured into a solid. Hence, the
distance z below the surface of the suspension that receives an energy dose E = Ec
gives the cure depth Cd and can be solved from Equation 28 as follows:
E(z = Cd) = Ec = E(z = 0) ∗ e
−Cd
Dp (29)
by rearranging we get,







Here, the energy dose at the surface E(z = 0) is simply denoted by E. This is
also referred to as the working curve equation of a given material system and is
instrumental in determining the energy dose required to cure a layer of given thickness
Cd. Expanding Equation 30, we get:






Thus the cure depth Cd is a function of resin sensitivity Dp, critical energy dose
Ec, lamp intensity I, and exposure time t. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, during gray
scale exposure, the energy dose is only modulated by manipulating light intensity
I while holding the exposure time t constant. Dp and Ec are considered material
constants but it will be shown in the subsequent sections that gray scale in fact
modifies these parameters and they can no longer be treated constant. The procedure
for experimentally determining these parameters is discussed next.
3.3.5 Determination of Dp & Ec
The material constants Dp and Ec of the specific system are first determined exper-
imentally by plotting the cure depth Cd versus the natural logarithm of exposure
dose. This plot is a linear regression of the experimental cure depth measurements,
which is known as the “working curve”. Figure 54 shows the working curve for the
material system used in LAMP. From the working curve plot, the resin sensitivity
Dp can be determined as the slope of the linear fit and the critical energy Ec can
be obtained from the x-intercept. For the material formulation studied in this the-
sis, the resin sensitivity was found to be 211 ± 1.3µm and the critical energy was
131.5 ± 5.3 mJ/cm2 with a 95% confidence interval. Figure 55 shows a schematic
of how cure depth samples were prepared. A UV transparent glass slide was placed
on the surface of the photocurable ceramic-loaded material system and the exposure
head introduced a uniform intensity of UV light onto the resin. The intensity from




obtained from the x-intercept. For the PCMS formulation studied in this thesis, the resin 
sensitivity was found to be 211±1.3 µm and the critical energy was 131.5±5.3 mJ/cm2 
with a 95% confidence interval. 
 
Figure 2.2: Working curve obtained from cure depth measurements of the material 
system used in LAMP. 
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of how cure depth samples were prepared. A UV 
transparent glass slide was placed on the surface of the photocurable ceramic-loaded 
material system and the exposure head introduced a uniform intensity of UV light onto 
the resin. The intensity from the UV source was determined to be 1.6W/cm2 and the 
exposure dose was adjusted by selecting exposure times between 200ms and 1200ms to 
produce cured samples of different thicknesses. The solidified polymer network adhered 
to the glass, which enabled the removal of the cured sample from the uncured monomer. 

















Natural logarithm of E (mJ/cm2) 
Working Curve of Material System  
used in LAMP 
Ec= 129 mJ/cm2 
Dp= 211 µm 
Figure 54: Working curve obtained from cure depth measurements of the material
system used in LAMP.
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After development, the thicknesses of the samples were measured using a micrometer. 
Results from this procedure reliably produced cure depth measurements within a range of 
5µm from the average cure depth.   
 
 
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the setup for the determination of cure depth. 
 While this procedure for determining the working curve is a powerful 
experimental method for predicting the cure depth for a particular exposure time from a 
specified light source, the resin sensitivity and critical energy cannot provide predictions 
of the cure depth when the composition or concentration of the material system is altered. 
As a result, numerous studies both theoretical [22] and numerical [23] have been 
conducted to develop a more powerful method for predicting the cure depth. The focus of 
this work will consider the theoretical aspects and the development of a compact model 
to predict the cure depth resulting from grayscale exposure. Tomeckova and Halloran 
developed a model [24] for the prediction of the resin sensitivity and critical energy in 
ceramic loaded resins. In this model, the resin sensitivity equation was described in terms 
of attenuation length contributions of the photoinitiator and UV absorber and scattering 
length contributions of ceramic particles as shown in equation 2.11 [24]. 
Figure 55: Schematic of the experimental setup for the determination of cure depth.
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by selecting exposure times between 200ms and 1200ms to produce cured samples of
different thicknesses. The solidified polymer network adhered to the glass, which en-
abled the removal of the cured sample from the uncured monomer. Residual monomer
was rinsed from the glass slide and cured samples with isopropanol. After this “de-
velopment” procedure, the isopropanol is allowed to dry and the thicknesses of the
samples were measured using a micrometer. Results from this procedure reliably
produced cure depth measurements within a range of ±5µm from the average cure
depth.
3.3.6 Homogeneous Transition
Before discussing the details of modulating cure depth using gray scaling, the con-
cept of Homogeneous Transition is introduced. As previously explained, a gray scale
value of given intensity can be effectively achieved from a binary palette by imposing
finely dispersed areas black and white regions (black corresponds to zero exposure,
and white corresponds full exposure) in the image. However, to achieve the same
average gray scale value, multiple different patterns can be used and the relative sizes
(referred to as screening resolution) of these black and white regions in the screened
image can be changed. The gray scaling of images acts as an effective reduction of
light intensity. It has been observed that cured layers of uniform thickness (less than
the thickness achieved at an all white exposure) are achieved only if the size of these
regions is below a critical threshold [12]. For any size beyond the critical threshold
value, the light intensity is not averaged and the cured films have distinct regions
that are either completely (corresponding to white regions of the image) or barely
(corresponding to the black regions of the image) cured. Figure 56 shows the varying
gray scale resolution for screening the same gray scale value using a checkerboard
pattern. Figure 57 shows the films that are cured using each of these differing screen-




This corresponds to the homogenous transition, which corresponds to dimensions of 
exposed and unexposed regions for which the material system cannot create distinct 
regions of cured polymer separated by distinct regions of uncured monomer. This spatial 
modulation of the degree of conversion reduced shrinkage stress in the material system 
investigated by Ganahl, which indicates that it may reduce shrinkage stress in the PCMS 
used in LAMP.  
In order to incorporate features containing dimensions within the homogenous 
transition in multilayer builds, the cure depth must be predicted to ensure proper binding 
to the previous layer. The investigation of the homogenous transition was accomplished 
through the selection of one grayscale value. Also, the screening technique was converted 
to a well-defined pattern in order to easily extract dimensional information. The pattern 
chosen was a “checkerboard,” which is shown in Figure 4.8.  
 
Figure 4.8: The screening technique used to investigate the homogenous transition. A 
checkerboard pattern was selected to enable a direct method for determining dimensional 
information. 
The checkerboard pattern consists of alternating squares of exposed and 
unexposed regions. To investigate the influence of screening resolution, the length of the 
square primitive was successively increased. The range of square lengths investigated 
was from 1 pixel to 80 pixels, which corresponds to 17µm to 1360µm. Each 
checkerboard pattern has an image grayscale value of 50%. However, as the screening 
Figure 56: Illustration of Gray Scaling Resolution. The top left tile is an actual gray
scale image followed by images that are screened at different resolutions (i.e, square
sizes) of 17µm, 85µm, 170µm, 255µm [12].
increases, distinct cured and uncured regions start to materialize. At a 17µm square
length, a homogeneous (uniform thickness) film is obtained as shown in Figure 57(a).
All the subsequent exposures with higher square leng hs show inhomogeneity.
This averaging effect of gray scale on light intensity to achieve homogeneous layers
of uniform thickness is referred to as Homogeneous Transition. An extensive exper-
imental investigation on characterizing the homogeneous transition for the LAMP
suspension, its dependence on exposure times used, and some first principles based
modeling using the concept of scattering length has been reported by Conrad [12].
Operating beyond the homogeneous transition threshold is beneficial in some appli-
cations like stress alleviation in the cured films as it leaves puddles of uncured of
partially cured resin that allows for stress relaxation to occur. However, in the cur-
rent application of modulating light intensity and cure depth, we operate well below
the threshold to get an averaging effect on light intensity, thereby resulting in cured




resolution decreases, the image visually appears less gray and more as a pattern of 
distinct black and white squares. Similarly, as the screening resolution decreases, the 
light intensity reduction assumption of grayscale exposure breaks down. 
 
Figure 4.9: Images of checkerboard exposure at 600ms with squares lengths of (a) 17µm, 
(b) 85µm, (c) 170µm, and (d) 255µm to show the homogenous transition. 
 
Images in Figure 4.9 show the homogenous transition for a 600ms exposure. It 
can be seen in (a) that a checkerboard exposure with a square length of 17µm results in a 
film with uniform thickness. However, when the square length reaches 85µm in (b),  
inhomogeneities in the film thickness are observed. This represents the onset of the 
homogenous transition. Images (c) and (d) depict the continued deviation from 
Figure 57: Images of cured films at 600ms exposure with different square sizes: (a)
17µm (b) 85µm (c) 170µm and (d) 255µm [12].
3.3.7 Effect of Gray Scaling on Light Intensity I
The effect of gray scaling and screening (well below the homogeneous threshold as
explained in the previous section) on the light intensity received by the material during
an exposure is discussed in this section. The factor by which the light intensity reduces





where Igr is the averaged light intensity incident on material resulting from a screened
gray scale image and Io is the light intensity resulting from an full exposure without
the use of gray scaling. The relation between the gray scale factor and the gray
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scale value of image was determined experimentally by Conrad [12] and the results
are shown in Figure 58. For each screened image with a given gray scale value, the
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3.1 Determination of the Grayscale Factor 
Previous investigations conducted on grayscale exposures propose that the light 
intensity incident on the surface is effectively reduced [11]. This can be characterized by 
a “grayscale factor,” g, which relates the averaged grayscale light intensity to the “all 
white” light intensity and can be described by equation 3.1. 
 ! = !!"!!
 
3.1 
 Where Igr is the averaged light intensity incident on the PCMS resulting from a 
half-toned grayscale exposure, and Io is the light intensity resulting from a full exposure, 
where every pixel on the DMD is turned to the on position. Intuitively, the grayscale 
factor could be assumed as being equal to the grayscale value of the image, i.e. the 
percentage of white pixels in the designed image, G, and independent of the pixel 
distribution. This a sumpti n was test d and the r su ts are shown in Figure 3.2.  
 
Figure 3.2: Comparison of the grayscale factor resulting from a screened grayscale 
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g = G  
Figure 58: Plot showing the relation between gray scale factor g and gray scale value
in the image G [12].
corresponding light intensity from the exposure is measured using a photodetector.
The gray scale factor was computed by taking a ratio of the measured intensity to the
actual light intensity measured without the use of gray scale. Six different screening
patterns have been used with varying screening resolutions, all of which are below the
homogeneous transition threshold. These screening techniques are proprietary and
provided by Harlequin RIP Global Graphics.
The slope and intercept of the linear fit were found to be 1.004 and -0.003 respec-
tively. Considering the error in the experimental procedure, it is reasonable to assume
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a slope of 1 and intercept of 0. Hence it can be concluded from this investigation that
the average gray scale light intensity incident of the surface of the LAMP suspension,
Igr is equal to the original (all white) light intensity multiplied by the gray scale value
G of the projected image. This result is summarized by Equations 33 and 34
g = G (33)
Igr = I0G (34)
3.3.8 Effect of Actual Light Intensity Modulation on Dp & Ec
Before the effect of light intensity modulation through gray scaling on the resin sensi-
tivity Dp and critical energy Ec is studied, the effect of true light intensity modulation
on these parameters needs to be understood. For this purpose, working curve exper-
iments were conducted as discussed in Section 3.3.4 and the data plotted for several
values of the light intensity and the variations in the computed Ec and Dp were
observed.
For modulating the true light intensity, either the light source should have a
facility to modify the power output or different light sources with varying power
densities should be used. Since both options are not viable for LAMP in its current
setup, neutral density filters are used as a means to modulate the intensity. The
experimental set up for performing this study is shown in Figure 59.
The set up is nearly identical to the one used for the experiments required to
plot working curves as discussed in Section 3.3.4. The the only difference here is the
addition of a neutral density filter in the light path. Neutral density filters uniformly
absorb radiation at all wavelengths and hence result in a reduction of intensity across
the full emission spectrum (shown in Figure 60) of the light source which has three
peaks approximately at 365 nm, 407 nm, and 438 nm.
To understand the effect of true light intensity modulation, two different light





Figure 4.2: Schematic of cure depth measurements with the incorporation of neutral 
density filters to determine the curing characteristics at different light intensities. 
 Cure depth measurements were conducted for each of the different light 
intensities at multiple exposure times to develop working curves. The exposure times 
were selected to investigate a consistent range of energy dose for the different light 
intensities. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting working curves. The working curve resulting 
from an unfiltered light intensity of 1.6W/cm2 is also shown for comparison. It can be 
seen that the cure depth for a constant energy dose increases when the light intensity 
decreases. As a result, the cure depth from the highest source of light intensity resulted in 
the lowest cure depth.  Consequently, the critical energy decreases with a decrease in 
light intensity. While at first counterintuitive, it should be noted that for a constant energy 
dose, the exposure time must increase for a lower intensity, i.e. there is more time for 
photopolymerization to proceed. From Figure 4.3, it can also be seen that the slopes 
resulting from each light intensity curve remain constant, which indicates that the resin 
sensitivity has little dependence on light intensity under these exposure conditions. 
Figure 59: Schematic of the experimental setup for performing true light intensity
modulation studies.
Figure 60: Emission Spectrum of light source used in the LAMP setup.
baseline and working curves were plotted. For achieving these intensities, two neutral
density filters were used with optical densities of 0.3 and 0.5. Optical density (OD)
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Where Io is the intensity of light incident on the filter and I is the light intensity
emanating out of the filter.
Hence, the light intensity for the two filters roughly corresponds to 50.1% and
31.6% of the unfiltered light intensity respectively. The full unfiltered light intensity
is measured to be 1.6 mW/cm2 and hence these two filtered light intensities are
computed to be 896 mW/cm2 and 512 mW/cm2. Cure depth measurements were
performed at each of these intensities and the resulting working curves were plotted




Figure 4.3: Working curves of the PCMS with exposure to different light intensities 
 Figure 4.4 shows a summary of the dependence of the critical energy and resin 
sensitivity on light intensity. The linear regression of the critical energy resulted in the 
following empirical relationship. 
 !! = 18.31 ∗ ! + 109 4.1 
Where Ec is in units of mJ/cm2, I is in units of W/cm2 and the slope is in units of 
ms. From this regression, R2 was determined to be 0.999. This indicates that the critical 
energy has a strong linear dependence with light intensity. It is important to note that 
neither the Jacobs’ equation (eq 2.9) nor the inhibitor equation (eq. 2.12) predicts this 
behavior. Rather, both models assume that the curing parameters are constant for a given 
material system and independent of how the energy is delivered to the material system. 
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Figure 61: Working curves for varying true light intensities [12].
As can be seen from the plot, the working curves for each successive lower intensity
is shifted to the left of the plot to yield a different x-intercept, i.e, different Ec while
the slope (Dp) of these curves stays relatively constant. For each of these curves, Ec
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and Dp values were computed and plotted as shown in Figure 62 and linear regression
curves have been fitted.
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indicating that the resin sensitivity is relatively independent of light intensity, which 
follows the Jacobs equation. 
 
Figure 4.4: Summary of light intensity dependence of the curing parameters 
 4.3 Working Curves for Grayscale Exposure 
 For grayscale exposure to be equivalent to an effective reduction in light intensity 
proportional to the grayscale value of the projected image, trends observed with grayscale 
exposure must be similar to trends observed with true light intensity reduction, i.e. the 
critical energy should have a strong linear dependence with the grayscale factor and the 
resin sensitivity should be relatively independent of the grayscale factor. One method for 
evaluating the validity of the light intensity reduction hypothesis is to assume that the 
hypothesis is true and compare the behavior of the curing parameters resulting from 
grayscale exposure to the behavior observed for a true reduction in light intensity. If the 
behaviors are similar, then the light intensity reduction model can be used to predict the 
curing characteristics of grayscale exposure. To test this hypothesis, numerous grayscale 
Figure 62: Variation of Ec and Dp with respect to true light intensity.
The variation of Ec w.r.t intensity is identified from the plot as follows:
Ec = 18.31 ∗ I + 109 (36)
where Ec has the units of mJ/cm
2, I has units of W/cm2 and the slope has units
of ms. The R2 value for this fit was determined to be 0.999 indicating linear
dependence of Ec on true light intensity I. The Dp on the other hand stays relatively
constant as shown in Figure 62.
It is important to note that the Jacob’s equation (Equation 30) does not predict
this variation of Ec and infact assumes Ec and Dp to be material constants irrespective
of the incident light intensity.
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3.3.9 Effect of Light Intensity Modulation through Gray Scaling on Dp
& Ec
Having considered the effect of true light intensity modulation on Dp & Ec, the
effect of light intensity modulation through gray scaling is presented in this section.
Working curves were determined experimentally for various values of gray scale levels
in the exposure images and the variation of Ec and Dp was studied by Conrad [12].
Figure 63 shows the working curves obtained by him for four different gray scale levels




exposure cure depth experiments were conducted. Grayscale images from 20% to 90% 
white were designed at five different screening resolutions: HDS super fine, fine, 
medium, coarse and super coarse. Working curves for each of the grayscale values and 
screening resolutions were developed by measuring the cure depth at different exposure 
times. The range of energy dose investigated under the light intensity reduction 
hypothesis for each grayscale exposure was 320mJ/cm2 to 1920mJ/cm2. Figure 4.5 shows 
a sample of the working curves resulting from grayscales of 50%, 40%, and 20% white 
and with HDS super fine screening.  
 
Figure 4.5: Working curves resulting from grayscale exposure of 50% (■), 40% (▲), and 
20% (●) white at a screening resolution of HDS super fine. The working curve from a 
full exposure, 100% white (♦), is also shown for reference.  
From Figure 4.5 trends similar to a true reduction in light intensity can be seen. 
As the grayscale decreases, so does the critical energy. This is evidenced by a shift in the 
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Figure 63: Working curves for different levels of gray scale using HDS superfine
screening resolution [12].
As can be seen from the figure, just like in the case of true light intensity mod-
ulation, for successive reductions in the gray scale level (reduction in effective light
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intensity), the working curve shifts left and hence causes a reduction in Ec. How-
ever, unlike the case of true light intensity modulation where the slope of the curves
remained constant, different slopes are observed for varying levels of gray scale expo-
sures. These results were obtained by the use of only one screening resolution (HDS
Super Fine).
In order to understand the effect of different screening resolutions on the curing
parameters Ec and Dp, Conrad [12] obtained similar working curves experimentally
with various screening resolutions and the corresponding parameters were determined
and plotted. The results from this investigation are shown in Figure 64
It can be seen from Figure 64, that the screening resolution used does not have as
much of an impact on Ec and Dp. Similar cure depth values were obtained for each
gray scale level while using the various resolutions thus leading to similar variation
trends for Ec and Dp. It can also be concluded that Dp varies linearly with respect
to the gray scale value as verified repeatedly in the many cases shown in Figure 64.
In order to compare the trends in Ec and Dp obtained using gray scaling to the
trends obtained by modulating the true light intensity, the gray scale values are
converted to equivalent light intensity using Equation 34 as discussed in Section 3.3.7
and the trends are replotted as shown in Figure 65. The regression obtained for Ec and
Dp with respect to the equivalent gray scale light intensity is shown in Equations 37
and 38




understanding of the curing characteristics when homogenous films are produced from 
grayscale exposure.  
 
Figure 4.6: Summary of the critical energy and resin sensitivity for grayscales of 20%  - 
90% white with screening resolutions from HDS super fine to HDS super coarse.  






Figure 4.7: Summary of the influence of the light intensity on the curing characteristics 
resulting from homogenous grayscale exposure. The left panel shows the similar effect of 
a grayscale reduction in light intensity and a true light intensity reduction on the critical 
energy. The right panel shows the influence of grayscale light intensity reduction on the 
resin sensitivity. 
4.4 Characterization of Homogenous Transition Exposure 
 In the present grayscale investigation, only the screening resolutions resulting in a 
homogenous film have been considered. However, intuitively if sufficiently large 
collections of exposed and unexposed pixels are projected onto the PCMS, film 
homogeneity will be lost and regions of cure depth with all white exposure will develop 
accompanied with regions of uncured resin. To date, few reports have characterized the 
cure depth within the homogenous transition. However, the homogenous transition is a 
region of interest in the investigation of methods to mitigate polymerization shrinkage 
stress. Reports by Ganahl show that for a given material system, there exist optimal 
dimensions of line width and line spacing to reduce the stress in a photpolymerized film 
[42]. It can also be noted that the films generated by Ganahl were not uniform nor were 
cured regions completely isolated from each other. Rather, the film contained regions of a 
larger cure depth connected by regions of partially cured resin with a lower cure depth.  
Figure 65: Comparison of trends in Ec and Dp with respect to true light intensity
and gray scale intensity.
Dp = 11.3 ∗ I + 194.8 (38)
As can be seen from Figure 65, the trends followed by Ec with respect to the
variation in gray scale light intensity is very similar to the trend followed with respect
to true light intensity modulation. However, for the case of Dp, the trends differ.
While Dp remains constant for various true light intensities, it follows a linear trend
with respect to gray scale light intensity.
3.3.10 Methodology for generating gray scale images
Details of the algorithm and the methodology followed for generating gray scale im-
ages in order to modulate the cure depth within each exposure to reduce the stair-
stepping effect on downward facing surfaces, are presented in this section. The cure
depth Cd is function of light intensity I, resin parameters sensitivity Dp and c itical
energy Ec and exposure time t as discussed in Section 3.3.4 and Equation 31. As
previously discussed, the exposure time t is held constant in this approach. Through
the experimental investigations presented in the previous sections, it was determined
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that rest of the parameters are in turn functions of the gray scale value G. This
functional dependence on gray scale value G is shown in Equation 39.




These functional dependencies have been explicitly identified in the previous sections.
Therefore, the final expanded form of the expression relating Cd and gray scale value
G for HDS super fine screening resolution can be written as follows:




where Io is the full light source intensity from an all white exposure which was mea-
sured to be 1.6 mW/cm2 for the light source used in LAMP. Therefore, using the
expression in Equation 40, for a given exposure time t, the gray scale value G that
results in the required cure depth Cd can be computed. The details of the algorithm
to identify the required cure depth Cd and thereby the required gray scale value G at
each pixel in the slice image are given next.
3.3.10.1 Algorithm for Generating Gray Scale Slice images
The direct slicing algorithm presented in Section 2.2 is extended to output gray
scale slice images instead of the usual black and white images. The pseudo code for
accomplishing this is presented in this Algorithm 15.
The given CAD model is first loaded into the program and assigned to the variable
wig. For each slice height z along the height of the part, first a three dimensional
slice, denoted by 3DSlice, is computed in order to identify the accurate geometry
that needs to be cured. This is accomplished by creating a cuboid, denoted by
block of thickness equal to the build layer thickness denoted by layerThickness and
computing the intersection of it with the given part denoted by wig. Next, the 2D
slice contour denoted by 2DSlice is computed at a height z + layerThickness by
creating a slice plane at this height and computing its intersection with wig. Now,
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for each pixel in the slice image corresponding to the slice height z+ layerThickness,
first the corresponding coordinate values denoted by (x, y) of the pixel are identified.
The required cure depth Cd that needs to be achieved is determined by computing
the thickness of the 3D slice geometry at these coordinates. The exposure time t is
fixed and corresponds to a cure depth equal to the full layer thickness used in the
build. Using these values for Cd and t in Equation 40, the gray scale factor G can be
solved for by using any of the standard root finding techniques like Newton-Raphson
or Bisection method. Once the required gray scale value G at the current location
is determined, the corresponding pixel value of the slice image is set to G ∗ 255 (For
an 8-bit gray scale image, like the one being created in this case, a value of 255
corresponds to full white and a value of 0 corresponds to full black). In this manner,
the gray scale values for each of the pixels in the slice image are determined and the
slice image is created. Figure 66 illustrates the steps described above for a sample
part. Figure 66a shows the sample part used for computing gray scale slice images.
Figure 66b shows the process of identifying the required cure depth corresponding to
each pixel of the slice image. From the cured depth determined by this process of
ray intersections with the 3D slice, the gray scale value required at each pixel value
can in turn be computed from the cure depth model established in Equation 40. The
gray scale slice image obtained from this process is shown in Figure 66c. Figure 66d
shows a zoomed in view of the dithered gray scale region obtained by dithering the






Figure 66: Illustration of the various steps involved in producing gray scale images:
(a) Sample part (b) compute required cure depth at each pixel location (c) gray scale
slice image (d) dithered region.
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Algorithm 15 Gray Scale slice image generation.
1: wig ← given part
2: for each slice height z along the height of the part do
3: //compute 3D Slice:
4: block ← a cuboid of height equal to layerThickness
5: 3DSlice solid geometry obtained from intersection of wig and block
6: //compute 2D Slice:
7: sliceP lane← plane at a height of z + layerThickness
8: 2DSlice← contour obtained from intersection of wig and sliceP lane
9: //compute Slice Image Pixel Values:
10: for each pixel in the slice image corresponding to the 2D slice do
11: (x, y)← coordinates corresponding to the pixel
12: Cd ← thickness of 3DSlice at (x, y)
13: t← exposure time corresponding to a cure depth equal to layerThickness
14: G← gray scale value solved from Equation 40 using Cd and t




For the sample part shown in Figure 66a, one sample layer is cured for demonstration
of the concept. Figure 67(a) shows the cured profile obtained with an all white
exposure. As expected, the profile is more or less 2.5 D cross-sectional. The cured
profile of the same layer now exposed with the gray scale slice image obtained using
the process discussed in the previous section is shown in Figure 67(b). As can be seen,
the cured profile obtained with the gray scale exposure is very close to the actual 3D
slice geometry of each layer for the sample part shown in Figure 66a.
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(a) All white exposure.
(b) Gray scale exposure.
Figure 67: Gray scale exposure results.
These single layer cured profiles serve as a proof of concept. Multilayer parts
can easily be built using this exposure technique to yield smooth downward facing
surfaces. Moreover, since the cure profile can now be accurately controlled, higher
layer thicknesses can be used in builds without any compromise on part accuracy and
surface smoothness thereby potentially reducing build times as well.
3.4 Image Compensation for Dimensional Accuracy
3.4.1 Motivation
The final component of the computational schemes discussed in this chapter addresses
the issue of dimensional accuracy of the parts produced through LAMP. There are
several factors in the LAMP process that have the potential to distort the part geome-
try produced thereby hindering their accuracy. While, identifying and understanding
the effects of all of these factors on the full three-dimensional parts with complex
geometries is beyond the scope of this thesis, very useful qualitative information can
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be obtained by studying the dimensional accuracy of single layers cured using slice
images featuring simple geometry. Such information will be very useful to provide a
basis for image compensation prior to the build so that resulting parts match the CAD
geometry as closely as possible. With this goal in mind, a fundamental experimental
study is pursued in order to understand the effects of some important parameters
on the two-dimensional accuracy (i.e, lateral expansion or shrinkage) of single layers
built through LAMP .
The green parts produced by LAMP need to survive the stresses of the firing cycle
to yield dense ceramic molds that can be used for investment casting. To ensure their
survival, it is imperative to obtain very good layer-to-layer bonding in the green parts
and hence these parts are often built with high energy doses with cure depths that are
a few multiples of the layer thickness. At such high energy doses, it was observed that
the resulting parts have larger cross sections when compared to their corresponding
CAD geometries. Such expansion is associated to the excess lateral curing that is
caused while building each layer of the part. The extent of this excess curing in
the horizontal direction is termed as cure width (Cw), analogous to cure depth (Cd)
which gives the extent of the curing in the vertical direction. The experimental
studies presented in this section aim to characterize the first order effects of some
chosen parameters (empirically identified to be most influential) on cure width Cw.
Before presenting the experimental methodology followed and the results obtained,
a brief discussion on the various factors that have an influence on cure width Cw is
given.
3.4.2 Influencing Parameters
Several factors influence the cure width in the lateral direction. A brief discussion on
each of these parameters and some relevant work reported in the literature charac-
terizing the influence of these parameters, wherever available, is presented here.
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3.4.2.1 Light Intensity Distribution
The peak intensity of the light source and the intensity distribution profile signifi-
cantly impact the cure width of the process. In order to get a better appreciation of
this fact, a simple analysis for the cure profile and cure width obtained for a Gaus-
sian intensity distribution (typically mono modal laser beams, like the ones used in
Stereolithography, have a Gaussian intensity distribution) is given. It will be shown
later on that the intensity profile in LAMP can be approximated as a summation of
Gaussian distributions.
A Gaussian intensity distribution at the resin surface can be represented by the
expression shown in Equation 41







where Wo is the Gaussian width, I (has units of mW/cm
2)is the peak intensity of
the laser beam, y is the distance from the center of the beam and z is the depth
from the surface of the suspension. Therefore the energy dose at the surface can be
calculated by multiplying both sides of Equation 41 by the exposure time t as shown
in Equation 42.







Hence, the energy distribution within the suspension can be calculated by assuming
the resin to be a Beer-Lambert absorber as shown in Equation 43.












As explained in Section3.3.4, it is assumed that polymerization (curing) occurs only
in the regions where the Energy dose E(y, z) is greater than the critical Energy dose
Ec. Hence from Equation 43, the cure profile can be calculated as the locus of all
points where E(y, z) = Ec as shown in Equation 44.









where (y∗, z∗) gives the locus of points where E = Ec. Therefore, from this equation,
width of the cured region at the surface of the resin (z∗ = 0) can be computed as











Hence, from Equation 45, it can be clearly seen that the cure width obtained is a
function of the Energy dose E input into the resin and the critical energy of the resin
Ec. Even for the same resin (Ec = constant), as the energy dose is increased (longer






Figure 2.6  Comparison of cure shapes for suspensions cured with a Gaussian beam 
with a large energy dose (A) and a small energy dose (B).  Note that the width (w) 
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Figure 68: Comparison of cure sh pes for suspensions cured wi a Gaussian beam
with a larger energy dose (A) and a smaller energy dose (B). The width Wgauss and
the cure depth Cd increase with the energy dose [13].
Equation 45 gives a good predictive model for an ideal resin. However, for a
ceramic-loaded suspension like the kind used in LAMP, it is no longer valid. Hinczewski
et al. [76] have proposed a model for the cure width in ceramic suspensions by re-













F1 and EHincz depend on the Gaussian beam width and materials parameters like
refractive index and solids loading of the ceramic powder in the suspension.
The foregoing analysis is possible only for a perfect mono-modal Gaussian beam.
In the exposure set up for LAMP, a DMD chip is used as described before. The light
intensity distribution measured with a CCD beam measurement sensor is shown in
Figure 69. The intensity profiles measured by Conrad ?? for lines of various lengths
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 pixel long lines) are shown (units presented are in counts/px-
sec which is analogous to intensity). The 2D color contours in each image tile show
the actual intensity measured by the sensor. A cross-sectional profile of intensities
measured is also plotted below the color contours for each image. The discrete points
in the plots represent the actual measured intensities while the continuous curves
represent Gaussian regressions fitted to these points (For multi pixel long lines of
length ‘n’, the fit was computed as a summation of ‘n’ Gaussian distributions).
As can be seen from the figure, the intensity is closely approximated by a sum-
mation of Gaussian profiles. Therefore, the analysis for the cure width obtained for a
single Gaussian distribution can be extended for this case and the results will be anal-
ogous. Since the cure width obtained in the samples varies with respect to the energy
dose for a single Gaussian distribution, it must vary with respect to the summation as
well. Although the Gaussian regressions give a good approximation, additional effects
like diffraction and interference come into play that cannot be accurately predicted,
especially at longer line widths as seen in Figure 69. Moreover, the exposure system
in LAMP is continuously scrolling over the build region. The intensity profiles shown
in Figure 69 are only for the static exposure case. The resulting intensity distribution




peak intensity remains constant with each of the lines investigated. The maximum 
intensity measured from the 10 pixel line was 3683 counts/px-sec, which shows an 
increase of only ~2% from that for a single pixel projection.  
 
 
Figure 3.3: Intensity distributions and profiles for (a) 1 pixel, (b) 2 pixel, (c) 3 pixel, (d) 
4 pixel, (e) 5 pixel, and (f) 10 pixel line projections from the SLM. 
Figure 69: Intensity distributions profiles for (a) 1 pixel (b) 2 pixel (c) 3 pixel (d) 4
pixel (e) 5 pixel and (f) 10 pixel long line projections from DMD chip [12].
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be arguably different. Hence, unlike the simple analysis presented for a single Gaus-
sian beam, precisely identifying an expression for cure width in the LAMP exposure
set up would be difficult. However, it is hoped that the material presented in this
section gives an appreciation of the significant impact the intensity distribution has
on the cure width Cw.
3.4.2.2 Shrinkage
Polymerization shrinkage strain is another factor that affects the cure width. When
light is exposed, the monomer in the system is converted to radicals which then com-
bine to form long chained networks resulting in volumetric shrinkage. This volumetric
shrinkage can be characterized by measuring the degree of conversion of the cured
samples. LAMP suspension uses acrylate monomers in which the polymerization re-
action propagates by the conversion of carbon-carbon double bond (−C=C−). The
degree of conversion (α) gives a measure of the number of double bonds converted in
a sample. Experimentally, the volume change per mole of acrylate groups due to the
conversion of the double bonds is reported to be ∆VC=C = 22.5 cm
3/mol [118] while






= 223.76 cm3/mol (47)
where Mm is the molecular weight and ρm is the density of the monomer. Hence a






∗ 100 = 10.05% (48)
In the more general case of multiacrylates with filler particles, the number of
functional groups present in volume (V ) is[










where FL is the filler loading in percentage, and f is the functionality of the monomer.
The number of functional groups reacted in volume (V ) is given by
α(t) ∗
[
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For a mixture of monomers of any functionality,
∆V
V








where fi is the functionality of monomer i, χi is mole fraction of monomer i, Mmi is
molecular mass of monomer i and ρmix is density of the monomer mixture. For the case
of the LAMP suspension which uses a mixture of two monomers, HDDA (Hexanediol
diacrylate, di-functional) and EPETA (Ethoxylated penta erythryitol tetra acrylate,
tetra-functional), the volumetric shrinkage can be expressed as follows:
∆V
V








Thus, it is evident from the above relation that the volumetric shrinkage obtained
is directly proportional to the degree of the conversion in the monomer systems. The
degree of conversion (α) in turn is dependent on the energy dose and material com-
position used and can be measured using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
(FTIR) among other techniques where the absorption spectrum of a sample is mea-
sured before and after exposure. Figure 70 shows the FTIR spectra of the LAMP
suspension obtained with different exposure times. The peaks at wavenumbers 1620
cm−1, 1410 cm−1, and 1750 cm−1 are characteristics of C=C stretching, twisting and




polymer, it is nevertheless a powerful tool for predicting properties such as volumetric 
shrinkage [9], hardness [27] and viscosity [28]. 
 
Figure 2.5: FTIR spectra of the photocurable material system used in LAMP illuminated 
with UV light for increasing exposure times. 
 
2.2 Review of Grayscale Techniques and Exposure 
 With the advent of digital mask projection being utilized in additive 
manufacturing technologies, techniques used in printing to produce grayscale images 
became viable options for producing “masks” that incorporate grayscale exposures. In 
conventional stereolithography, a single laser beam is used to raster scan an entire layer. 
Consequently, the light intensity distribution incident on the surface of the resin is set at 
the maximum achievable resolution during fabrication, which is the diameter of the laser 
beam. However, maskless UV curing allows the simultaneous exposure of a large area. In 
this scenario, the light intensity distribution incident on the surface can be modified based 
on the white pixels loaded onto the SLM. 
Figure 70: FTIR spectra of the LAMP suspension for different exposure times [12].
of the peak corresponding to C=C stretching and twisting reduce while the magni-
tude of the peak corresponding to C=O remains constant since it does not participate
in the reaction. The degree of conversion in the sample is estimated by computing


















F llowing this approach, extensive experimental studi s have been report d by Kam-
bly [14] to identify the shrinkage caused in the LAMP process for various composi-
tions. Figures 71 and 72 show the variation of degree of conversion and correspond-
ing volumetric shrinkage measured for LAMP suspension with varying percentages of
photo initiator concentration and energy dose respectively.
From these results, it is evident that the degree of conversion and hence volumetric
shrinkage vary greatly with the energy dose and the composition of the Suspension.
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the similar observations made by Scherzer [13]. Accordingly, Rp,max can be plotted 
against the square root of the fraction of the absorbed light (figure 4.3). Rp is proportional 
to [1-exp(-2.303 [PI]d )]0.5 as seen from Eq 4.4, which is again confirmed from figure 4.3 
where no significant deviation from linearity is observed at higher photoinitiator 
concentrations. Thus the slope of the line from figure 4.3 helps in determining the rate 
constants of the reaction.  On the LAMP machine, the maximum conversion with the 
fastest curing time per layer occurs at approximately 0.43% of the IR 184 concentration, 
as seen from figure 4.4.  However the fastest curing time may not necessarily ensure 
good layer to layer bonding with minimum shrinkage strain. This is further discussed in 
section 4.3.  
 
Figure 4.1 Conversion vs. energy dose for varying concentration (wt %)  
   of IR 184. 
Energy dose (kJ/m2)
























Figure 71: Degree conversion with respect to energy dose for LAMP suspension
with varying Photoinitiator concentration [14].
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Figure 4.14 Volumetric shrinkage strain vs. energy dose for photocurable 
material system with 60% filler loading and photoinitiator IR 184. The horizontal 
dashed lines represent lines of constant conversion levels.  
 
 
Figure 4.15 Volumetric shrinkage strain vs. degree of conversion for 
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Figure 72: Volumetric shrinkage ith respect to energy dose f r LAMP suspension
with varying Photoinitiator concentration [14].
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The volumetric shrinkage presented here is microscopic shrinkage and unless there is
significant porosity generated in the samples, it will directly translate to macroscopic
shrinkage thereby affecting the cure profile and cure width Cw.
3.4.2.3 Ceramic Powder
The ceramic powder used in LAMP suspension has an effect on the cure width Cw as
well. It causes light scattering and thereby significantly modifies the polymerization
behavior of the suspension. These scattering effects are related the refractive index







where ncer is the refractive index of the ceramic particles and no is the refractive index
of the liquid medium. For suspensions that have a small contrast, the majority of the
energy propagates in the forward direction and only a small fraction of it is scattered
to the side. At higher refractive index contrasts, a much larger portion of the energy is
scattered to the sides there by increasing the cure width. The scattering behavior can
be quantified by the scattering length, lsc, which is the distance over which a photon
must travel before its propagation direction becomes randomized. A large scattering
length corresponds to minimal scattering, while a small scattering length indicates
a large degree of scattering. In the LAMP suspension, the refractive index of the
monomer (n = 1.4560) is closely matched to that of silica (n = 1.4603), and so the
refractive index contrast is quite low ( 0.3%). However, even at such a low contrast,
it was reported that the curing characteristics of the LAMP suspension significantly
deviate from commercially available resins that are devoid of any ceramic loading [13].
Several other works presented in the literature have studied the effect of particle
concentration, size, refractive index and volume fraction of the ceramic loading on




Apart from the ceramic powder, LAMP suspension has many other components like
photoinitiator, monomer, dispersant, absorber etc. The relative concentrations of
each of these components has a significant impact on the curing characteristics of
the mixture. More specifically, they effect the Ec and Dp of the suspension which
change the cure profile and thereby affect the cure width Cw. A change in Ec and Dp
also has a direct effect on each of the previous parameters discussed. It was shown
that cure width dependence on light intensity for a simple Gaussian beam (and by
extension for LAMP intensity which is a summation of Gaussians) is a function of
Ec. The volumetric shrinkage also changes with respect to Ec and Dp because the
degree of conversion obtained is dependent on Ec. Hence, a change in Ec and Dp due
to a change in suspension composition not only directly effects the cure profile (and
therefore cure width) but also significantly changes the sensitivity of the suspension
to each of the parameters effecting cure width. Therefore, an understanding of the
dependence of Ec and Dp on at least some of the major components of the suspension
is vital.
Some prior work has been reported by Tomeckova and Halloran [125–127] that
is aimed at developing a predictive model for Ec and Dp of the LAMP suspension
as function of the ceramic loading, photo initiator and absorber concentrations. The
total attenuation coefficient, α (which is simply the reciprocal of sensitivity, α = 1
Dp
)
is treated as the sum of the attenuation coefficients each of the following:
(a) scattering by ceramic particles,
(b) absorption by ceramic particles,
(c) absorption by photo initiator, and
(d) absorption of the UV-absorbing dye
.
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The resin sensitivity Dp was modeled as follows:
1
Dp
= αsc + αcer + αP + αD (56)
where αsc, αcer, αP and αD are the attenuation coefficients due to scattering of
the ceramic particles, absorbance of the ceramic particles, absorption due to photo
initiator and absorption due to the dye. Therefore assuming the ceramic is UV
transparent, the sensitivity can be predicted in terms of the concentrations of the






+ (1− Φ)(cP εP + cDεD) (57)
where lsc is the scattering length of the suspension as discussed in the previous
section,Φ is the volume fraction of ceramic powder in the suspension, cP is the con-
centration of photo initiator, εP is the extinction coefficient of the photoinitiator, cD
is the dye concentration, and εD is the extinction coefficient of the dye. The extinc-
tion coefficient is wavelength dependent, and for non-laser sources like the one used in
LAMP, the extinction coefficient must be convoluted with the intensity distribution.
Hence, the sensitivity of the suspension Dp can be predicted from this expression,
provided that the scattering length, concentrations and extinction coefficients of the
components with respect to each of the light intensity peaks of the illumination source
used in LAMP (Refer to Figure 60) are known. Wu et al. [122] further characterized
variation of Dp in absorption dominated systems (systems with high scattering length
lsc, i.e, systems with low refractive index contrast ∆n/n like the LAMP suspension)
and scattering dominated systems (systems with high lsc and high contrast ∆n/n).
Similar to the behavior of the resin sensitivity, the critical energy (Ec) can be
predicted from the individual components in the suspension, using the Tomeckova
inhibitor exhaustion model [125–127]. Photons are either absorbed by inhibitors
or dye or react with the photoinitiator to release free radicals. These radicals can
either be annihilated by the inhibitors in the system or can contribute to free radical
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polymerization. Inhibitors included native oxygen in the suspension and inhibitors
such as quinones which are added to make the monomer stable during storage. In
order for polymerization to take place, all of the inhibitor must be consumed by free
radicals so that there are excess radicals to propagate the reaction. The inhibitor is
exhausted at the critical energy dose, Ec, which is dependent on the composition of
the suspension as












where γINH is the number of radicals removed per inhibitor (such as oxygen or added
quinone), cINH is the the concentration of the inhibitor, γD is the number of radicals
that were not generated due to the presence of the dye, h is Plancks constant, ν is
the frequency of the light, and Ω is the number of free radicals given off per photon
absorbed [125–127]. Neglecting the higher order terms, this can be written as







Below this energy, the inhibitors and dye absorb free radicals and no curing occurs.
Above this energy, free radicals are available to allow the propagation of polymeriza-
tion reaction and curing occurs.
Hence, from these models, a qualitative understanding of the dependence of Ec and
Dp, which effect the cure width Cw, on the suspension composition (does not include
effects of dispersant that modifies the rheology of the suspension) can be gained.
However, an explicit expression for Cw in terms of the suspension composition would
be very difficult to achieve as the light scattering effects need to be modeled accurately
which is challenging.
3.4.2.5 Suspension Preparation
Apart from suspension composition, it is determined from experience that the sus-
pension preparation method has an effect on the curing parameters Dp and Ec as
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well. The procedure followed for preparing the LAMP Suspension is described here.
The monomers (HDDA and EPETA), dispersant and UV absorber are combined and
mixed together as all of these are liquid ingredients. Next, the photo initiator is
added, which is in powder form, mixing for several minutes until it has fully dissolved
in the liquid solution. Finally, the ceramic powder is added. Since LAMP suspension
uses a very high ceramic loading (55 vol%), the powder is added incrementally in two
or three batches to allow for full incorporation. This mixture is then balled milled in
a ceramic jar filled with milling media.
From prior experimental trials, it was observed that the several Suspension prepa-
ration parameters like speed of milling, total duration of milling, amount of milling
media in the ceramic jar with respect to the Suspension quantity, blending time al-
lowed for photo initiator and UV absorber (if they are added separately prior to a
build) each have an impact on the curing characteristics of the suspension and hence
the cure widths obtained.
In order to minimize these effects, the Suspension preparation is standardized as
far as possible. It is milled at a speed of (15 rpm) for 3 days. The milling media in
the jar is also held constant for a constant volume of the mixture (4 kg of milling
media for 3Ltrs of suspension). When the photo initiator and UV absorbers are added
separately before a build, it is ensured that the suspension is milled for at least 24
hours before it is used.
3.4.3 Methodology
As discussed in the previous section, the cure width Cw obtained is a result of the
complex interaction of several parameters which is very difficult to model accurately.
Hence, in order to understand the cure depth behavior of LAMP suspensions, a
simple experimental study is proposed. From experience, four important parameters
are singled out for studying their specific effects on cure width Cw. They are:
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(a) Feature size,
(b) Peak light intensity,
(c) UV absorber concentration, and
(d) Photoinitiator (PI) concentration.
Discrete values for each of the parameters were identified and the cure width char-
acteristics at each of these parameters are determined experimentally. Cure widths
were determined by exposing squares of known length over a glass slide (the ex-
perimental setup is exactly same as the cure depth measurement set up shown in
Figure 55) and by measuring the deviation of the cured square lengths obtained.
Figure 73 shows a sample image with known squares that is used for exposure and
Figure 74 shows an image of the corresponding cured layers obtained.
Figure 73: A sample exposure image with a known constant square length with 10
different tiles. Each tile is exposed at a different energy dose.
It is to be noted that each tile in the exposure image in Figure 73 is exposed at a
different exposure dose and hence the resulting square lengths obtained in the cured
square tiles shown in Figure 74 are different. The corresponding cure widths Cw at
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Figure 74: Cured squares obtained by exposing the image in Figure 73. Each tile is
exposed at a different energy dose, and hence its deviation from the nominal square
length in the exposure image is different.





where lcured is the square length obtained after curing each tile, and lo is the
nominal square length in the exposure Image. In this manner, at discrete values of
each of the parameters (a),(b), (c), and (d), the cure width trends with respect to the
energy dose are identified. Critical energy dose and sensitivities for cure width Cw
analogous to Ec and Dp for the case of cure depth Cd are introduced. For the sake
of clarity, from here on, a different notation is used for identifying the critical energy
doses and sensitivities corresponding to cure depth and cure width respectively. The
critical energy dose corresponding to cure depth Cd is denoted from here on by E
d
c
and the sensitivity for cure depth is denoted by Ddp. Similarly, the critical energy dose






extra superscripts ‘d’ and ‘w’ are added to the usual parameters Ec and Dp where ‘d’
denotes depth and ‘w’ denotes width.
A new parameter known as broadening depth Bd is introduced, which gives the
maximum cure depth that can be achieved before the layers begin to cure in the width
direction. It is determined by computing the cure depth obtained at an energy dose
equal to the cure width critical energy dose Ewc at which lateral curing just begins to







This is a good measure for characterizing the side-scatter induced cure width broaden-
ing of each composition. Ideally, the composition should be optimized for maximum
broadening depth in order to get deep cured parts with good layer-to-layer bonding
and minimal excess side scattering.
The parameters introduced here to analyze the cure width characteristics of the
material system for LAMP are analogous to the ones introduced by Gentry [13] for
characterizing the line widths of the LAMP suspension. However, it will be shown
that the results obtained here deviate from the ‘quasi-Beer-Lambert’ law introduced
in her thesis. These differences can be attributed to following:
1) differences in the exposure set up used,
2) difference in the curing times used,
3) difference in the method by which cure widths Cw are calculated.
The results obtained from the experimental investigations using the methodology
described in this section are given next.
3.4.4 Dependence of broadening parameters on feature size
In this section, the dependence of cure width Cw on feature size is investigated. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, the HP turbine blades that LAMP intends to fabricate have
feature sizes across a range of length scales (all the way from a few 100 microns to
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a few centimeters). Hence, it is very crucial to determine whether and how various
feature sizes scale differently in a build. In order to investigate this, squares of
several different sizes are considered. For each square length, several multiple tiles are
exposed at different energy doses and their corresponding cure widths are computed,
as discussed in the previous section, in order to identify the width critical energy
Ewc and the width sensitivity D
w
p at that feature size. Square lengths ranging from 1
pixel to 900 pixels in width were considered (Each pixel is of length 1/1500 inches, i.e,
≈ 16.9µm. Specifically, following square lengths (in pixels) were tested: 1-5, 10, 25,
50, 75, 100, 200, 300, 450, 600, 750, 900. However, during the development process,
features corresponding to tiles less than 25 pixels wide were washed out as they are so
minuscule. Hence, the data for 25 pixels wide or higher are presented. The suspension
composition used for this experimental set is as shown in Table 6
Table 6: Suspension composition used for characterizing the dependence of cure
width Cw on Feature Size.
Ceramic Powder 55 Vol%
Dispersant 8.32 g w.r.t 100g powder
Monomer 9:1 ratio of HDDA and EPETA
Photo Initiator 5 g w.r.t 100g monomer
UV Absorber 0 g w.r.t 100g monomer
The variation of cure width Cw with respect to the energy dose computed for a
few square sizes is shown in Figure 75. The following observations can be made from
the figure:
1) Cure Width Cw varies linearly with respect to energy dose, unlike in the case of a
‘quasi-Beer-Lambert’ law where it varies linearly with the logarithm of energy dose.
2) The side curing characteristics do in fact change with feature size as evidenced by
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Figure 75: Variation of cure width Cw with respect to Energy Dose for various feature
sizes.
Only a sample of the set of square lengths investigated are shown in Figure 75
to avoid clutter. As the square lengths were increased, it was observed that the cure
width curves approached a steady slope and intercept resulting in almost a constant
width sensitivity Dwp and width critical energy E
w
c beyond a critical feature size. This
phenomenon is depicted in Figures 77 and 76 which show the variation of Dwp and
Ewc with respect to square size, respectively. As can be observed, beyond a feature
size of 450µm, both Dwp and E
w

































Figure 77: Variation of Dwp with respect to various feature sizes.
The cure depth Cd values were observed to be constant and independent of feature
size. The cure depth curve for this composition is shown in Figure 78 which yields a Edc
and Ddp of 39.4 mJ/cm
2 and 638.51 µm. Once the cure depth curve is determined, the
broadening depth at each of these feature sizes can be computed using Equation 61.
Figure 79 shows the variation of Bd observed as a function of feature size. It can be
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observed that Bd follows a similar pattern to E
w
c where in it gradually decreases as
the feature size is increased and reaches a constant value beyond the critical size of
450 px.
y	  =	  638.51x	  -­‐	  2345.9	  


















Figure 78: Cure depth curve for this material composition; Does not change signifi-















Figure 79: Variation of Bd with respect to various feature sizes.
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3.4.5 Dependence of broadening parameters on light intensity
In this section, the dependence of the cure width on light intensity is presented. The
light intensity is another important parameter that can influence the cure width. The
power of the uv light source used in the LAMP machine drops significantly over time.
It is therefore crucial to understand how this change in light source power effects the
depth and width curing characteristics of the LAMP suspension.
To investigate this aspect, the width and depth curing characteristics were mea-
sured at various light source intensities. Since, the power of the light source in the
LAMP machine cannot be intentionally modulated, neutral density filters were used
to modify the light intensity incident on the suspension. In addition to the full in-
tensity, two different neutral density filters were inserted in the optical path to yield
approximately 50% and 30% of the full intensity. As was observed in the previous
section, the width curing characteristics stabilize beyond a square size of 450 pixels.
Therefore, in this as well as in the remainder of the experimental studies presented,
a square size of 500 pixels is used. The experimental setup used for exposing the
tiles using neutral density filters in the light path is exactly the same as presented
in Figure 59. The LAMP suspension composition used for this study is shown in
Table 7.
Table 7: Suspension composition used for characterizing the dependence of cure
width Cw on Light Intensity.
Ceramic Powder 55 Vol%
Dispersant 8.32 g w.r.t 100g powder
Monomer 9:1 ratio of HDDA and EPETA
Photo Initiator 6 g w.r.t 100g monomer
UV Absorber 0 g w.r.t 100g monomer
The variation of the cure width Cw with respect to various energy doses at dif-
ferent light intensities is shown in Figure 80. At lower light intensities, the exposure
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time is increased so as to achieve the same energy doses at the points of cure width
measurement. As can be observed, both the width critical energy dose Ewc and width





























































Figure 81: Variation of Dwp and E
w
c with respect to light intensity.
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The variation of Ewc and D
w
p with respect to light intensity is shown in Figure 81.
As can be seen, Dwp increases and E
w
c decreases as the light intensity decreases. This
is a little counterintuitive at the outset but does seem valid when one considers the
fact that at lower energy doses, the exposure times are much higher and hence higher

















Figure 82: Cure depth curves for various light intensities.




































Figure 83: Variation of Ddp and E
d
c with respect to light intensity.
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However, a trend line could not be obtained for these variations as only three
intensity levels are considered. This is because of the lack of availability of suitable
neutral density filters (The other filters available attenuate the light by 90% or more
at which point the exposure times become so large that they are not representative
of the process).
The cure depth curves for these intensitites are shown in Figure 82. Analogous to
the results presended on the gray scaling studies previously by Conrad [12], the depth
critical energy Edc decreases with decreasing light intensity while the depth sensititviy
Ddp remains more or less constant as shown in Figure 83.
3.4.6 Dependence of broadening parameters on UV absorber concentra-
tion
The UV absorber is an important component in the LAMP suspension and has a
high impact on the curing characteristics of the suspension due to its high extinction
coefficients. Small changes in the UV Absorber concentration can lead to substantial
changes in the curing parameters and hence its effect needs to be investigated. Models
proposed by Tomeckova [125–127] predict the variation of depth curing parameters Edc
and Ddp with respect to UV absorber concentration. The depth curing results obtained
here are compared against these models. However, no known models exist for width
curing characteristics. The suspension compositions used for this experiment set are
given in the Table 8 (only the UV absorber concentration is changed while keeping
all the other parameters constant).
The cure depth curves obtained for various values of the UV absorber concentra-
tion are shown in Figure 84. As can be seen, both Ddc and E
d
c are functions of the UV
absorber concentration. However, they qualitatively vary in a fashion as predicted by
Tomeckova’s models [125–127] (Equations 57 and 58).
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Table 8: Suspension compositions used for characterizing the dependence of cure
width Cw on UV Absorber concentration.
Ceramic Powder 55 Vol%
Dispersant 8.32 g w.r.t 100g powder
Monomer 9:1 ratio of HDDA and EPETA
Photo Initiator 6 g w.r.t 100g monomer
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Figure 85: Variation of Edc with respect to UV absorber concentration.
From Equations 57 and 58, it is evident that when all the other parameters
such as the wavelength of the incident light, the photoinitiator concentration, the
particle size distribution and loading of the ceramic powder etc. are kept constant,
the reciprocal of depth sensitivity and depth critical energy vary linearly with respect
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Figure 89: Variation of Bd with respect to UV absorber concentration.
These trends predicted by Tomeckova’s models are observed in the data obtained
as shown in Figures 85 and 86 which present the experimentally observed variation
of Ddp and E
d
c , respectively. Although, Tomeckova’s models predict the variation of
only the depth curing parameters, interestingly enough, the width curing parameters
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also qualitatively see to follow a similar trend, i.e., 1
Dwp
∝ CD and Ewc ∝ CD. Fig-
ures 87 and 88 confirm this observation. From the depth and width curing data, the
broadening depths for various UV absorbers percentages are computed and observed
to be inversely proportional to the absorber concentration as shown in Figure 89.
3.4.7 Dependence of broadening parameters on photoinitiator concentra-
tion
Photoinitiator concentration in the LAMP suspension is yet another parameter that
has a significant impact on its curing characteristics. Its effect is characterized in
this section. The various suspension compositions used in this experimental set are
shown in Table 9 (only the PI concentration is varied while keeping the rest of the
parameters constant).
Table 9: Suspension compositions used for characterizing the dependence of cure
width Cw on PI concentration.
Ceramic Powder 55 Vol%
Dispersant 8.32 g w.r.t 100g powder
Monomer 9:1 ratio of HDDA and EPETA
Photo Initiator (2, 4, 6, 8, 10) g w.r.t 100g monomer
UV Absorber 0 g w.r.t 100g monomer
The Tomeckova models in Equations 57 and 58, while keeping all other param-
eters constant, predict that the inverse of the depth sensitivity varies linearly with
respect to the PI concentration while the depth critical energy dose varies linearly
with the inverse of the PI concentration, i.e., 1
Ddp
∝ CP and Edc ∝ 1CP (CP is the PI
concentration in their terminology). Similar qualitative trends are observed in the
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Figure 94: Variation of Bd with respect to photoinitiator concentration.
Similar to the case of UV absorber concentration, while the Tomeckova mod-
els predict only depth curing parameters, similar qualitative trends are obtained for
width curing parameters Dwp and E
w
c as well. These results are shown in Figures 92
and 93. From the depth and width curing parameters, the broadening depths at var-
ious PI concentrations are calculated and plotted in Figure 94. It can be seen that
Bd decreases with increasing PI concentration which is intuitive as higher PI leads to
more polymerization initiation sites which in turn leads to higher lateral curing.
3.4.8 Future Scope
The experimental studies presented here shed many qualitative insights into the cure
width behavior of the LAMP suspension with respect to some important parameters
and is a first step towards building a model that will help in compensating the build
images to get the most accurate parts. However, much work needs to be done before
these compensation factors can be robustly determined. A few of them are mentioned
here as scope for potential future investigations:
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(a) The experimental studies thus far have been conducted on single layers. It was
observed that multilayer parts have slightly higher lateral curing than single layers
due to the print-through caused by multiple exposures. Experimental investigations
need to be conducted to characterize how the width curing factors scale for multi-
layer builds.
(b) Slight variations between the side curing amounts in the different directions were
observed, thereby indicating the possibility of anisotropic side scatter or shrinkage.
Investigations to study the anisotropic nature of shrinkage or side curing need to be
conducted.
(c) The cure widths measured in this study only correspond to the top surface of the
cured layer. However, it was observed that this cure width is not constant across the
thickness of the cured layer suggesting the possibility that layers obtained are not
strictly 2.5-dimensional. This fact calls for investigations of 3D cure profiles obtained
for various parameters.
(d) Lastly, the results presented here only consider the first order effects of each of the
parameters in consideration, i.e, the effect of a parameter as it is varied while keeping
all others constant. The second and higher order effects of these parameters, i.e, the
effects on side curing behavior as two or more factors are changed simultaneously are
unknown and require further study.
3.5 Summary
Several computational schemes implemented for improving the quality of parts pro-
duced through LAMP have been presented. An novel volume-deviation based method
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for adaptively slicing CAD models has been implemented in order to alleviate the
problem of stair-stepping in LAMP. Prior approaches reported in the literature for
adaptively slicing CAD parts are either too computationally intensive or too simplis-
tic to be useful. The approach presented here is computationally not too taxing while
still producing reasonably good results.
A gray scaling and dithering approach was implemented to alleviate the stair-
stepping effect manifested in surfaces with downward pointing (w.r.t build direction)
normal vectors. The approach implemented here, takes into consideration the effect
of gray scale on the curing characteristics of LAMP suspension. Prior gray scaling
approaches presented in the literature either ignored or have not discussed these
effects.
Finally, an experimental study to characterize the side curing characteristics of
LAMP suspension with the ultimate objective of pre-build image compensation to
achieve dimensionally accurate parts was presented. The side curing behavior with
respect for parameters namely feature size, light intensity, photoinitiator and uv ab-





Various data processing schemes required to process the CAD data for successful
part builds are proposed in Chapter 2. Computational schemes that improve the
part quality over conventional layered manufacturing techniques are proposed in the
Chapter 3. This chapter discusses some of the pre-processing operations, that need
to be performed on the CAD source data before it is subjected through the data
processing flow discussed in the previous chapters in order to ensure a successful
build. More specifically, the pre-processing operations required to tackle the problem
of providing support to unsupported (also colloquially referred to as “floating” islands)
features in layered manufacturing is presented. A basic overview of the need for
support structures and the concept of unsupported features is given next.
4.1.1 Need for Support Structures
Supports structures are needed in additive manufacturing for a variety of reasons.
Figure 95 shows one scenario in which supports are needed. Surfaces that slope away
at a greater angle to build direction produce more overhangs with each successive layer
than surfaces that slope away at a smaller angle. This phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 96 for surfaces that slope away beyond a certain critical tilt angle, support
structures are required. Hence, in the scenario illustrated in Figure 95, Face B requires
supports whereas Face A can be built successfully without any.
Yet another scenario that requires supports is illustrated in Figure 97 wherein a
coffee mug is built in a upright orientation. When building parts in a layer-by-layer
manner, depending on the part geometry and build orientation, new features start
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constructed in a vat of photocurable liquid on a platform whose height can be controlled. 
At first the platform is just below the surface of the liquid at a distance of one layer 
thickness. A laser 'draws' the first layer of the object on the liquid, causing the liquid to 
harden. The platform is lowered to expose another layer of liquid on the surface and the 
laser draws the next layer of the object. This process continues until the object is formed. 
In material deposition methods, the concept is similar, except here a material laying nozzle 
plays the role of the laser and liquid. Note, in the current methods, layers of constant 
thickness are used [2]; a method for determining best orientation for minimizing the number 
of slices of variable thickness and the total stair-case area see [4]. 
Consider an object to be built in a given orientation. Support structure will be 
needed in three different situations. The most common need for support structure occurs 
when material on one layer overhangs the previous layer by more than a specified amount. 
In Figure 1 based on the allowable overhang, face B might require a support but not face 
A. Note, in this case, supports are not required to prevent the object from toppling. 
i 
y       Fa( 
L^ _ i _ 
Face B 
Figure 1. Support required for face B but not for face A. 
Including support structure to take care of this case is often sufficient to handle the 
remaining two cases (and currently in practice the automatic computation of support 
structure stops here). The second situation where support structures are needed is when a 
'floating' component is introduced during the construction. These are parts of the object 
introduced at a height greater than zero but not joined to the rest of the object until later in 
the construction; see, for example, Figure 2. 
During Construction 
(2==g^ 
Figure 2. During the construction of the object, support 
structure is required to carry the floating component. 
The third case where external supports might be required is when the object 
becomes unstable during the construction. In Figure 3, the object will topple if the face 
indicated by the arrow is not supported. Note, this situation is different from the one 
illustrated in Figure 1 where the object is in a stable orientation. 
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Figure 95: Scenario needing support structures for steep surfaces. Face B needs
support but not Face A [15].
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Figure 96: Overhangs for shallow and steep surfaces [16].
growing from an arbitrary height above the base of the build platform. In the coffee
mug example illustrated in Figure 97, the base of the mug is connected to the build
platform while the handle starts growing from some arbitrary height. Features such
as these result in unsupported islands in the build layers (will be illustrated with
slice images later) that need to be supported or else they will be swept away during
re-coating of subsequent layers, causing the build to fail.
The final scenario that typically occurs in layered manufacturing necessitating the
use of support structures is illustrated in Figure 98. If the part geometry being built
in a specific direction is such that the center of gravity shifts outside of the base as
more layers are built, there is a possibility for a moment to develop that ultimately
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constructed in a vat of photocurable liquid on a platform whose height can be controlled. 
At first the platform is just below the surface of the liquid at a distance of one layer 
thickness. A laser 'draws' the first layer of the object on the liquid, causing the liquid to 
harden. The platform is lowered to expose another layer of liquid on the surface and the 
laser draws the next layer of the object. This process continues until the object is formed. 
In material deposition methods, the concept is similar, except here a material laying nozzle 
plays the role of the laser and liquid. Note, in the current methods, layers of constant 
thickness are used [2]; a method for determining best orientation for minimizing the number 
of slices of variable thickness and the total stair-case area see [4]. 
Consider an object to be built in a given orientation. Support structure will be 
needed in three different situations. The most common need for support structure occurs 
when material on one layer overhangs the previous layer by more than a specified amount. 
In Figure 1 based on the allowable overhang, face B might require a support but not face 
A. Note, in this case, supports are not required to prevent the object from toppling. 
i 
y       Fa( 
L^ _ i _ 
Face B 
Figure 1. Support required for face B but not for face A. 
Including support structure to take care of this case is often sufficient to handle the 
remaining two cases (and currently in practice the automatic computation of support 
structure stops here). The second situation where support structures are needed is when a 
'floating' component is introduced during the construction. These are parts of the object 
introduced at a height greater than zero but not joined to the rest of the object until later in 
the construction; see, for example, Figure 2. 
During Construction 
(2==g^ 
Figure 2. During the construction of the object, support 
structure is required to carry the floating component. 
The third case where external supports might be required is when the object 
becomes unstable during the construction. In Figure 3, the object will topple if the face 
indicated by the arrow is not supported. Note, this situation is different from the one 
illustrated in Figure 1 where the object is in a stable orientation. 
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Figure 97: Scenario illustrating features growing from an arbitrary height leading to
floating Islands [15].
causes the part to topple over. The part illustrated in Figure 98 poses such a problem.
Although, the need for such supports is slightly weaker than the others as the base of
the part is attached to the build platform, such scenarios do present themselves quite
frequently.
Figure 3. To prevent the object from falling, support 
structure is needed on the indicated face. 
We note, the need for support structures in the third case is somewhat weak if 
considered in light of the physical process. Factors include the fact that the object's base 
usually weakly adheres to the platform on which the object is grown, and in the case of 
stereolithography the liquid in which the object sits adds further stability. However, 
situations where stability is an issue are conceivable. 
Figure 4. Examples of support structure for the objects shown in the 
Figures 1, 2, and 3. Notice that the second object needed support structure 
at the top of the handle because of overhang between layers, and support at 
the bottom of the handle because of a floating component. 
Our approach imposes no restrictions on the geometric domain of objects. In 
addition to solid objects with or without voids, we also consider the layer manufacture of 
(thin) surfaces, e.g., a hollow cylinder, sheet metal parts, etc. However, we make the 
assumption that a curved surface cannot act as a base for the construction. This assumption 
stems from the observation that whenever a physical object, at rest on some plane P, is in a 
stable orientation, it has at least a 3-point contact with P. This contact requirement can be 
met whenever the object has either of the following in contact with P: (i) three distinct non- 
collinear points, (ii) a line and a point, (iii) a plane, (iv) a non-degenerate planar curve. For 
example, a sphere resting on a plane will not meet any of the aforementioned requirements, 
and hence is unstable. 
For any object G, every planar face on the convex hull of G will either be an 
(original) face of G, or will be a (new) face that satisfies the contact criteria. Therefore, our 
approach to determine stable orientation involves reasoning based on the convex hull of the 
object. To compute the convex hull of an object we require sample points on its surface. 
We adopt this point based approach due to the difficulties in computing the convex hull of 
free form objects. In this paper, we first facet (triangulate) the object and then use the 
vertex set of the faceted object as sample points. 
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Figure 98: Scenario needing support structures to prevent parts from toppling
over [15].
These scenarios pose varying degrees of problems in the different layered manu-
facturing techniques. In selective laser sintering (SLS) for example, the part being
built is alway surrounded by a bed of unsintered powder and hence all these previous
scenarios are easily handled without the need for any additional support structure
geometry. In fused deposition modeling (FDM) on the other extreme, the material
is only deposited line-by-line (called “roads”) only in the regions corresponding the
part geometry and the rest of the build volume is empty. Hence, for FDM, additional
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support geometry is imperative for each of the scenarios illustrated above. Stere-
olithography (SLA) lies somewhere in the middle of the spectrum between the two
extremes of SLS and FDM where the build volume is filled with viscous photocurable
resin. This offers a reasonable amount of inherent support in some of these scenarios.
For example, in the third scenario, even if the center of gravity of the part is slightly
outside the area of the base, the buoyancy forces offered by the viscous resin might
be enough to support the part without any additional support geometry. The other
two scenarios of overhang and floating islands still require supports for successfully
building parts using SLA.
In addition to the scenarios requiring supports presented thus far, supports struc-
tures are also required to support the base of the part. If supports are not added
to the base, the first few layer end up sticking to the build platform, which makes
it difficult to retrieve the parts after the completion of the build without damaging
them. In most layered manufacturing techniques, the support geometry required for
successful part builds are grown from the base of the build platform along with the
actual part. An illustration of the supports built in this manner for each of the
scenarios presented in Figures 95, 97 and 98 is shown in Figure 99
Figure 3. To prevent the object from falling, support 
structure is needed o  the indicated face. 
We note, the need for support structures in the third case is somewhat weak if 
considered in light of the physical process. Factors include the fact that the bj ct's base 
usually weakly adheres to the platform on which the object is grown, and in the case of 
t reol thog aphy the liquid in which the object sit  adds further stability. However, 
situations where stability is an issue are conceivable. 
Figure 4. Examples of support structure for the objects shown in the 
Figures 1, 2, and 3. Notice that the second object needed support structure 
at the top of the handle because of overhang between layers, and support at 
the bottom of the handle because of a floating component. 
Our approach imposes no restrictions on the geometric domain of objects. In 
addition to solid objects with or without voids, we also consider the layer manufacture of 
(thin) surfaces, e.g., a hollow cylinder, sheet metal parts, etc. However, we make the 
assumption that a curved surface cannot act as a base for the construction. This assumption 
stems from the observation that whenever a physical object, at rest on some plane P, is in a 
stable orientation, it has at least a 3-point contact with P. This contact requirement can be 
met whenever the object has either of the following in contact with P: (i) three distinct non- 
collinear points, (ii) a line and a point, (iii) a plane, (iv) a non-degenerate planar curve. For 
example, a sphere resting on a plane will not meet any of the aforementioned requirements, 
and hence is unstable. 
For any object G, every planar face on the convex hull of G will either be an 
(original) face of G, or will be a (new) face that satisfies the contact criteria. Therefore, our 
approach to determine stable orientation involves reasoning based on the convex hull of the 
object. To compute the convex hull of an object we require sample points on its surface. 
We adopt this point based approach due to the difficulties in computing the convex hull of 
free form objects. In this paper, we first facet (triangulate) the object and then use the 
vertex set of the faceted object as sample points. 
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Figure 99: Supports grown from the base for various scenarios [15] illustrated in
Figures 95, 97 and 98.
Supports built in this manner are removed from the part after the build is com-
pleted. However, in scenarios where the geometry requiring supports is internal to
the part, removing these support structures is extremely challenging. Figure 100
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illustrates the differences in internal vs external supports.
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Figure 100: External supports lie exterior to the part and can be easily removed
post build while internal supports are trapped inside making it very challenging to
remove them [16].
In addition to posing challenges in terms of removal from internal geometries, when
removed, supports also adversely affect the surface finish of the parts in the regions
where they were attached. Moreover, supports lead to longer processing times (due to
the need for processing additional geometry), longer build times (due to the need for
depositing or curing extra material in each layer to build these supports) and excess
material usage. Hence, prior to processing the CAD geometry for support structures,
the build orientation of parts needs to be selected carefully to minimize the number of
features requiring supports. A review of the work previously reported in the literature
that is aimed at identifying and adding these support structures in CAD models is
presented next.
4.1.2 Literature Review
A few different approaches for generating and identifying unsupported geometry and
generating support structures were reported in the literature. These methods can
be broadly categorized based on the input data they work with, i.e, STL files, CAD
models or slice contours. A brief review of some of these approaches is presented in
this section.
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Kirschman et. al. [17] were one of the first to address the issue of generating
supports for additive manufacturing of parts. They presented an approach to al-
gorithmically generate these support structures by analyzing the facets in an input
STL file. Experimental work was presented in order to identify the maximum slop-
ing angle of surfaces and the maximum overhang length that can be built without
supports in their SLA system. The hatch spacing required to modulate the strength
of these supports was also reported. Using these parameters as inputs to the algo-
rithm, facets in the given STL were analyzed for their need for supports. A choice of
several different support structure geometries was presented, as shown in Figure 101.
As can be seen, various geometries such as outline supports (that only support the
Com puter Aided Design of Support Structures PAGE 6
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Figure 101: Types of supports to choose from as proposed by Kirschman et al. [17].
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outline of the unsupported region), solid supports (that support the entire region)
with 90o cross hatching, concentric cylinders (either hollow or with internal radials)
and specialized prism supports are presented. For every facet in the STL file that
needs supports, surrounding facet data was examined to understand geometry of the
surface defined by the facets. Based on the identified surface topology, the algorithm
choses a support geometry that is best suited.
Webb et. al. [128] proposed yet another approach where they first read the STL file
and identified its topology information (edge connectivity and adjacency information
of the mesh) to generate a wire-frame view of the part thereby, allowing users the
flexibility of selecting individual surfaces that require supports. Once the surfaces are
identified, they implemented algorithms to determine the borders of these surfaces,
offset them, calculate intersections between lines and then project these lines in the
XY plane onto the surface to generate supports. By using this routine, every facet that
is either identified by the user or by their general rules-based algorithm is supported
with the right type of support structure. Once all the facets’ supports have been
generated, the file is sent for the data processing steps like slicing and path generation
etc.
Swaelens et. al. [18] proposed yet another strategy for identifying and adding
supports to unsupported features in STL files. Similar to Kirschman et al. [17], they
proposed several different support geometries that provided better supports to the
part surfaces while facilitating easier removal (and consequently better surface finish)
and faster build times. Figures 102 - 106 illustrate these support geometries.
The block support, which is a combination of orthogonal walls, is used when the
strongest support is needed over large overhangs. For narrower surfaces, a block
support will be too strong leading to some damage when removed and hence a line
support is used which has a center line and some perpendicular walls. By the same
analogy, for even smaller surfaces, the point support is used which are a series of radial
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Figure 102: Block support under a part [18].
Figure 103: Line support under a narrow surface [18].
Figure 104: Point support under a narrow surface [18].
walls emanating from the point to be supported. A gusset support was introduced
for supporting small and medium sized overhangs which do not need to be supported
all the way to the bottom of the build platform or to the underlying structure. For
easy removal of supports, tooth profiles as shown in Figure 106 are introduced at
the point of contact of these supports with the part. Apart from these, some novel
“perforated” support structures similar to the scaffolding used in the construction
industry were discussed. It was claimed that these reduce the material usage and
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Figure 105: Gusset support under a small overhang [18].
Figure 106: Tooth profile at the point of contact of support structures and the part
for easier removal [18].
building time much further. Having introduced these novel geometries, an automatic
support algorithm was presented. The facets from the STL file were read and grouped
into supported and unsupported categories based on a critical slope criterion. For
each identified unsupported facet, the neighboring facets were studied in order to
determine the surface topology. Two parameters known as overhang and slenderness
were then defined and used to identify the suitability of each of these various support
geometries for the specific surface topology identified. Moreover, an algorithm that
incorporated support features from the slice data (not from an STL file as before) was
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presented. This algorithm compared successive layers to calculate the local steepness
of the surface, and wherever the surface was not steep enough, supports were added.
Chalasani et. al. [19] have proposed an algorithm (tailored to the FDM process)
to identify and build supports for unsupported features based on the slice data. It was
proposed that this was advantageous in reducing the processing time as the slicing
operation now does not have to process all the additional support geometry. Three
different strategies for generating supports were presented which are:
(a) Containment - enclosing the entire part in a shape-following container.
(b) Region - supporting a specified region.
(c) Direct - automatic generation of optimal supports.
In the containment approach, a sub-optimal (i.e, generates more supports than
required) but extremely quick strategy is used where first the large composite curve
that encloses all of the slice data is identified. This all-enclosing composite curve is
then offset and stacked repeatedly over the entire length of the part. All the regions in
this composite structure that do not correspond to the part are identified as supports.
The support structures computed for the slice data of a bone using such a containment
approach is shown in Figure 107.
The region-based approach is a semi-automatic one where the user is allowed to
choose the curves from the slice data requiring support. These user-selected curves
are then copied down to each layer, constantly being trimmed if they intersect with
the part area until they either reach the bottom of the build or get totally eliminated
by recurring trimming due to part geometry.
The automatic support generation approach computes the difference between suc-
cessive layers n and n − 1 which was referred to as a shadow. If this shadow is less
than the road width parameter used in FDM, then layer n is said to be self-supporting
with respect to layer n− 1. Starting with the top layer, the shadow of every layer on
the adjacent layer below it is computed in order to compute the stale shadow at every
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Figure 107: Creating support structures for the slice data of a bone using contain-
ment approach [19].
layer. This resulted in a composite shadow that is all the support required for the
part. Stale shadow is defined as a shadow that is unchanged for at least two layers
while a fresh shadow denotes the new shadow generated on the current level by the
previous layer above it. The stale shadow forms the bulk of the support, and can
be built in either the primary material or the alternate material used for supports
in FDM. By accumulating only the stale shadow, and keeping the fresh shadow un-
merged at the interface of the part and the composite stale shadow, a fresh shadow
was built in the alternate material if desired. Figures 108a and 108b show supports
built using this algorithm for two different road length parameters of 0.01 inches and
0.08 inches respectively. Otto [129] proposed a similar slice data-based approach to
generate supports.
Allen and Dutta [15] proposed an approach to generate supports from input CAD
model unlike the previous approaches where either STL files or slice data were used.
The CAD model was first tessellated to obtain a sample of points representing the
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Figure 108: Supports built using automatic support generation algorithm [19] for
two different road length parameters: (a) 0.01 inches (b) 0.08 inches.
geometry. The growth of the part in a layered manufacturing process was then sim-
ulated. As each layer of the part growth was simulated, the center of gravity of the
partially built part was computed to identify if any points from the sample set need
supports. Also, if any new structures start growing from an arbitrary height (which
result in floating islands), the sample points corresponding to those structures are
also identified as needing supports. Additionally, the slope of the facets correspond-
ing to these sample points were also observed. If the slope is not steeper than a user
specified threshold, the surfaces corresponding to these facets produce large over-
hangs. Therefore, the sample points associated with these surfaces are also marked
for the need for supports. In this manner, from the sample space of points collected
on the surface of the CAD model, all the points that require supports are identified.
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Once these points are identified, approximate support structures were constructed
by shooting rays originating from a projection of these points on the build platform
until they intersect the part at the part surface corresponding to the points. Once
these approximate support structures are constructed, the total contact area between
these supports and the part is computed and used as criterion to be minimized in
order to identify the best part orientation for build. Figure 109 shows a few stable
orientations found for the CAD model of a coffee cup and the corresponding support
structures computed for each of these orientations using this approach.
5.   IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
This algorithm was implemented in C++ with the geometric modeler ACIS. The 
support types of the sample points on a face of the object are controlled by a height 
attribute attached to the face. The height signals that all vertices in the faceting of the face 
with z values less than or equal to the height are supported. Individual control of the 
support attributes of the sample points is lost, but in most cases the resulting support 
structure has little excess. 
Figure 11.   The four candidate orientations for a coffee cup and the support 
structure necessary for each. 
The output as shown in Figure 11 shows the four stable orientations that our 
program found for a coffee cup and indicates the required support structure for each 
orientation. The coffee cup is an ACIS model with faces from planes, cylinders, and tori. 
The first orientation (with the cup opening upward) is the best orientation. The worst is 
with the cup opening downward, since in this case the flat surface near the top must be 
supported. The program was run with an overhang threshold of 30 degrees (see Figure 8), 
a 30x30 rays_structure, and 15 layers in the cups simulated growth. This example took 
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Figure 109: Four stable orientations for a coffee cup and the support structures
computed for each according to the algorithm proposed by Allen and Dutta [15].
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4.2 Support Structure needs specific to LAMP
Three scenarios were discussed in Section 4.1.1 that present the need for support
structures in typical additive manufacturing processes. These are re-listed here for
the sake of clarity:
(a) Surfaces with large overhang.
(b) Surfaces or geometries that result in floating Islands.
(c) Geometries with the potential to topple over.
As previously mentioned, the degree to which each of these scenarios necessitate
supports changes with each additive manufacturing process. For example, selective
laser sintering (SLS) does not need any special supports for either of the scenarios
since there is always a bed of unsintered powder acting as support. Fused deposition
modeling (FDM) on the other hand, requires supports for all of these scenarios since
material is only deposited in the region enclosed by the part geometry and the rest of
the build volume is empty unlike in the case of SLS. For the stereolithography (SLA)
process, the need for supports lies somewhere in between the spectrum of these two
extremes. Since the build volume in SLA consists of a viscous resin, in some instances
(based on the part geometry), the buoyancy force offered by the viscous medium
suffices to support the parts from toppling over, thereby eliminating the need for
supports in this scenario.
From the previous discussion it is clear that, although some common scenarios
that necessitate support structures exist, the degree to which they impose the need for
supports varies with respect to the additive manufacturing process in consideration.
The need for supports with respect to each of these scenarios specific to the LAMP
process is discussed in this section. The LAMP process, as previously discussed, aims
to build ceramic molds for the casting of high-pressure turbine blades. Hence the
need for supports in the LAMP process specific to the needs of the geometries that
arise in HP turbine blade molds is considered. Figure 110 illustrates the features
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found in a representative HP turbine blade mold.
Figure 110: Features of a typical high pressure turbine blade mold.
All the geometric features observed in the figure are intended for the cooling of
internal and external surfaces of the blade. Some prominent features like the leading
edge, trailing edge, film cooling pins (cool the leading edge and mid chord portion of
the external surface of the blade), mid-chord serpentine (creates a serpentine passage
for internal air flow in the mid chord region), leading edge cavity (supplies cooling
air to the leading edge film cooling pins), tip cap (creates an air cavity for cooling
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the top edge of the blade), pin fins (cool the narrow cross-section of the trailing edge)
are annotated. While building such a complex geometry, each of the three scenarios
demanding support structures are encountered and the means by which they can be
handled in LAMP is presented next.
4.2.1 Overhang
While building the complex geometry of the HP turbine blade molds, several over-
hangs do occur. Figure 111 shows the native orientation of the blade mold. When
built in this orientation, features that define the tip cap of the blade cause very large
overhangs leading to a failure of the build. However, from previous experience, for the
typical HP blade geometries shown in Figure 110, an orientation can be found which
minimizes these overhangs thereby resulting in successful builds. Such an orientation
is shown in Figure 112 which enables the tip cap features which were previously caus-
ing build failure to grow more gradually from their root at the trailing edge.
Figure 111: Building the mold in the original orientation standing up will lead to
large overhangs.
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Figure 112: A build orientation that minimizes the overhangs observed in the original
orientation.
Thus, for the kind of geometries encountered in the LAMP process, the problem of
adding supports to overhanging structures is not so crucial and a build orientation can
be found that will result in tolerable overhangs that will lead to successful part builds.
This is ideal because any additional support structure added would be totally internal
to the built part and impossible to remove. This leads to additional unintended
features in the cast blades which will alter the cooling characteristics of the intended
design. However, if in the future, a blade geometry is encountered which does not
have any viable orientation that yields tolerable overhangs, then this support scenario
needs to be addressed.
4.2.2 Floating Islands
The issue of floating islands while building complex geometries like turbine molds
using the LAMP process is a significant one. In most simple geometries, an orientation
can be found which does not result in any floating islands. However, for the parts
with the kind of complexity shown in Figure 110, it is not typically possible to find
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any occurrence that will eliminate the formation of floating islands. Even in the
orientation that was shown in Figure 112 which minimizes overhanging structures,
floating islands form when the bases of the mid-chord serpentine and the leading edge
cavity begin to form. Figure 113 shows the cross-section of the part as the base of
the leading edge cavity is being built. The feature highlighted by the box clearly does
not have any previously built feature supporting it.
Figure 113: Floating Island formed during part builds.
When such unsupported features are cured, since there is no feature beneath it
to adhere to, the shrinkage stresses have a greater effect on the feature and it curls
up. Also, the re-coating process imparts significant shear stresses on the layers as
it sweeps through the build area. As the blade sweeps over with a layer of viscous
ceramic loaded suspension underneath it, a boundary layer is formed which imparts
drag forces on the platform. The suspension was observed to be non-Newtonian but
ignoring this fact, a rough estimate of the shear forces can be made. The viscosity
of the slurry in the velocity ranges of the re-coating process was measured to be
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in the 400-450 centi poise range. The re-coating blade travels a distance of 26 cm
in 6 seconds and is at height of 200 µm above the build platform. At this speed
and viscosity, assuming Newtonian behavior and a linear velocity profile, the shear
stresses imparted on the part will be of the order of ∼100 Pa. Due to such high shear
forces and the curling up effect of unsupported features due to shrinkage stresses, any
unsupported features formed will be swept away by the re-coating arm causing the
build to fail.
Hence support structures are necessary for any geometries that produce floating
islands during a build, in order to obtain successful parts. However, as discussed
previously, all of the geometric features, supports or otherwise are enclosed within
the outer shell of an integrally-cored mold and removing these supports post-build is
impossible. This results in additional unintended features in the cast blades which
might adversely impact the designed cooling performance of the molds. This issue
of floating islands is probably the only limitation potentially preventing the LAMP
process from building blade designs of any arbitrary complexity.
However, it must be noted that the current blades are designed for manufacture
through conventional investment casting process capabilities and constraints. As the
LAMP process enters into full production and the castability of the parts produced
through the process is successfully demonstrated, there is immense scope for advanced
mold design specific to this technology. The work presented in this thesis is a first
step towards this goal of design for manufacturing specific to the needs of the LAMP
process. Details on how these floating islands are identified and supported in CAD
parts and a simple performance analysis of a representative support structure in
order to satisfy the dual objectives of successful part builds as well as good cooling
performance is given in Section 4.5 of this chapter.
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4.2.3 Supports to Prevent Toppling
The final scenario that requires supports is the case of part toppling over due to its
own weight as the part is being built. In the case of the LAMP process, requirements
of supports of this kind is quite weak. The parts are attached to the build platform
quite rigidly with the help of a mesh structure. Moreover, as discussed in the tiling
and part placement section in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.2), the parts are built with
a conformal scaffold surrounding them. Therefore, as the parts are built, there is
scaffolding all around in the build volume thus eliminating the possibility of the parts
toppling over due to gravitational moments.
Thus, in retrospect, of all the scenarios requiring support structures, only the
scenario resulting in floating islands poses a serious threat for part failures in the
case of LAMP process and therefore needs to be addressed further. Details on the
methodology followed for algorithmically identifying the geometries that result in
floating islands from input CAD models and the methodology for creating support
structures are given next.
4.3 Methodology for Identifying Floating Islands
In order to optimally position support structures, first there needs to be a method of
algorithmically identifying the geometries which result in these floating islands during
a part build. The details of such an algorithm developed for the purpose of identifying
floating islands for a part being built in a given direction is given in this section. ACIS
kernel was again used for implementing the algorithm and hence it works directly on
CAD models. The pseudo code for this procedure is shown in Algorithm 16.
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Algorithm 16 Identifying Floating Islands.
1: wig ← the given CAD part
2: layerThickness← layer thickness used in the build
3: (Xmin, Ymin, Zmin)← compute minimum extents of the part
4: (Xmax, Ymax, Zmax)← compute maximum extents of the part
5: for each Z location along the height of the part do
6: //compute slice at height Z
7: (Xbmin, Ybmin, Zbmin)1 ← (Xmin, Ymin, Z − layerThickness)
8: (Xbmax, Ybmax, Zbmax)1 ← (Xmax, Ymax, Z)
9: block1 ← a cuboid created with extents specified by (Xbmin, Ybmin, Zbmin)1 &
(Xbmax, Ybmax, Zbmax)1
10: 3DSlice1 ← geometry obtained form the intersection of wig and block1
11: //compute slice at height Z + layerThickness
12: (Xbmin, Ybmin, Zbmin)2 ← (Xmin, Ymin, Z)
13: (Xbmax, Ybmax, Zbmax)2 ← (Xmax, Ymax, Z + layerThickness)
14: block2 ← a cuboid created with extents specified by (Xbmin, Ybmin, Zbmin)2 &
(Xbmax, Ybmax, Zbmax)2
15: 3DSlice2 ← geometry obtained form the intersection of wig and block1
16: //check for floating islands in 3DSlice2
17: for each disconnected lump i in 3DSlice2 do
18: for each disconnected lump j in 3Dslice1 do
19: check for intersection between lumps i & j
20: end for
21: if no intersections found then





The given part is first loaded into the algorithm and its minimum and maximum
extents are computed. At each Z location along the height of the part, a cuboid
denoted by block1 with a cross-sectional area equal to the cross-sectional area of the
bounding box of the part and a thickness equal to layer thickness is created. A solid
body intersection is computed between the part denoted by wig and block1 to yield a
three dimensional slice denoted by 3DSlice1 at height Z of the part. Similarly, a three
dimensional slice denoted by 3DSlice2 at height Z + layerThickness is computed.
At the height corresponding to the floating island illustrated in Figure 113, the two
slices computed using the previous steps are illustrated in Figure 114 (For illustrative
purposes, slices separated by a few layers are shown and hence the apparent large
overhangs. For successive slices, the overhang will be very small but so is the floating
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5.3.2#Automatic#Support#Generation#
'
Once' the' floating' islands'have'been' identified'as'discussed'above,'a'mechanism'to'
algorithmically' add' support' structures' to' these' regions' needs' to' be' implemented.' The'
proposed'algorithm'should'be'capable'of' inspecting' the'geometry'of' the'part'around' the'
Figure 114: 3D slices of successive layers at the location corresponding to the
floating island shown in Figure 113: (a) Slice at height Z (b) Slice at height
Z + layerThickness (floating island is marked by the red box).
Although, in the Figure, the slices look two dimensional because of very thin layer
thickness (100 µm), they are in fact three dimensional because of the way they were
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created. Each of the disconnected solid regions in these slices are stored as a lump
in the ACIS data structure. In order to determine if there are any floating islands
in the second slice, each of the lumps of this slice is checked for intersection with
each of the lumps of the first slice. If there exists a lump in the second slice, which
does not intersect with any of the lumps in the first slice, it is classified as a floating
island and support support structures need to be created. By repeating this sequence
of operations for every successive pair of slices along the length of the part, all the
features that lead to floating islands during a part build can be identified. This
operation can be repeated for different orientations of the part, and the orientation
that yields the minimum number of floating islands can be selected. The details of the
algorithm to generate supports for the floating islands identified using this approach
is presented next.
4.4 Methodology for Support Structure Generation
In most of the previous work presented, supports were generated only along the
build direction which either extend all the way down to the base of build platform
or until the next immediate geometric feature. This approach does not work for
LAMP as all of the supports will be completely encapsulated by the shell and thus
cannot be removed. Hence, creating long slender supports all the way to the base will
completely disrupt the intended cooling designs. Instead, the approach presented
here, tries to connect the identified floating island to the immediate surrounding
geometry with minimal support length to have minimal impact on the intended design.
Note that, the geometries that these support structures connect to need not be directly
underneath the floating island along the build direction unlike the previous approaches
presented. The pseudo code for such an approach is shown in Algorithm 17.
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Algorithm 17 Support Structure Generation.
1: origin← centroid of the floating island that needs to be supported
2: maxTiltAngle← maximum tilt angle with which a support can be built
3: maxCurvature← maximum curvature allowed at the point of contact
4: n← the number of orientations user wants to output
5: r ← nominal radius of the support
6: candidateOrientationList← discrete orientations within the “cone” underneath
origin
7: for each orientation i in candidateOrientationsList do
8: shoot a ray from origin to the surrounding geometry of the part
9: check for smoothness of the surface at the point of intersection with the ray
10: curvature← local surface curvature at intersection point
11: if surface is smooth and curvature < maxCurvature then
12: support.direction← orientation i




17: sort the identified support orientations in list w.r.t length in ascending order
18: for i:= 1 to n do
19: retrieve ith orientation from the sorted orientations in list
20: sweep a circle of radius r from origin along the ray in orientation i
21: output the part
22: end for
The algorithm takes in four parameters as input as follows:
(1) The centroid of the floating island at which supports need to be generated denoted
by origin.
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(2) The maximum tilt at which supports can be built denoted by maxTiltAngle.
(3) The number of potential orientations that the user wants to output denoted by n.
(4) The nominal radius of the supports as specified by the user denoted by r.
First, a list of possible candidate orientations along which a support can be built
is created by discretizing the “cone” underneath origin with a vertex angle equal to
maxTiltAngle. For each of these candidate orientations, rays originating from origin
are generated and their intersections with the part geometry is computed. At each
of these points of intersection, the smoothness of the surface is measured. If local
surface curvature is high, there is a good possibility that it corresponds to a cooling
feature and this orientation is abandoned. Likewise, if the intersection point is near
to the boundary of two or more surfaces and the adjoining surfaces do not maintain
continuity, this orientation is abandoned as well as it was observed from experience
that shrinkage stresses accumulate at such corners and cause the supports or other
slender structures to fail. After eliminating orientations that connect to non smooth
surfaces in this manner, the rest of orientations are stored as potential directions for
support propagation. The lengths of the rays originating from origin in each of these
potential directions are computed and the list of potential orientations is then sorted
in the ascending order w.r.t their lengths. For the first n orientations in the sorted
list, cylindrical supports with radius r are created by sweeping a circular cross-section
along the ray until it connects to the part.
Figure 115 shows the various supports generated on the sample HP blade shown in
Figure 110 using this approach. As can be seen, of the various candidate orientations,
many of the orientations are discarded because they either intersect the surface at
regions of high curvature or are very long. The support structure highlighted in green
is the one that is preferred as it is the shortest and also interesects the part at a low
curvature region.
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Figure 115: Supports generated by the algorithm.
In many of the instances experienced in parts of the form shown in Figure 110,
the features that lead to floating islands grow continuously (i.e, grow from a small
area floating region to a larger feature) and hence from past experience it is known
that only one support of the type highlighted in green in Figure 115 is enough.
However, when the features abruptly result in large floating islands, this algorithm
can easily be extended for producing multiple supports. For supporting large floating
features, an additional parameter that indicates the maximum amount of overhang
a particular support feature of a given size can support needs to be incorporated in
to the algorithm. Based on this parameter, the area of the large floating island can
be sub divided into smaller regions and the procedure can be applied for each of the
smaller regions with an additional constraint to produce non intersecting supports.
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4.5 Potential for Multi-functional Design
As was previously noted, any support structures incorporated into the mold to yield
successful LAMP builds are completely encapsulated within a conformal shell. Hence
there is no way to remove these structures from the mold post build and this will
in turn result in additional unintended features in the cast blades. Although this
is a limitation of the LAMP process, it must be noted that the current blades were
designed with the conventional manufacturing techniques in view and hence there is
immense scope for design for manufacturing specific to the needs of the LAMP process.
In order to demonstrate this, the performance analysis of the design resulted by the
incorporation of a sample support structure like the one highlighted in Figure 115
is given in this section. Intuitively, the addition of a support feature like that will
reroute some of the cooling air from the mid chord serpentine channel to the leading
edge cavity. In doing so, it might not only deprive some of the upper impingement
cooling holes but also stymie the lower most impingement jets at the leading edge.
Also, because of the cooling air rerouting, there might not be enough mass flow left in
the mid chord serpentine to cool all the other features like the tip cap etc. it supplies
cooling air to. Hence in order to investigate this, the flow and thermal analysis of
this support feature was performed. The details of these simulations and the results
obtained will be discussed below.
In order to simply the meshing process and reduce computational times, the ge-
ometry was simplified to a representative but more amenable one. A constant rep-
resentative heat flux boundary condition of 25MW/m2 was applied to the leading
edge wall. A constant velocity of 20 m/s was applied as the input flow condition at
the base of the serpentine channel with a turbulence intensity of 5%. The simula-
tion was carried out to solve the reynolds averaged navier stokes equations and the
thermal equation for the each of the cases corresponding to the native and modified
(with support added) geometry. Figure 116 shows the temperature profile obtained
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Figure 116: Temperature map of the internal leading edge wall: (a) without support
and (b) with support.
can be clearly seen that, unlike what was expected, the temperature profile in the
case of the support added is much lower than the case without a support. There
is a hot spot at the lower region of the leading edge for the case without a support
and the addition of a support reduces the peak temperature occurring on the leading
edge wall significantly. Figure 117 shows the velocity streamlines of the flow to give
a better understanding of temperature results obtained. It can be seen that in the
case without the support, the flow streams from the lower most impingement jets are
unable to reach bottom most region of the leading edge cavity wall which is not the
case for the supported geometry. It can also be seen that, unlike what was intuitively









Figure 117: Velocity streamlines in the internal cavities: (a) without support and
(b) with support.
jets and neither does it starve any of the upper impingement jets from cooling air.
Instead it increases the mass flow from the very bottom of the leading edge cavity
thereby providing better cooling overall. Also, unlike what was initially expected, the
addition of the support structure does not significantly reduce the mass flow in the
serpentine passage which in turn might adversely affect the cooling of other features
like the tip cap. The mass flow rate difference at the exit of the serpentine channel
for the two cases was found to be very small (0.145 gm/s without support versus
0.137 gm/s with support) and is not expected to lead to any adverse heating of blade
regions elsewhere.
Thus, in this instance it is alright to incorporate this support feature. Of course,
in a real world situation, much further analysis will be done to completely understand
the effects of the addition of a new feature like this. The main intent for this analysis
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was to give a better appreciation of the immense scope that exists for multi functional
support design (multi functional in the sense that it not only aids in successful LAMP
builds but also improves blade cooling) specific to the needs of the LAMP process.
4.6 Summary
Several common scenarios requiring the need for supports in additive manufacturing
were presented. The need for supports for each of these scenarios specific to the LAMP
process was evaluated. The problem of floating islands was shown to be the only factor
limiting the LAMP process from building parts of any arbitrary complexity. Most
of the prior approaches presented in the literature work mostly on STL meshes and
typically construct supports originating from the base of the build platform or some
feature directly underneath the floating island. This methodology is not applicable
to the LAMP process due to the inability of removing these support structures from
the part post-build. Consequently, a new approach for identifying and generating




As discussed in Chapter 1, the operating temperature of gas turbines has been steadily
rising over the years to meet the ever increasing demands on higher efficiency. This
fact combined with the extremely high fatigue loading conditions inside a turbine
engine makes it very challenging to design blades that perform at acceptable lev-
els over long periods of time. The key to achieving robust blade designs that have
long life spans in such demanding conditions lies in the implementation of innovative
cooling schemes. As a result, an enormous focus on developing new cooling designs
has been placed over the past decade. Equipped with ever improving numerical
and experimental techniques, designers and researchers have proposed several inno-
vative designs. However, the manufacturing technology has not caught up with the
pace of design innovation. As a consequence several of these designs have not been
implemented in actual turbine blades in real engines. LAMP technology, with its
layer-by-layer build style can alleviate this manufacturing hurdle, thereby enabling
the possibility of turbine blades with advanced cooling schemes heretofore considered
non-manufacturable. The work presented in this chapter aims to take a first step
into this domain in order to present a better appreciation of the disruptive impact of
LAMP. The major categories of cooling schemes in typical turbine blades and some
novel cooling schemes in some of these categories previously reported in literature are
presented next.
5.1 Types of Cooling Schemes
As illustrated in Figure 7 in Chapter 1, the cooling schemes in a typical turbine blade
can be broadly categorized into internal and external schemes. Internal schemes
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provide cooling to the internal surfaces of the blade while external schemes provide
cooling to the outer surface of the blade which comes into contact with the hot
combustion products inside the engine. Internal cooling schemes can be further sub
divided based on the blade region to which they provide cooling, while external cool-
ing consists of several different techniques like film cooling, transpiration cooling and
barrier coatings to protect the outer surface of the blade from hot gases. These major
categories and subcategories are summarized below (not exhaustive):
Internal:
(a) Leading edge cooling
(b) Mid-chord cooling





(c) Protective barrier coatings
A brief overview of some novel cooling schemes proposed in the past is given next.
5.2 Some Novel Schemes Proposed in Literature
Several researchers in the past have focused on developing innovative schemes for
each of the various cooling scheme categories discussed in the previous section. A few
of them are depicted here to illustrate the kinds of challenging geometries proposed.
Internal cooling is achieved by circulating cool air (borrowed from the compressor out-
put) through internal passages inside the blades. For the mid-chord region, typically a
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serpentine passage is created with trip strips on its walls in order to trip the boundary
layer to a turbulent state thereby increasing the cooling achieved. Several mid-chord
cooling schemes with varying cross-sections for the passages (like square, triangles
and channels twisting in 3-D space etc.) and several different trip strip configurations
were investigated [20–22]. A few such schemes are shown in Figure 118.
Figure 118: Some novel impingement cooling configurations [20–22].
Leading edge cooling is typically accomplished by impinging air drawn from these
internal channels on to the interior wall of the leading edge. Several different leading
edge cavity shapes that promote turbulence and various internal wall configurations
with dimpled and ribbed surfaces that act as pins to further enhance the heat transfer
have been proposed [23–25]. A few such schemes are shown in Figure 119.
Trailing edges are typically too narrow to contain internal cooling passages and
therefore are cooled by thin pin-fins protruding from the internal walls to enhance
the heat transfer. Several different pin fin shapes and spacial distributions have been
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Figure 119: Some novel impingement cooling configurations [23–25].
investigated[26–28]. A Few such schemes are shown in Figure 120.
Several other novel configurations have been proposed in each of the other cate-
gories of cooling schemes. It can be observed that most of these schemes proposed
have very complex geometries and will clearly be a challenge to manufacture. For
the purposes of illustrating the impact of LAMP technology, the application of film
cooling has been chosen. Internal cooling air from the serpentine passages is bled
out though film cooling holes on the surface of the blade thereby engulfing it with
a blanket of cold air to protect it from coming in contact with the hot combustion
products. It has been shown that small changes in the film cooling hole placement,
exit geometry and exit angle can lead to significant changes in the blade surface
temperatures and consequently its life [83]. Film cooling holes are typically laser
drilled after the investment casting process. Hence there is limited scope for produc-
ing novel exit geometries and shallow hole exit angles (which in turn lead to better
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Figure 120: Some novel impingement cooling configurations [26–28].
film effectiveness). The LAMP process, on the other hand, with its layer-by-layer
manufacturing process can build these film cooling hole geometries into the integrally
cored molds. These cooling geometries can thus be directly cast into the blade. This
can significantly alleviate cooling problems in the midst of ever increasing operating
engine temperatures and hence the focus on film cooling schemes in this thesis. In
this chapter, a few different film cooling hole geometries have been investigated for
their cooling performance using computational fluid dynamics techniques. However,
it must be noted that accurate prediction of the performance of these cooling schemes
using numerical techniques is not straightforward due to the complex nature of flow
physics involved. A brief discussion on this complexity and the methodology used for
CFD analysis to evaluate the performance of these geometries is given next.
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5.3 Flow Physics Complexity
Accurately predicting the flow physics in film cooling or any other cooling geometries
in a turbine blade is extremely challenging. A few of the factors that make these
kinds of studies challenging are presented in this section.
First, a turbine blade is a rotating frame of reference, rotating at speeds of the
order 10,000 rpm inside an engine. This results in strong Coriolis effects on the blade
which in turn significantly modify the flow physics from a static case.
Second, there are several uncertainties with respect to the initial and boundary
conditions that need to be used for the simulations. Since the flow physics are very
complex, only small portions of the turbine sections can be simulated to keep the
computations amenable. In such a partial model setup, boundary conditions like the
inflow and outflow velocity distributions of the air, input and output temperature
and pressure distributions etc are very challenging to specify accurately.
Third, there is uncertainty with respect to the material properties that need to be
used in these simulations. The fluids whose flow characteristics need to be evaluated
in these simulations are products of combustion. The relative concentrations of the
various by-products of combustion vary greatly and hence accurately specifying the
material properties in the simulations is a challenge.
Fourth, the flow regimes inside a gas turbine are compressible. Due the high
gas speeds and the interaction between multiple stages of turbine blades and guiding
vanes, several compressibility effects like shock waves are observed. These phenomena
significantly effect the performance of the designed cooling schemes but are very
challenging to predict accurately.
Lastly, the flow inside gas turbines is highly turbulent. Turbulence is still an open
unsolved problem in physics and the only way to predict the behavior of turbulent
flows is to use approximate models. These models in turn introduce uncertainties in
the solutions of the flow variables of interest. Coming up with accurate turbulence
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models is an ongoing area of research with no end in sight and accurately pin pointing
the inaccuracies caused by these models is very challenging.
Owing to all these complexities, simulating the performance of film cooling ge-
ometries in real engine conditions is out of the scope of the work presented in this
thesis. A more simpler approach presented in the literature that is known to give
a good qualitative understanding of the performance of these schemes is used. The
details of this approach are presented next.
5.4 Methodology
The simulation methodology used in this thesis for comparing the performance of
various film cooling hole geometries is presented in this section. To simplify the eval-
uation of various cooling hole geometries, it is an established practice in this domain
to perform the numerical and experimental studies on flat plates rather than the
complex curved geometries of turbine blades. Several key non-dimensional parame-
ters that dictate the flow physics of these cooling geometries have been identified in
the literature. A few important non-dimensional parameters are defined as follows:
(a) coolant to mainstream density ratio, D =
ρc
ρm
(b) coolant to mainstream velocity ratio, V =
vc
vm
(c) coolant to mainstream max flux or blowing ratio, B =
ρcvc
ρmvm





(d) coolant to mainstream pressure ratio,
Pc
Pm
(e) coolant to mainstream temperature ratio,
Tc
Tm
When performing experimental or numerical studies on simplified geometries like
flat plates instead of the complex curved geometries of turbine blades, reasonable
qualitative results can still be obtained if the values of these non-dimensional pa-
rameters can be matched to the engine conditions. Most studies for evaluating film
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cooling hole geometries are therefore conducted on simple flat plates to make the
simulations amenable with the correct values of these non-dimensional parameters to
yield reasonable qualitative insights about their performance.
Even in simulations on simpler flat plate geometries, apart from maintaining the
right values for important non-dimensional parameters, care must be taken in the way
the various initial and boundary conditions are specified. Many initial attempts at
modeling film cooling effects on flat plates involved specifying some arbitrary arbitrary
boundary conditions at the hole exit without modeling the flow physics inside the
hole. However, Garg and Gaugler [130] showed that small variations of the velocity
and temperature distributions at the hole exit have a large influence on the heat
transfer at the blade surface near the hole, so it is important that these are accurately
modeled. An alternative approach is to model not only the cooling jet-mainstream gas
interaction but to also include the flows within the plenum and cooling holes. Along
these lines, Leylek and Zerkle [29] developed a systematic approach to model these
flows more accurately which showed good agreement with published experimental
data. This approach is used for setting up simulations in this thesis. The details of
the model setup using this approach are given next.
5.5 Model Setup
The model setup for accurate film cooling simulation results on flat plates as proposed
by Leylek and Zerkle [29] is presented in this section. Since the flow physics inside the
film cooling hole is shown to significantly impact the results [130], both the plenum
that supplies film cooling air as well the hole geometry are included in the simulation
domain. The geometric extents used in these simulations are matched to the extents
used in experimental studies published by Pietrzyk et. al. [131–133] and Sinha et.
al. [134] in order to validate the results obtained. The simulation domain used is
shown in Figure 121 where D stands for the diameter of the circular hole.
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Figure 121: Film cooling simulation domain [29].
The simulations are first set up for a circular film cooling hole geometry (which is
the mostly commonly used geometry in turbine blades) to serve as a base case against
which the more novel geometries can be compared against. The simulation domain
was meshed with a conformal structured mesh close the boundary layer (with y+ of
30). Fully elliptic Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and energy equation
were solved over the mesh. The standard k− ε model with generalized wall functions
for near wall treatment was used to model turbulence. A turbulence intensity of 2
percent was used. The boundary conditions were set to the conditions reported in the
experimental study [131–134]. Inlet mainstream gas velocity and temperature were
set to 20 m/s and 302K respectively and the outlet coolant temperature was set to
153K (which yields a density ratio of approximately 2.0). All walls were set to be
adiabatic and a constant pressure condition was applied at the outlet. Simulations
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were performed using the CFX software package from ANSYS with a second-order
discretization scheme for all flow variables. Convergence was determined when the
normalized residuals of the flow variables dropped by at least four orders of magnitude.
The solution was verified to be mesh independent by first solving at a mesh size of
125,000 elements and later refining upto 250,000 elements with similar results. The
results obtained for a circular film cooling hole geometry as shown in Figure 121 are
presented next.
5.6 Results
Using the model setup described in the previous section, a circular film cooling hole
with an aspect ratio L/D of 3.5, pitch to diameter ratio p/D of 3, and a hole inclina-
tion angle of 34o along the streamwise direction was simulated with a blowing ratio of
1.0. Only one half of the film cooling hole geometry was simulated taking advantage
of symmetry. The results obtained for this base case geometry are discussed below.
Figure 122 shows the velocity vector plot on the plane of symmetry of the circular
film cooling hole domain (the mainstream gases flowing from left to right in this
figure). As can be observed, a clear jetting effect occurs towards the upstream wall
inside the film cooling hole leaving a large separation bubble at the hole inlet (towards
the downstream wall). This is caused by the inability of the flow streamlines sharp
turn around the corner at the downstream wall of the film cooling hole inlet. This
separation bubble and jetting effect vorticity cause a secondary flow to form within
the film cooling hole. This secondary flow is manifested as a pair of counter-rotating
vortices (also referred to as a“kidney” vortex) when the coolant exits the hole and
turns along the streamwise direction of the mainstream gases. This effect is evident
in a velocity vector map on a plane normal to the streamwise direction as shown
in Figure 123. These counter rotating vortices act against each other and lift up
the coolant flow lines thereby reducing the effectiveness of the coolant film. A plot
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of the coolant and mainstream gas streamlines is shown in Figure 124. It can be
clearly observed that the coolant streamlines (shown in red) lift up above the surface
of the plate. Moreover, the lifting up of coolant flow creates a low pressure region
underneath it immediately downstream of the hole exit which results in the suction
of hot gases onto the plate surface thereby causing a large heating effect. Thus, even
at a modest blowing ratio of 1.0, a circular cross-section film cooling hole doesn’t
perform well. At higher blowing ratios, the separation and jetting effect inside the
film cooling hole which was responsible for the “kidney” vortex effect resulting in the
film lifting up becomes stronger thereby resulting in even worse cooling performance.
Figure 122: Velocity vector plot for a circular hole along the streamwise direction
(mainstream gases flowing from left to right). Note the jetting effect inside the film
cooling hole towards the upstream wall.
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Figure 123: Velocity vector plot normal to the streamwise direction. Note the “kid-
ney” vortex structure formed.
Figure 124: Streamlines of coolant and mainstream gases for circular film cooling
hole geometry. Color red denotes coolant and color green denotes mainstream gases.
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Figure 125: Diffuser hole geometry.
Figure 126: Velocity vector plot for a diffuser hole outlet geometry along the stream-
wise direction (mainstream gases flowing from left to right).
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For comparison’s sake, the simulation was performed using the same model set
up for a diffuser hole geometry as shown in Figure 125. Figure 126 shows the veloc-
ity vector plot on the plane of symmetry. Compared to the velocity vector on the
symmetry plane for the circular hole shown in Figure 122, a much smaller separation
and jetting effect is observed in the diffuser hole. Therefore, the diffuser hole exit
geometry is expected to give a better cooling performance than the standard circular
cross-section hole. In order to objectively compare the film performance along the
streamwise direction for different hole geometries, a dimensionless parameter known





where Taw is known as the adiabatic wall temperature which is the effective tempera-
ture experienced at the plate surface as a result of the mixing of hot mainstream gases
and the coolant. Tm is the mainstream hot gas temperature and Tc is the coolant
temperature.
Therefore, from the expression in Equation 62, it can be observed that when the
effective temperature due to film cooling experienced at the wall is equal to the coolant
temperature, the adiabatic film effectiveness will be 100% (η), i.e, when Tam = Tc,
η = 1. This is the ideal scenario where the film forms a perfect blanket over the surface
it is intended to protect. The adiabatic film effectiveness will be zero at the other
extreme when the effective temperature experienced at the wall is equal to the hot gas
temperature, i.e, η = 0 when Taw = Tm. Thus intuitively, the non dimensional value
given by adiabatic film effectiveness gives an indication of the cooling performance of
the film. The higher the effectiveness, the better the cooling performance.
Film cooling simulations similar to the ones peformed for a circular and diffuser
hole geometries were performed for a couple of other geometries as well. For compar-
isions sake, the adiabatic film effectiveness obtained along the downstream direction
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for each of the hole geometries analyzed is shown in Figure 127. The steep circular
hole is the conventionally used geometry due to its relative ease of fabrication and
can be seen to provide the least effective film. The adiabatic effectiveness drops dras-
tically to nearly zero immediately downstream of the hole (due to the lifting up of the
film) and slowly recovers to about 18% further downstream. A shallow circular hole
can be seen to provide a better peformance when compared to a steeper hole and is
much more challenging to fabricate. The diffuse exit hole, which is very challenging
to fabricate, gives a significantly better performance than either of the circular hole
geometries with an effectiveness of above 40% for the most of the downstream length.
The curved diffuser hole, which is nearly impossible to fabricate using current manu-
facturing techniques, gives the best film cooling performance with an effectiveness of












Figure 127: Adiabatic effectiveness plots along the streamwise direction for various
hole geometries.
From these results, it is clear that there is immense potential to greatly improve
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the film cooling performance in order to better protect turbine blades from hot op-
erating gases by using more novel hole geometries rather the widely used circular
hole geometry. Conventional manufacturing processes are unable to fabricate these
geometries while the LAMP process with its layer-by-layer approach can incorporate
these features on integrally cored molds to be directly cast into the blades.
5.7 Summary
A discussion on the limitations of current manufacturing methods for building novel
cooling schemes is given. An outline of the varies categories of cooling schemes was
presented and some challenging designs previously proposed in the literature for a
few of these categories were depicted. For the purposes of demonstrating the impact
LAMP technology can have in enabling the fabrication of these challenging schemes,
the application of film cooling, which has received a great deal of attention due to its
significant impact on blade cooling, was chosen. Film cooling holes were previously
laser machined after the casting process thereby severely limiting the kinds of hole exit
geometries and exit angles that can be fabricated. LAMP process with its layer-by-
layer build approach can build mold designs incorporated with these hole geometries
thereby directly casting them into the blades. This opens up new possibilities for film
cooling hole designs. A few novel hole geometries were picked and analyzed for their
cooling performance. The simulations demonstrated superior performance for these
designs over the conventional circular hole geometry. A few of these designs were




Large Area Maskless Photopolymerization (LAMP) is a disruptive additive manu-
facturing technology that has been developed for fabricating ceramic molds for in-
vestment casting of high pressure turbine blades. The work presented in this thesis
addressed the digital data processing and computational needs of the LAMP process.
Several data processing algorithms like direct slicing, STL slicing, post-processing
algorithms like error checking, part placement and tiling etc. that enable the LAMP
process were presented. Several computational schemes to improve the part quality
like adaptive slicing, gray scaling, and cure width studies for image compensation were
also discussed. Moreover, CAD data pre-processing algorithms, especially the iden-
tification of unsupported features and the generation of internal support structures
suitable for the fabrication of integrally-cored molds using LAMP process were also
presented. Finally, some novel cooling schemes that are not currently manufacturable
but provide improved performance over the conventional schemes are presented. Such
schemes can be fabricated using the LAMP process thus providing a glimpse of the
potential for LAMP technology to disrupt the state-of-the-art in the investment cast-
ing of HP turbine blades. A summary of the unique contributions made in this thesis
and the scope for future research along these lines is given in this chapter.
6.1 Summary of Unique Contributions
A summary of the unique contributions made in this thesis are listed here:
(a) An error-tolerant direct slicing algorithm was presented using the ACIS ker-
nel. While previous direct slicing approaches using the ACIS kernel were reported
in literature, they all propose direct slicing as a cure for all the ills inherent in STL
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slicing. They claim that direct slicing will be free of errors unlike in the case of STL
slicing. It was observed in this thesis that this not necessarily true. Direct slicing
is free of errors only when the given geometry is simple. When the geometries are
complex like the ones typically found in HP turbine blades, the CAD parts are prone
to errors from two sources: 1) modeling errors on the part of the designer and 2) due
to CAD translations required for direct slicing. The direct slicing algorithm presented
in this thesis is tolerant to such errors and is able to produce error-free slices.
(b) For STL slicing, two novel approaches were presented: 1) A new way for recon-
structing the topology information of STL meshes by extending the corner table data
structure is presented. Using this topology information, STL meshes were converted
to CAD files thus aiding in error correction, geometric property (volume, center of
mass etc.) evaluation and modification of these meshes. 2) An extremely fast STL
file slicing algorithm was implemented. Previous STL slicing algorithms reported in
the literature use some sort of facet grouping strategy before they can be sliced. It
was shown that this only works as long as the input mesh sizes are small. When the
mesh sizes get very large (of the order of 5-6 Million facets for turbine blade molds),
these approaches take exceedingly long (of the order of 4 days) to process and slice the
meshes. The approach presented in this thesis bypasses the facet grouping strategy
completely thereby leading to several orders of magnitude improvement in processing
time (from days to just minutes).
(c) A complete post-processing work flow including error checking, part layout
and tiling, image level geometry modification, data compression etc. that is based
on image data was presented. Most of the previously reported approaches work with
vector data obtained from the slices.
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(d) A new volume deviation based adaptive slicing approach for CAD files was
presented. Previous approaches presented for adaptive slicing of CAD files include
determining the layer thickness based on cusp height or area deviation approach. It
was pointed out in this thesis that both of these approaches have their limitations.
While cusp height is an absolute criterion and a good approach for STL files, imple-
menting this on CAD parts involves large numbers of complex calculations at each
slice location, making it difficult to scale for complex parts. Area deviation on the
other hand does not take the surface geometry into consideration thus seriously lim-
iting its capability.
(e) A novel gray-scaling approach was presented to reduce the stair stepping effect
on surfaces whose normal vectors point downward towards the base of the build. Pre-
vious gray scaling approaches reported in the literature either have not investigated
or reported the effects of gray scaling on the curing characteristics of the material.
Moreover, the material system used in the LAMP process is loaded with a high vol-
ume percentage of ceramic particles thereby making it radically different from the
material systems reported in the literature for gray scale studies. The thesis work
done by a previous member of the Direct Digital Manufacturing lab involving the
characterization of the effects of gray scale on the curing characteristics was incorpo-
rated into the data processing algorithms to generate gray scale images that reduce
the stair stepping effects on surfaces with downward pointing normal vectors.
(f) Studies to understand the side curing behavior of the LAMP suspension were
conducted and some surprising conclusions were presented. It was observed that the
side curing was a function of feature size in the LAMP process. Any feature smaller
than about 500 pixels exhibits a different side curing behavior that is dependent on
its size. It was also observed that the cure width varies linearly with respect to energy
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dose in the LAMP process unlike the “quasi-Beer-Lambert” hypothesis reported in a
previous study. These differences were attributed to the differences in the exposure
set up and the means by which the cure width data was computed. Studies showing
the variation of cure width with respect to light intensity, photoinitiator, and uv ab-
sorber concentrations were also presented.
(g) An algorithm for identifying floating islands in CAD files and generating sup-
port structures specific to the needs of the LAMP process was presented. Previous
approaches mostly worked on STL meshes and they all produced straight supports
aligned with the build direction that grow either from the base or from the geome-
try directly underneath the floating island. These approaches cannot be applied in
LAMP for the fabrication of integrally-cored turbine blade molds as it is impossible
to remove them post build. Hence a new approach wherein the floating islands were
connected to immediate surrounding geometries is presented. The potential for de-
sign for manufacturing specific to LAMP was also discussed by means of evaluating
the cooling performance of an illustrative support structure.
(h) Finally, novel cooling schemes that are currently impossible to fabricate us-
ing conventional manufacturing methods were presented. A few novel film cooling
schemes have been analyzed using CFD and thermal analysis techniques and their
improvements over conventional simple schemes were presented. This work gives a
better appreciation of the potential LAMP offers in opening up new doors of design
opportunities for building next-generation turbine blade designs.
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6.2 Scope for Future Research
There is a tremendous scope for pursuing further research in several of the areas ad-
dressed in this thesis. A few potential future research directions are presented here:
(a) The post-processing algorithms presented in this thesis like image tiling etc.
do scale up to much larger image sizes for larger build areas. However, there is still
immense scope for optimization in order reduce processing times and data file sizes
for extremely large build areas requiring very large image sizes (LAMP beta machine
requires a 900 mega pixel image for each layer!). Since numerous floating point com-
putations are involved, highly parallel algorithms running on GPUs can be developed
to reduce processing times. Data sizes can be reduced by exploring the possibility of
compressing the slice images as if they were individual frames of a video using key
frame compression techniques. The reduction in sizes would be even more prominent
at smaller layer thicknesses as the difference in frames would be smaller.
(b) The adaptive slicing approach presented in this thesis utilizes a volume devia-
tion based approach to reduce the stair-stepping effect and hence the surface rough-
ness in the built parts. However, since volume deviation is a relative parameter and
does not directly relate to surface roughness, precise control on surface roughness can-
not be obtained. Moreover, the layer profiles obtained in the process were assumed
to be strictly rectangular which is not the case. Experimental studies can be pursued
in order to characterize the cure profiles obtained for each layer in LAMP which in
turn can be used to empirically relate layer thickness to surface roughness parameter
Ra. Such a relation will be much more valuable to adaptively slice the parts while
precisely controlling the surface roughness. Moreover, in order to actually build adap-
tively sliced parts, hardware changes need to be made to LAMP setup. Work in this
direction will also play a crucial role in further improving part quality.
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(c) The gray scaling approach discussed in this thesis is applicable only to down-
ward facing surfaces. It will not work for surfaces whose normal vectors point up.
Novel methods and strategies can be developed for reducing stair-stepping on such
surfaces. For instance, one approach reported in the literature takes advantage of the
meniscus formed by liquid resin on the stair-stepped areas to improve part smooth-
ness. Further research can be done on such methods to produce better parts using
LAMP.
(d) The cure width studies were only a first step in understanding the side curing
characteristics of LAMP slurry. As discussed in that section, several factors influence
this behavior and a detailed model incorporating all these effects would be ultimately
beneficial. Even if this lofty goal is not possible, more immediately attainable goals
can be pursued. For instance, the scaling of single layer cure width measurements
to multi layer part builds can be studied. Furthermore, studies to understand non
isotropic behavior of side curing, second order effects of the influencing parameters
etc can be pursued.
(e) The multi-functional support structure strategy presented in the thesis can be
extended into a full scale study to identify a library of suitable support geometries for
typical turbine blade geometries. Also, currently all the designs and designs rules for
molds are based on the conventional investment casting process. Studies to identify
and create new design rules for designing molds specifically for the LAMP process
can be pursued, thus enhancing the effectiveness of LAMP in successfully building
them.
(f) Lastly, a plethora of design opportunities for building next generation cooling
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schemes have opened up because of the LAMP process. Studies to explore more novel
schemes and building these and validating their effectiveness experimentally can be
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